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Abstract

Multi-Path Planning and Multi-Body Constrained Attitude Control

I. Okoloko

Dissertation: PhD

December 2012

This research focuses on the development of new efficient algorithms for multi-path plan-
ning and multi-rigid body constrained attitude control. The work is motivated by current
and future applications of these algorithms in: intelligent control of multiple autonomous
aircraft and spacecraft systems; control of multiple mobile and industrial robot systems;
control of intelligent highway vehicles and traffic; and air and sea traffic control.

We shall collectively refer to the class of mobile autonomous systems as “agents”. One
of the challenges in developing and applying such algorithms is that of complexity resulting
from the nontrivial agent dynamics as agents interact with other agents, and their environ-
ment. In this work, some of the current approaches are studied with the intent of exposing
the complexity issues associated them, and new algorithms with reduced computational
complexity are developed, which can cope with interaction constraints and yet maintain
stability and efficiency.

To this end, this thesis contributes the following new developments to the field of multi-
path planning and multi-body constrained attitude control:

• The introduction of a new LMI-based approach to collision avoidance in 2D and 3D
spaces.

• The introduction of a consensus theory of quaternions by applying quaternions di-
rectly with the consensus protocol for the first time.

• A consensus and optimization based path planning algorithm for multiple autonomous
vehicle systems navigating in 2D and 3D spaces.

• A proof of the consensus protocol as a dynamic system with a stochastic plant matrix.

• A consensus and optimization based algorithm for constrained attitude synchroniza-
tion of multiple rigid bodies.

• A consensus and optimization based algorithm for collective motion on a sphere.
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Uittreksel

Multipad-beplanning en Multi-liggaam Beperkte Standbeheer
(“Multi-Path Planning and Multi-Body Constrained Attitude Control”)

I. Okoloko

Proefskrif: PhD

Desember 2012

Hierdie navorsing fokus op die ontwikkeling van nuwe koste-effektiewe algoritmes, vir
multipad-beplanning en veelvuldige starre-liggaam beperkte standbeheer. Die werk is gemo-
tiveer deur huidige en toekomstige toepassing van hierdie algoritmes in: intelligente beheer
van veelvuldige outonome vliegtuig- en ruimtevaartuigstelsels; beheer van veelvuldige mo-
biele en industrile robotstelsels; beheer van intelligente hoofwegvoertuie en verkeer; en in
lug- en see-verkeersbeheer.

Ons sal hier “agente” gebruik om gesamentlik te verwys na die klas van mobiele ou-
tonome stelsels. Een van die uitdagings in die ontwikkeling en toepassing van sulke al-
goritmes is die kompleksiteit wat spruit uit die nie-triviale agentdinamika as gevolg van
die interaksie tussen agente onderling, en tussen agente en hul omgewing. In hierdie werk
word sommige huidige benaderings bestudeer met die doel om die kompleksiteitskwessies
wat met hulle geassosieer word, bloot te lê. Verder word nuwe algoritmes met verminderde
berekeningskompleksiteit ontwikkel. Hierdie algoritmes kan interaksie-beperkings hanteer,
en tog stabiliteit en doeltreffendheid behou.

Vir hierdie doel dra die proefskrif die volgende nuwe ontwikkelings by tot die gebied
van multipad-beplanning van multi-liggaam beperkte standbeheer:

• Die voorstel van ’n nuwe LMI-gebasseerde benadering tot botsingsvermyding in 2D
en 3D ruimtes.

• Die voorstel van ’n konsensus-teorie van “quaternions” deur “quaternions” vir die
eerste keer met die konsensusprotokol toe te pas.

• ’n Konsensus- en optimeringsgebaseerde padbeplanningsalgoritme vir veelvoudige
outonome voertuigstelsels wat in 2D en 3D ruimtes navigeer.

• Die bewys van ’n konsensusprotokol as ’n dinamiese stelsel met ’n stochastiese aan-
legmatriks.

• ’n Konsensus- en optimeringsgebaseerde algoritme vir beperkte stand sinchronisasie
van veelvoudige starre liggame.

iii
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• ’n Konsensus- en optimeringsgebaseerde algoritme vir kollektiewe beweging op ’n
sfeer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

Imagine the future, an automated city transportation system, with thousands of vehicles,

sensors, actuators, processors, software, and people, working together to optimize the safety,

security, and throughput of the system. Or, consider an emergency situation, such as crime,

hostage, or disaster (e.g. earthquake, tsunami or hurricane). Several autonomous robots

have been deployed to the scene, each equipped with sensors, communication equipment,

and medical equipment. They are to cooperate in a mission (e.g. search and rescue), the

mission must be completed efficiently in a specified time, and the search area must be com-

pletely covered. Again, consider a fully autonomous industrial plant (refinery, or other

manufacturing plant), where there are thousands of sensors, actuators, processors and soft-

ware, cooperating and coordinating their activities to perform a set of complex tasks, which

when completed, the overall goal for the plant is achieved.

The three examples given above describe the current trends, and the near future of multi-

agent systems. Multi-agent systems are autonomous systems consisting of two or more

dynamic (or static) agents, which interact and cooperate, to achieve a set of objectives or

goals, which are beyond the capability of a single agent. The agents may be heterogeneous,

if they are mobile they may have different kinematics and dynamics, their sensors and ac-

tuators may be highly diverse, and they may have different communication protocols. But

1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

they must cooperate to achieve the desired task.

Coordination and control of these networks of agents has attracted a lot of research in

recent times due to the variety of current and future potential applications, and different

control strategies have been employed in control and coordination of such systems. Next,

we discuss the common control architectures briefly.

1.1.1 Multi-agent Control Architectures

As illustrated in Figure 1.1, three basic architectures are generally employed in control

design for a multi-agent team, centralized (e.g. Yanakiev and Kanellakopoulos, 1996; Swa-

roop and Hedrick, 1996), decentralized (e.g. Barret and Lafortune, 2000; Sandell et al.,

1978), and distributed (e.g. Stothert and McLeod, 1997; Yamaguchi et al., 2001; Fregene,

2002). In the diagrams, P represents a plant which is to be controlled, Ai (i = 1, · · · , n)

represents agent number i, which is a component of a multivariable plant P . PAi represents

the decentralized autonomous plant for agent i, K is a centralized controller and Ki is the

decentralized controller for agent i.

More detailed description of the architectures are briefly presented next.
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Figure 1.1: Multi-agent control architectures: (a) centralized, (b) decentralized, (c) distributed.
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1.1.1.1 Centralized Architecture

In a centralized architecture, sometimes referred to in the control community as the “leader-

follower” architecture, kinematics and dynamics of all agents Ai are modeled by using a

single plant P . All planning, execution, control and monitoring of tasks are performed by

a single controller K. P and K can be implemented on an agent in the group designated

as a “leader” agent, or on an external supervisor computer. There are many systems for

which this is the only option which can be implemented. For example, consider a team

of remotely controlled vehicles which have no individual onboard processing and memory,

but their actuators can be driven by external commands sent by a computer via wireless

communication. The advantage of this approach is that of simplicity in high level design,

and for this simplicity it is sometimes an attractive choice at first sight.

However, in certain circumstances, in the long run it becomes considerably more dif-

ficult to have a fully centralized system than to apply other approaches, because of the

following associated demerits:

• For a very large number of agents, the complexities of P and K can become enor-

mous. In such situations model reduction techniques may be applied (Davison, 1966;

Aoki, 1968; Ramapriyan, 1970).

• The computational and information communication burden increases exponentially

with the number of agents in the team, because only the centralized controller does the

job of getting information from all agents, computing controls and communicating

the controls to all the agents.

• The agents’ dynamics and kinematics may be heterogeneous and so it may become

extremely difficult to model the entire system using a singe centralized plant.

• The number of agents may be large and/or dynamically changing, so the optimal

strategy may be hard to obtain and constantly updated (Lygeros and Godbole, 1994).

• In a basic centralized control system, the system is less robust because the degradation

of the single main controller can result in an entire system breakdown.
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1.1.1.2 Decentralized Architecture

In the decentralized architecture, a single plant P may be used to model the kinematics

and dynamics of all agents Ai, however there is no single designated “leader” K, which

directs and coordinates the actions of the other agents. Decision making and control is

performed by each individual agent using its own controller Ki, based on the use of only

local information. An advantage of using this scheme is that it requires minimal or no

communication between agents, so calculations for the controller design may be simple.

This can also become a disadvantage, as it may be less efficient compared to the global

optimum which may be obtained by centralized control.

1.1.1.3 Distributed Architecture

An extremely decentralized architecture is the distributed architecture. This is a fully de-

centralized scheme in which each agent’s dynamics and kinematics are modeled by its own

plant PAi , with its corresponding controller Ki, while interagent communication is fully

open. Because the agents must cooperate, decisions made by any Ki depends on sensed

information, and also on information communicated to it over the network, concerning the

overall goal G, and possibly the states of other agents. Suppose this scheme is fully realiz-

able, then an ultimate dream of multi-agent control is achievable. The advantages are:

• It is naturally suitable for the design of hybrid heterogeneous large scale systems.

• It is suitable for systems in which the number of agents may be changing dynamically.

Nodes (agents) may disappear and then reappear in the team randomly.

• It is flexible and fault tolerant, because the breakdown of a single agent in the team

does not totally degrade the entire system. This is referred to as graceful degradation.

• It is naturally amenable to the current trend in pervasive and ubiquitous computing,

because computers and sensors are becoming smaller, smarter, cheaper and network

ready.

The disadvantages of using this scheme are:
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• Communication complexity may increase exponentially with the number of agents in

the team. Resolving these may require new methods.

• Computational complexity increases exponentially with the number of agents in the

team. Resolving these may require new methods.

• If the system is absolutely decentralized and there is neither a leader nor communi-

cation among agents, then in certain situations it may become impossible to encode

goals and coordinate the activities of agents to achieve these goals. This is possibly

because the agents have no knowledge of the current goal, or how close they are to

achieving the goal. Recall the refinery example given before. For such a situation,

most of the agents may be static (non-mobile) agents. Assuming that is true, then

the task of each agent can be implicitly encoded in the agent, and because it is pre-

cisely know a priori and it does not change, it may be simpler to implement a fully

distributed scheme in such a situation. However, consider a team of unmanned aerial

vehicles in combat situation and the goals are dynamically changing. A new goal is

required for a new situation as time and circumstances dictate. Then the need for a

supervisor or leader sometimes becomes imperative, even for the interim.

1.1.2 Practical Issues in Control System Design for Multi-agent Systems

Before designing control systems for multi-agent systems, it is important to decide which

architecture is most suitable for the problem at hand. Note that controllers can be designed

as discrete or continuous controllers, so there is the dual issue of control architecture, and

type of controller.

The type of problem at hand usually suggests which combination of architecture and

controller is more suitable to use. For example, Lygeros and Godbole (1994) apply a game

theoretic approach to the hybrid multi-agent control problem. They identify that the solution

to the game theoretic problem will produce a continuous control law. Pointing out the

disadvantages of having a fully centralized or fully decentralized system, they suggest that

semi-autonomous agent control is naturally suited for hybrid designs. Furthermore, they
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propose a hybrid controller that is arranged in a multi-level hierarchy where, at the lower

level, each agent chooses its own optimal control strategy in the form of a continuous control

law. At the higher level, discrete controllers are used in coordination and conflict resolution.

The controller is thus split into two layers, supervisor and regulator. The supervisor

makes use of information to determine strategy, which is a sequence of control actions

compatible with system capabilities. The regulator implements the strategy. Following this

method, designing control architecture therefore involves decomposing the system into a

subsystem hierarchy, specifying the subsystem interconnections, and determining the limits

of the environmental inputs. Figure 1.2 depicts such a hybrid control scheme. Note that

similar control schemes had been proposed before, for example by Sandell et al. (1978),

Stothert and McLeod (1997), Barret and Lafortune (2000) and Fregene (2002), all of which

are actually implementations of a distributed-with-supervisor approach. Because of the

problems posed by the other architectures, this approach is an appealing choice to use for

hybrid large scale multi-agent control design, for autonomous vehicle systems.

K
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K
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K
2 ...

P
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P
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...

Communications network

K
s

g

Figure 1.2: A distributed control scheme with a supervisor controller Ks.

Next, we consider some of the obvious bottlenecks which can hinder the successful

implementation of such large scale hybrid networked multi-agent systems.

Following Jin (2007), we observe several impediments to successful practical imple-

mentation of large scale networked multi-agent systems. Even though designers make as-

sumptions as to the capabilities of their multi-agent systems control designs, in most cases
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the simulations are usually done with a small number of agents, due to practical issues that

require a closer consideration.

• However decoupled the agents are, their behaviours are coupled at some instance in

time, because they must cooperate in order to accomplish a certain overall goal. The

complexity resulting from this interaction topology among agents makes the dynam-

ics of multi-agent systems more complicated than that of a single agent. The resulting

nontrivial agent dynamics of each agent, as they interact, contribute more to the com-

plexity. Although task decomposition and assignment are traditionally solved in a

centralized manner, and some authors have addressed the issue of cooperative task

allocation in a distributed fashion, how the complexity crisis can be resolved in dis-

tributed multi-agent systems is still an open research question.

• Networked multi-agent systems are based on telecommunications where, currently,

data links between nodes are far from perfect. Random transmission delay, packet

drops and uncertainty in connectivity topology all violate conventional assumptions

in automatic control theory. How to realize effective control for multi-agent systems,

despite these problems, is still an open research problem.

Two threads run through the arguments above. The first is that of system complexity.

The reality of this problem is that computation required for multi-gent systems to operate in

real time, becomes difficult for computers to undertake as the number of agents increases.

However, the increase in the speed of computers offers some hope in tackling this problem.

Secondly, distribution as a panacea to centralized computations in turn relies heavily on

networked communication which has its own limitations.

Some researchers have tried to address these problems. For example, Minar et al.

(1999), and Schoonderwoerd and Holland (1999), addressed the issue of multi-agent com-

munication from the purely software agent paradigm. Olfati-Saber and Murray (2004) ad-

dressed consensus problems in networks of agents with switching topology and time delays.

Also, Jin (2007) addressed the problem of communication in networked multi-agent system

by proposing “multi-hop relay protocols”, which boost the process of consensus seeking and
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packet based state estimation over lossy communication networks, the results of which we

believe can be practically applied to control of networked multi-agent systems. Moreover,

recent applications of graph theoretic approaches to coordination of multi-agent systems

provide a strong basis for tackling both the complexity and communication problems un-

der a common framework. The problems of consensus, rendezvous, formation control and

flocking, based on graph Laplacians, have been addressed by many authors, and the results

are very promising. However, practical implementation of these algorithms in the presence

of constraints is limited.

The arguments presented above motivate the intention for carrying out this work:

• To study some of the current approaches that have been employed for coordinated

control of multi-agent systems, with the intent of understanding why the systems are

complex, and how this complexity can limit their performance in implementation.

• Based on the above study, to develop new, computationally efficient algorithms, with

improved performance for coordinated control of multi-agent systems.

1.2 Problem Formulation

Problem 1.1 (Graph theoretic and optimization based framework for characterizing

a control problem of networked multi-agent systems, navigating under physical con-

straints). Given a system S, composed of a network of interacting agents on a mission

to accomplish a desired overall goal, with agents interacting with non trivial dynamics and

interaction topologies, subject to unavoidable constraints C, such as agent-to-agent interac-

tion, find graph theoretic and optimization based control models for representing the con-

strained control problem CCS of S.

Problem 1.2 (Framework for solving the constrained control problem CCS 1.1.). Based

on the model developed in Problem 1.1, develop control algorithms, with reduced compu-

tational complexity when compared to closely similar existing approaches (based on graph

theory and optimization theory), as building blocks for solving the control problem of S.
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The objective is to combine consensus and optimization theories in a new way to develop

low cost algorithms that generate stable control laws, which can be proved theoretically,

and verified at least by simulations, such that control of S is stable and efficient.

1.3 Related Work

1.3.1 Notation for Coordinated Control of Multi-agent Systems

Although networked multi-agent systems are not restricted to mobile robots or autonomous

vehicle systems, the development of control algorithms for networked multiple vehicle sys-

tems can be amenable to other aspects of networked multi-agent systems. The work in this

thesis is concerned with multi-path planning and multi-body attitude control, therefore, au-

tonomous multi-vehicle systems (or multiple mobile robot systems) will be used to describe

the ideas presented.

In carrying out their tasks, we assume that each vehicle (or mobile robot) is able to

communicate, at least partially, with other vehicles with which it has some communication

link. This also includes vehicles within its sensor view or reach. From classical control

theory, one way to define the dynamics of such a system is

ẋi =f i(xi, ui), xi ∈ Rn, ui ∈ Rm (i = 1 · · ·N),

yi =hi(xi), yi ∈ SE(3),

where ẋi, yi, xi are the state dynamics, measurement, and the discrete state respectively, of

the ith vehicle. The control input is ui, f i is the function representing its system dynamics,

yi is system output, and the set of rigid body configurations is the special Euclidean group

SE(3).

Apart from position, the ith vehicle has a discrete state αi ∈ A, representing its assigned

role, which encodes its actions, and the relationship of this current action, to the overall

desired goal. A is the set of roles, whose elements are determined by the coordinated control

problem at hand. Because the role can change at any time, a change of role of vehicle i is

defined as a function of its current state and role,
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αi
′
(t) = ς(xi(t), αi(t)),

where αi(t) is the role of vehicle i at time t, xi(t) is its state, and the function ς is an update

rule.

Some approaches to networked multi-agent control research rely very much on the con-

cepts of algebraic graph theory (Biggs, 1974; Godsil and Royle, 2001), and matrix theory

(Horn and Johnson, 1985). Based on graph theory, the set of agents or vehicles is viewed as

a connected graph, with a structure representing the spatial relationship between vehicles,

and a topology representing their communication flow. The set of possible communication

channels are thus represented by a graph G = (V, E), where each vertex i ∈ V represents

vehicle i (or a state of i), and each edge (i, j) ∈ E represents a communication link between

vehicles i and j. The neighbourhood N i(G) of vehicle i is the set of vehicles within the

visibility or communication range of vehicle i and |N i(G)| is the number of vehicles in

N i(G).

Given a collection of vehicles with states x = (x1, · · · , xN ), and roles α = (α1, · · · , αN ),

according to Murray (2006), tasks can be defined in terms of a cost function J , which in

turn depends on two functions: the incremental cost L and terminal cost V , of performing

the task. The cost is given as

J =

∫
L(x, α, u)dt+ V (x(T ), α(T )),

where T is the horizon time for completing the task. Furthermore, a strategy for a task is

defined as an assignment of inputs ui and roles to each of the vehicles, where the input to a

vehicle is a function of the current state and required role. This assumes commands of the

form

ui = γ(x, α),

where γ is a smooth function. To make a choice of roles, Klavins and Murray (2003) used

the notion of a guarded command language, where a program is a set of commands of the

form

{gij(x, α) : ς ij(x, α)},
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where gij is a guard that evaluates to true or false, and ς ij is a rule that defines how role

αi should be updated if gij evaluates to true. The evolution of the role is defined by the

following update law

αi
′

=

 ς i(xi, αi) if gi(xi, αi) = true

αi otherwise,

which should take place asynchronously for i vehicles. Alternatively it can be performed

by a supervisor agent among the vehicles. Then,

strategy = control law + guarded commands.

Let
∑

i be the overall strategy for vehicle i, then the complete strategy of the system is

∑
=

(∑
1, · · · ,

∑
N

)
.

A control strategy is centralized if
∑

i depends on the joint locations and roles of all ve-

hicles, including non neighbours of vehicle i. Otherwise it is decentralized. Formally, a

strategy is decentralized if

ui(x, α) =ui(xi, αi, x−i, α−i),

{gij(x, α) : ς ij(x, α)} ={gij(xi, αi, x−i, α−i) : ς ij(x
i, αi, x−i, α−i)},

where α−i are the roles and x−i = {xj1 , · · · , xjmi : jk ∈ N i,mi = |N i|} are the states of

vehicles in the neighbourhood of vehicle i.

1.3.2 Technology Overview

In this section, we survey some of the technologies that have been employed in coordinated

control of multiple vehicles and mobile robots systems.

1.3.2.1 Spatio - Temporal Planning

Spatio-temporal planning (or path-planning), is the process where paths of the vehicles

(or robots), and their positions with respect to time, are specified and controlled. Two main

problems that can be solved by path planning are: (i) rendezvous which has been extensively
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studied (Ando et al., 1999; Lin et al., 2003; Ganguli et al., 2005; Cortes et al., 2006); and

(ii) coverage.

Rendezvous is the process where all the vehicles or robots are required to arrive at

a specified place at the same time, or within a specified time frame. Researchers have

approached the problem by using continuous time and discrete time methodologies. For

discrete time rendezvous, robots rendezvous according to discrete clock timing, either syn-

chronously or asynchronously. Synchronous rendezvous drives each robot only at global

clock ticks (Ando et al., 1999; Cortes et al., 2006; Ganguli et al., 2005; Moreau, 2003).

Example algorithms are the circumcenter algorithms (Barriere et al., 2005; Flocchini et al.,

2005), where each robot moves towards the centre of the smallest circle containing itself

and every robot it sees. In the asynchronous systems, robots converge without a global

clock.

Continuous time rendezvous is based on a strategy called cyclic pursuit (Bruckstein

et al., 1995; Marshall et al., 2004; Lin et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2005), where the robots

are labelled 1, · · · , n , with each robot pursuing the next one, and the nth robot pursuing

the 1st. Other approaches make use of ellipsoidal cones (Tiwari et al., 2004; Bhattacharya

et al., 2004), and polygon shortening flow using a curve evolution method called Euclidean

curve shortening.

Coverage is a process where the robots (or vehicles) are required to cooperatively dis-

tribute themselves to various positions on a specified area, in order to cover the area opti-

mally. For example, consider a team of soccer playing robots, each player has a specific part

of the pitch in which it should operate optimally. Coverage is also the idea used for opti-

mal placement of distributed sensors, e.g. satellite clusters that must displace themselves to

cover a particular area efficiently. See Choset (2001) for a survey on coverage algorithms.

1.3.2.2 Consensus and Cooperation

The consensus problem is that of driving the states of all vehicles (or robots) in a team, to a

common value, by distributed protocols based on their communication network. Beginning

with the work of Reynolds (1987), there has been a lot of interest in flocking and swarming
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behaviours of birds, fish and herds. Vicsek et al. (1995) proposed and analyzed a method

for alignment of heading angles for multiple particles, using concepts from statistical me-

chanics. Motivated by that work, Jadbabaie et al. (2003) attempted to provide mathematical

foundations for the emergent behaviours observed in (Vicsek et al., 1995). They proposed

a discrete-time consensus protocol based on stochastic matrix theory (Horn and Johnson,

1985). Given xi, the state of vehicle i, the protocol is given as

xi(k + 1) =
∑

xj∈N i∪{i}

ajk(k)xj(k), (1.3.1)

where N i is the set of vehicles in the neighbourhood of vehicle i at time k (i.e. other

vehicles within the sensor view of i). With the assumption that aij(k) ≥ 0, and
∑
aij(k) =

1, vehicle i updates its state by using the weighted average of its heading and that of its

neighbours. From the above, it is clear that the interaction topology of a network of vehicles

can be conveniently represented using a graph.

Following the model given above, for systems modelled by first-order dynamics, the fol-

lowing continuous time first-order consensus protocol (or its variants) have been proposed

(e.g., Olfati-Saber and Murray, 2004; Ren, 2004),

ẋi(t) = −
∑

j∈N (i)

bij(t)(xi(t)− xj(t)), (1.3.2)

where bij(t) is a positive weight. The system is said to have achieved consensus if limt→∞

‖xi(t)− xj(t)‖ = 0 for i 6= j. The system is also said to have achieved average consensus

if xi(t) →
∑
xi(0)/n as t → ∞, for any i, where n is the number of agents. Other pro-

tocols that depend on sensors with limited field of view, and state dependent graph Lapla-

cians, have also been presented in the literature, but most of them are variants of (1.3.1)

and (1.3.2). A mathematical derivation of the consensus algorithm (1.3.2) is developed in

Section 2.3 as a part of this work.

For a time-invariant topology, it is sufficient that there exists a spanning tree: (i.e. the

graph must be connected) for (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) to reach consensus (Ren and Beard, 2005;

Moreau, 2005). While for average consensus, the topology must be at least strongly con-

nected and balanced1 (Lin et al., 2005). If the topology changes with time (which is normal
1These terms will be explained in Chapter 2.
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for wireless networked multi-agent systems), the above consensus protocols are still valid

provided that at least one topology is strongly connected (Ren and Beard, 2005), or if there

exists a spanning tree in each uniformly bounded time interval (Moreau, 2005).

An alternative iterative consensus algorithm that corresponds to the discrete-time ver-

sion of system (1.3.2) is a Markov chain

z(k + 1) = Pz(k), (1.3.3)

where P = I − εL is a Perron matrix and the state transition probability matrix of the

Markov chain, I is an identity matrix, ε ≥ 0 is a small step size, and z(k) is a column vector

of the discrete states of the vehicles. For an arbitrary G with Laplacian L, and a sufficiently

small ε, P satisfies the property
∑

j pij = 1, pij ≥ 0,∀i, j, pij ∈ P.

The effect of communication delays on consensus has also been studied by Lin et al.

(2005), and Lawton and Beard (2002), where upper bounds of the delay margin were given

for a fixed communication topology with uniform delay.

Consensus protocols have been a strong basis for formation control, rendezvous, dis-

tributed decision making in asynchronous peer-to-peer networks (Mehyar et al., 2005), and

robot synchronization (Rodriguez-Angeles and Nijmeijer, 2003). All of these applications

rely on the assumption that the convergence speed of consensus seeking is fast enough. A

few methods have been reported to improve the convergence speed, e.g. the work of Xiao

et al. (2005) where convergence speed is improved by finding optimal weights associated

with every communication link.

1.3.2.3 Formation Control

Formation is the process of having a team of autonomous vehicles assume and maintain a

particular geometric pattern, or switch intermittently between different geometric patterns.

It is applied in areas such as: (i) formation control of unmanned aircraft, spacecraft, and

watercraft (Lewis and Tan, 1997; Balch and Arkin, 1998; Beard et al., 2001; Fax, 2002;

Kim et al., 2003; Ren, 2004; Lin et al., 2005); (ii) control of multiple robots (Lewis and

Tan, 1997; Balch and Arkin, 1998; Feddema et al., 2002); (iii) ground vehicle platooning
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(Swaroop and Hedrick, 1996; Pant et al., 2002); and (iv) satellite cluster positioning (Sabol

et al., 2001; Chichka, 2001; Yeh et al., 2002).

Vehicle formations can either be represented as rigid structures by the use of gradient

based control obtained from their structural potential functions, or by using vectors of rel-

ative positions of neighbouring vehicles with the aid of consensus-based controllers. Some

fundamental results on formation control has been presented (Fax, 2002; Hu, 2003; Ren,

2004). Four main approaches are employed:

• The virtual structure approach (Lewis and Tan, 1997; Egerstedt et al., 2001; Leonard

and Fiorelli, 2001). In this approach, one “virtual leader” vehicle is synthesized based

on all vehicles positions, which acts as the reference for the group, which is treated as

a single rigid body. The position and trajectory of each vehicle is explicitly calculated

relative to the position of the leader, and the formation configuration. While it is easy

to describe the whole group and maintain accurate formation, this approach is only

practical for small groups. This is because centralized data collection and processing

are needed, with all its attendant problems of heavy information burden, as well as

network and computational complexity. Distributed implementations of this approach

are reported by Beard et al. (2001) and Olfati-Saber (2006).

• Leader follower approach, where an actual vehicle in the group acts as a designated

leader for the other vehicles. Any error of the leader is propagated down the line of

agents, a process known as “string stability”. Obviously, this dependence on the team

leader spells disaster for the team if the leader fails.

• Distributed approach, where there is no designated string “leader” for the team, and

each vehicle solves its own assigned problem individually based on communication

with other team members, as in the work of Fax (2002).

• Behavior-based approach, which is commonly used in the robotics community. The

control law of each vehicle or robot is defined by a combination of predefined con-

trol actions corresponding to all possible robot states. As is always the case with
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behaviour based approaches to control, the controllers are flexible, but difficult to

analyze quantitatively. Examples for this approach are reported by Balch and Arkin

(1998), and Bauso et al. (2003).

1.3.2.4 Control over Communication Networks

On-board sensing and wireless communication links made wireless networked multi-agent

systems a possibility. As observed earlier, today’s communication networks are imperfect,

due to transmission delays, packet drops, and dynamically changing topologies2. The prob-

lems worsen as the number of agents increases. In this section, some of the impacts of

this problem on distributed control are reviewed. Figure 1.3 shows a typical networked

multi-agent control system.

Traditional control theory makes the following assumptions, which cannot be satisfied

by networked communication for the reasons given:

• Topology is assumed to be static, but the interaction topology of distributed mobile

multi-agent systems is time-varying and highly dynamic.

• Connections are assumed to be reliable, but sampled signals are transmitted in data

packets that may not be transmitted correctly. Connections exhibit unpredictable

transmission delays and random packet drops.

• Bandwidth is assumed to be infinite, but communication channels can only transmit

the data with certain precision under the constraint of limited bandwidth. Quantiza-

tion and distortion must therefore be considered for system design and analysis.

These standard problems are constantly being addressed in networked control systems

research, by combining tools from computer science, information theory, and communi-

cations engineering (Wong and Brockett, 1997; Altman et al., 1999; Mitter, 2000; Feng,

2001; Walsh et al., 2002). Brockett and Liberzon (2000) presented some significant results

for estimation and stabilization of closed-loop systems over a communication channel with
2As with mobile agents.
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finite bandwidth. Also, Elia and Mitter (2001), and Tatikonda and Mitter (2004), presented

quantizers and optimal quantization that can help to improve on the number of bits reliably

transmitted. Sinopoli et al. (2004) proposed different time-variant coding schemes for noisy

and noiseless channels, while Paganini et al. (2001), and Liu and Goldsmith (2004), studied

Kalman filtering of signals with intermittent observations. In addition, Liu and Goldsmith

(2004) derived stochastic equations for the error covariance based on the Bernoulli packet

dropping model. Furthermore, they formally showed a phase transition phenomenon for the

expected value of error covariance with respect to the packet-dropping rate.
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Figure 1.3: Closed-loop block diagram of networked control system with centralized control.

1.4 Thesis Outline

This section provides an overview of the contents of each subsequent chapter in this thesis.

In Chapter 2, the basic mathematical tools used in this thesis are presented. In addition, a

derivation of the consensus theory, which is a core foundation of this research, is developed.

It is formally shown that the consensus protocol is a dynamic system with a stochastic plant

matrix, which acts as an attractor. The knowledge developed in this chapter is applied

in the development of the consensus and optimization based multi-path planning algorithm

presented in Chapter 3. The concepts of quadratically constrained attitude control (Q-CAC),
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semidefinite programming (SDP) and linear matrix inequalities (LMI) are also described

in Chapter 3. The concepts developed in Chapter 3 lay the foundation for the consensus

and optimization based constrained attitude control algorithm developed in Chapter 4. The

ideas described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 come to play in the development of the multi-

path planning algorithm for collective motion on a sphere, which is described in Chapter

5. Conclusions and future work are presented in Chapter 6 where the contributions are

also listed. A practical implementation of the multi-path planning algorithm is presented in

Appendix A.
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Chapter 2

Mathematical Tools

In this chapter some of the mathematical tools used in this thesis, are presented. The ideas

are mainly from graph theory and matrix theory. Section 2.1 introduces the basic ideas of

graph theory and algebraic graph theory, which relates to this work, and is central in this

review. Section 2.2 contains some results from the theory of nonnegative matrices, while

section 2.3 presents a mathematical derivation of the consensus protocol, which is a core

foundation of this research. It is formally proved that the consensus protocol in (1.3.2) is a

dynamic system with a stochastic plant matrix.

2.1 Graph Theory

The navigation algorithms developed in this thesis are based on a graph theoretic approach,

centered on the communication graph that results in a Laplacian matrix. The purpose of this

section is to present a basic review of graph theory required to define the Laplacian matrix

and introduce the theory of nonnegative matrices presented in Section 2.2.

19
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2.1.1 Basic Graph Theory

A graph G is a mathematical structure (V, E) that consists of two finite sets: a set V =

{1, 2, · · · , n} of points called vertices or nodes; and a set E ⊆ {(vi, vj) : vi, vj ∈ V, j 6= i}

of connecting lines, called edges or endpoints of the vertices. More formally, G = (V, E)

such that there exist a function f : E 7→ V × V . Graph G is said to be undirected if each

edge is an unordered pair. It is otherwise called a digraph (directed graph).

Vertices are usually denoted either by the letters u, v, · · · , or v1, v2, · · · , vn, or by num-

bers 1, 2, · · · , n, where n is the number of vertices. Edges E are usually denoted by the

letters e1, e2, · · · , em, where m is the number of edges. Edges may also be denoted by their

endpoints (vi, vj) or e(vi, vj), e.g. for the graph of Figure 2.1, V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and

E = {e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8, e9, e10}, where e1 = (1, 2) and e6 = (4, 5). The order

of the arrangement of vi and vj in (vi, vj) matters for a digraph, but does not matter for an

undirected graph.

1

2

3

4

56

e
3

e
1

e
2

e
4

e
5

e
6

e
9

e
7

e
8 e

10

Figure 2.1: An undirected graph G with six vertices and ten edges.

The number of vertices |V|, is called the order, and the number of edges |E|, the size,

respectively, of G. The set of neighbours of node vi, denoted by Ni = {vj ∈ V : (vi, vj) ∈

E}, is the set of nodes that have an edge directly connected to vi. A cluster is a subset

J ⊆ V of the nodes or vertices of the graph, and the set of neighbours of the cluster, NJ is

defined by

NJ :=
⋃
Vi∈J
Ni = {vj ∈ V : vi ∈ J, (vi, vj) ∈ E}.

The null graph has no edges and vertices. The vertex-graph is an edgeless graph having

one vertex, e.g. vertex 3 in Figure 2.2 taken alone. The loop-graph consist of a single loop
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with its one vertex, e.g. vertex 4 in Figure 2.2, taken alone with its attaching loop edge e4.

The link-graph consists of a single link with two vertices, e.g. vertices 1 and 4, and the edge

connecting them in Figure 2.2, taken alone. An n-clique is a loopless graph with exactly n

vertices and 1
2n(n− 1) edges, where n is a positive integer.

An edge (vi, vj) is said to be incident with vertices vi and vj . The degree or valence

of a vertex is the number of edges incident with the vertex v, e.g. the degree of vertex 5 in

Figure 2.1 is 5. Two vertices vi and vj are adjacent in G if they are directly connected by

some edge e in G, e.g. vertices 1 and 2 are adjacent in the graph in Figure 2.1.

The combination of the previous paragraphs leads us to introduce four basic types of

graphs, based on some properties of graphs:

1. General graphs, can contain loops and parallel edges1.

2. Simple graphs, may not have loops or parallel edges.

3. Digraphs, have no restrictions.

4. Simple digraphs, have no loops and no parallel edges.

1

2
34

e
1

e
3

e
4

e
2

loop

isolated vertex

double
edge

Figure 2.2: Special graph with an isolated vertex, loop and double edge.

The in-degree of a vertex of a digraph is the number of directed edges incident into that

vertex v, and is defined as degin(vi) =
{∑n

j=1

∥∥∥b̃ij∥∥∥ |b̃ij < 0
}

, where B̃ = [b̃ij ] is the

incidence matrix (defined in the next section). E.g. the in-degree of vertex 3 in Figure 2.3

(a) is 2, in (b) it is 3. The out-degree of a vertex of a digraph is the number of edges incident

with the vertex v, but directed out of the vertex to other vertices, or back to itself in a loop.
1Multiple edges that are incident to two distinct vertices.
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Figure 2.3: Digraphs (a) simple digraph (b) non simple digraph.

It is denoted by degout(vi) =
{∑n

j=1 b̃ij |b̃ij > 0
}

, e.g. the out-degree of vertex 4 in Figure

2.3 (a) is 3.

Graph G is said to be balanced if and only if degin(vi) = degout(vi) for each vi ∈ G.

Consequently any undirected graph is balanced, the same does not automatically hold for

digraphs. The number of neighbours of vi is denoted by |Ni| = degout(vi) + degin(vi).

1

51 3

(a) (b)

97

62 4 1086 2

5 3

4

Figure 2.4: Examples of balanced digraphs.

A walk is said to exist from vi to vk in G if one can walk from vi to vk along some

edge(s), with no restrictions. Thus, the walk is of the form (v1, v2), (v2, v3), . . . , (vk−1,

vk). A walk becomes a trail if there is a restriction that each e ∈ E be traversed at most

once. A trail becomes a path if there is the further restriction that each v ∈ V be visited

at most once. Furthermore, a strong path in a digraph is defined as a sequence of distinct

vertices [v0, · · · , vr], where (vi−1, vi) ∈ E for any i ∈ [1, · · · , r], and r is the length of the

path. If the above conditions are relaxed by having either (vi−1, vi) or (vi, vi−1) ∈ E , then

the path is called a weak path. And a closed path is a path which ends at the vertex it started
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from, while a cycle is a closed path that has at least three edges. A Hamiltonian cycle is a

cycle that contains all the vertices of G.

A digraph G is said to be strongly connected (GSC), if and only if any two distinct

vertices can be connected via a strong path. Consequently, G is weakly connected (GWC)

if any two distinct vertices can be connected via a weak path, otherwise, G is disconnected

(GNC). If G is strongly connected and symmetric, then G is called connected and symmetric

(GC/S). Also, G can be disconnected and symmetric (GNC/S), or disconnected and non-

symmetric (GNC/NS). Figure 2.5 illustrates the connectivity and symmetry properties.

G
NC/S

G
NC/NS

G
C/S

G
C/NS

G
SC

G
NC

G
SC

G

Figure 2.5: Connectivity and symmetry properties of a graph.

A digraph G that has no cycles is called acyclic, in this case there exists at least one

vi ∈ V such that degout(vi) = 0 . Consequently, a tree is a digraph that has no cycles. A

rooted directed spanning tree of a digraph G, is a subgraph Gr = (V, Er), where Er ⊂ E

connects all vertices in G such that each vertex in Gr has one and only one outgoing edge,

except the root vertex. Alternatively, a rooted directed spanning tree of G can also be defined

as Gr = (V, Er), where Er ⊂ E connects all vertices in G, such that each vertex in Gr has

one and only one incoming edge, except the root vertex. An induced maximal subgraph is

a subgraph of G that is not contained in another subgraph of G. Finally, a strong component

of G is an induced maximal subgraph that is strongly connected.
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2.1.2 Basic Algebraic Graph Theory

To enable mathematical analysis and computation on graphs, they are usually represented

in data structures. The transformation from diagrammatic representation results in various

types of matrices or lists, which makes mathematical analysis directly amenable. Algebraic

graph theory (Biggs, 1974; Godsil and Royle, 2001) is the study of graphs in relation to

linear algebra, and some important matrix representations of graphs based on this theory

are given below.

The adjacency matrix AG = [aij ] of a graph G = (V, E) of order n, is an n× n matrix

with elements

aij =

 1 if e(i, j) ∈ E

0 otherwise.

For an undirected graph AG is symmetric due to the bidirectional property of edges. How-

ever, AG of a digraph G is symmetric if and only if G is symmetric. For example AG of the

graph in Figure 2.1 is

AG =



0 1 0 0 1 1

1 0 1 0 1 0

0 1 0 1 1 0

0 0 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 0 1

1 0 0 1 1 0


. (2.1.1)

Observe in (2.1.1) that AG = ATG . However, AG of the digraph in Figure 2.3 (a) is
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AG =



0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0



,

which is obviously not symmetric.

The out-degree matrix DG = [dik] of a graph G of order n, is an n× n diagonal matrix

with elements

dik =


∑

j aij if i = k

0 if i 6= k.

This is simply the diagonal matrix, with each diagonal element equal to the out-degree of

the corresponding vertex. We can similarly define the in-degree matrix of G. If the out-

degree equals the in-degree for each vertex in G, then G is symmetric, and DG is called the

degree matrix of G.

The weighted adjacency matrix ÃG = [ãij ] of a graph G of order n, is an n× n matrix

with elements

ãij =

 wij if e(i, j) ∈ E

0 otherwise,

where wij is a positive weight associated with the edge (vi, vj). This weighting redefines

the out-degree of vi as the sum of the weights of edges incident from vi, and the in-degree

as the sum of the weights of edges incident into vj . In the former definition of the adjacency

matrix, wij is taken as 1.

The incidence matrix B̃G = [b̃ij ] of a graph G of order n, is an n × m matrix with

elements
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b̃ij =


−1 if ej enters vertex i

1 if ej leaves vertex i

0 otherwise,

where n is the number of vertices and m is the number of edges of G, respectively. Matrix

B̃ is also called the connectivity matrix or topology matrix of G.

The Laplacian matrix LG = [lij ] of digraph G of order n, is the n× n matrix

LG = DG −AG .

The normalized adjacency matrix is obtained by normalizing every row of A by the

corresponding out-degree, and is defined as

ĀG = D−1
G AG .

To avoid division by zero, we set d−1
ii = 0 if degout(vi) = 0.

The normalized Laplacian matrix is defined as

L̄G = D−1
G LG .

For the digraph G of Figure 2.3 (a)

DG =



1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1



,LG =



1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 −1 3 0 −1 −1 0 0

0 −1 −1 3 −1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 −1 0 0 2 −1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 1



,
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ĀG =



0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1/3 0 0 1/3 1/3 0 0

0 1/3 1/3 0 1/3 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1/2 0 0 0 1/2 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0



,

L̄G =



1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 −1/3 1 0 −1/3 −1/3 0 0

0 −1/3 −1/3 1 −1/3 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 −1/2 0 0 1 −1/2 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 1



.

The next section describes the relationship between the connectivity of a graph, its

adjacency matrix, and its Laplacian. This description is based on previous results (Horn

and Johnson, 1985; Godsil and Royle, 2001) about the spectrum and rank of matrices A

and L.

2.2 Introduction to the Theory of Nonnegative Matrices

In the development of navigation algorithms, which form a part of dynamic systems, it

is often required to mathematically analyse and prove the stability and convergence of an

algorithm as a basic prerequisite for its feasibility. The stability of a dynamic system has

a directly relationship with the nonnegativity of its plant matrix. This section gives a basic
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understanding of the relationships between the concepts of irreducibility, connectivity of a

graph, and nonnegativity of a matrix.

The study of nonnegative matrices plays an important role in the analysis of dynamic

systems, and three important types are irreducible, stochastic and primitive (or ergodic)

matrices.

A permutation matrix B is an elementary matrix which results by switching rows of the

identity matrix, and B is orthogonal, i.e. BT = B−1.

A matrix A is said to be reducible if there exists a permutation matrix B such that

BTAB =

A11 0

A21 A22

 ,
where A11, A21 and A22 are square matrices, and 0 is a square matrix of zero elements. The

matrix is said to be irreducible if such a B does not exist.

A primitive matrix A is a nonnegative matrix for which Am is also positive2 for some

positive and sufficiently large m. A primitive matrix is irreducible and has only one eigen-

value of maximum modulus.

Two directed graphs Gx and Gy are said to be isomorphic if there exists a permutation

matrix B such that

AGy = BTAGxB.

A stochastic matrix is a nonnegative square matrix whose rows or columns each consists

of nonnegative real numbers, with each row or column summing to 1. Some matrices which

do not strictly satisfy this definition are also regarded as stochastic, e.g. a Laplacian matrix.

The importance of this study lies on the realisation that the sensing topology of a team of

agents may result in a weakly connected or disconnected graph, whose structure represents a

communication topology wherein it is difficult, or impossible, to achieve consensus. Indeed

the graph may contain subgraphs which are strong components (subgraphs whose vertices

communicate). In such a graph, a vertex which is not at the head of any directed edge is

said to be initial, and a vertex which is not at the tail of any directed edge is said to be final.

If G is disconnected or weakly connected, AG is a reducible matrix.
2A matrix is positive or nonnegative if none of its eigenvalues is negative.
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The next corollary (Godsil and Royle, 2001) establishes a relationship between the ad-

jacency matrix of a graph, its connectivity, nonnegativity, and the irreducibility of its under-

lying digraph.

Corollary 2.1 The adjacency matrix of a graph AG (or any square matrix), is irreducible if

its underlying digraph G is strongly connected (p. 175 in Godsil and Royle (2001)), other-

wise it is reducible. Therefore for a strongly connected G AG is a nonnegative matrix.

Theorem 2.1, presented next, establishes a formal relationship between any nonnegative

n× n matrix A, its connectivity and its irreducibility.

Theorem 2.1. Given a nonnegative n × n matrix A, the following are equivalent (Fax,

2002):

1. A is irreducible

2. AT is irreducible

3. GA is strongly connected

4. (In + A)n−1 is positive definite

From classical control theory, when the plant matrix of a dynamic system is nonnega-

tive, the system is stable in the least. A conclusion can be drawn from Corollary 2.1 and

Theorem 2.1 that as long as the communication graph of a team of communicating ve-

hicles is strongly connected, convergence (consensus) can be achieved. If the underlying

adjacency matrix A is reducible, a permutation matrix may be applied to realize a commu-

nication topology wherein it may be easier to achieve convergence.

2.3 Algebraic Derivation of the Consensus Protocol

In the development of consensus based navigation algorithms, it is often required to mathe-

matically analyse and prove the stability or convergence of an algorithm. Most approaches
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to the proof of stability is to determine the eigenvalues of the resulting consensus based

plant matrix. If the matrix is nonnegative, then the stability of the algorithm is certain.

This section presents a mathematical derivation of the consensus algorithm, protocol

(1.3.2), using tools from algebra and geometry, purposely to give a clearer mathematical

insight into the consensus algorithm; this insight can serve as an important ingredient for

better understanding and further development of the consensus algorithm. The main aim is

to provide another proof of the convergence of the consensus algorithm.

The first derivation in this section proves that circulant matrices lead to swirling motion

which converges to a point. To show this, a circulant Perron matrix3 was extracted from

the flow of points on a set of spiralling lines (Theorem 2.2). This essentially proves that a

circulant Laplacian matrix is convergent.

The second derivation shows by induction that a fully connected Laplacian matrix is also

convergent. The known property of nonnegativity of the Laplacian matrix is established in

the derivation. A set of rules or properties were obtained in the derivation which if a matrix

satisfies, its stability is certain. These rules were later used in proving the convergence of

the consensus based multipath planning algorithm which was developed in Chapter 3, in a

new way. The derivations are presented next.

Consider two points P 1 and P 2 on a line. Suppose one wants to find a point P q on

the line segment between P 1 and P 2. Note that for clarity, superscript notations have been

used here to identify points in order to allow the use of subscripts to denote the elements of

a point. Therefore the superscript should not be confused with exponentiation.

P1 P q

P 2

Figure 2.6: Points on a line.

The general equation for P q is given by

P q = tP 2 + (1− t)P 1, (2.3.1)
3The Perron matrix is the matrix obtained by adding an identity matrix of equal dimension to a Laplacian

matrix. Its row elements sum to 1.
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where t ∈ [0, 1]. For the two-dimensional case of (2.3.1), the matrix form is

[P qx , P
q
y ] = [(1− t) t]

P 1
x P 1

y

P 2
x P 2

y

 . (2.3.2)

Let H = [(1 − t) t] be a plant or transformation matrix for system (2.3.2), then P q is

determined by choosing a value for t. For example, let t = 0.01, (1 − t) = 0.99, P 1 =

(6.45, 4.81), P 2 = (7.78, 5.98), then

[P qx , P
q
y ] =[0.99 0.01]

6.45 4.81

7.78 5.98

 ,
=[6.58 4.92].

Let us extend the formulation to four points whose connecting lines form a closed four sided

polygon. Suppose for each line, one wants to find a point between its two endpoints (see

Figure 2.7). Then following (2.3.2), the solution is given in equation (2.3.3).

P 1
x (k + 1) P 1

y (k + 1)

P 2
x (k + 1) P 2

y (k + 1)

P 3
x (k + 1) P 3

y (k + 1)

P 4
x (k + 1) P 4

y (k + 1)


=



(1− t) t 0 0

0 (1− t) t 0

0 0 (1− t) t

t 0 0 (1− t)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

H



P 1
x (k) P 1

y (k)

P 2
x (k) P 2

y (k)

P 3
x (k) P 3

y (k)

P 4
x (k) P 4

y (k)


.

(2.3.3)

Replacing the P points with a matrix X, then (2.3.3) can be written in compact vector

form as

X(k + 1) = HX(k).

It is simple to observe that the matrix H satisfies the following properties:

(i) The rows of H sum to 1.

(ii) H is a doubly stochastic4 stochastic nonnegative matrix with a trivial eigenvalue of 1.

(iii) The eigenvalues of H are in the unit circle on the complex plane.
4A nonnegative matrix is doubly stochastic if its row and column elements sum to 1.
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(iv) H satisfies H1 = 1 , 1TH = 1T ,

where 1T is a column vector whose elements are 1.

(t0)(t0)

(t0)

(t1)

(t0)

P 1 P 2

P 3(t0)P 4

P0

P0(t
2
)

P 0(t
3
)

Figure 2.7: The evolution of the points on a line with time.

Theorem 2.2. Let G be the directed graph represented by the outer polygon in Figure 2.7.

Each vertex P i sees the next P i+1, with the last P 4 seeing P 1. Then matrix H above is

the Perron matrix of G, i.e. the matrix obtained by solving the matrix exponential of the

Laplacian L of G.

Proof: The proof follows from the derivation of H from the circulant graph depicted by

Figure 2.7. Clearly, H is a circulant matrix, and also a Perron matrix.

Theorem 2.2 shows that the dynamics of a circulant Laplacian matrix leads to conver-

gence via cyclic motion. In other words, a dynamic system, or a consensus protocol that

has a circulant Laplacian plant matrix is stable.

The next step is to extend the notion to a more general situation. To begin, consider

three points P 1, P 2, P 3 in space, as shown in Figure 2.8 (a). Suppose one wants to find

a point P q which is on the line segment between point P 1 and a point, say P k that is on

the line segment between P 2 and P 3. One may take the midpoint of the segment between

P 2 and P 3, say P k = P 2.5, and determine P q on the line segment between P 1 and P k, as
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shown in Figure 2.8 (a). Furthermore, suppose one wants to find P q on a line between P 1

and the centroid of a constellation of points P 2 . . . Pn, as shown in Figure 2.8 (b).

P1 P 2

P q

P2

P q P 3

P 2.5

P 3

P n

P1

P k=1/nÓP i

(a) (b)

N

Figure 2.8: Points on a line, the evolution of the point P q .

For simplicity, let us consider the case of three points converging to their centroid. First

one obtains P k by expanding (2.3.2) to obtain

P k = [(1− t)P 2
x + tP 3

x (1− t)P 2
y + tP 3

y ]. (2.3.4)

Next, to obtain P q

P q = [(1− t) t]

P 1
x P 1

y

P kx P ky


= [(1− t)P 1

x + tP kx (1− t)P 1
y + tP ky ]. (2.3.5)

Substituting (2.3.4) into (2.3.5) gives

P q = [(1− t)P 1
x + t((1− t)P 2

x + tP 3
x ) (1− t)P 1

y + t((1− t)P 2
y + tP 3

y )]

= [(1− t)P 1
x + t(1− t)P 2

x + t2P 3
x (1− t)P 1

y + t(1− t)P 2
y + t2P 3

y )].

In compact matrix form:

P q = [(1− t) t(1− t) t2]


P 1
x P 1

y

P 2
x P 2

y

P 3
x P 3

y

 .
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With the choice of t = 0.5, and randomly selected points, P 1 = [1.4 1.54], P 2 =

[4.93 2.15] and P 3 = [3.54 3.46], one has P q = [2.81 2.17].

Now suppose also that P 2 is pursuing a point on the line segment between itself and the

mid point of P 1 and P 3, while P 3 is pursuing a point on the line segment between itself

and the mid point of P 1 and P 2. The three points will iteratively converge to the centroid

of their initial positions in finite time. The solution is given by
P 1
x (k + 1) P 1

y (k + 1)

P 2
x (k + 1) P 2

y (k + 1)

P 3
x (k + 1) P 3

y (k + 1)

 =


(1− t) t(1− t) t2

t2 (1− t) t(1− t)

t(1− t) t2 (1− t)



P 1
x (k) P 1

y (k)

P 2
x (k) P 2

y (k)

P 3
x (k) P 3

y (k)

 .
(2.3.6)

By induction, (2.3.6) can be extended to n points, yielding

P 1
x (k + 1) P 1

y (k + 1)

P 2
x (k + 1) P 2

y (k + 1)

...
...

Pn
x (k + 1) Pn

y (k + 1)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

X(k+1)

=



(1− t) t(1− t) · · · tn−1(1− t) tn

...
... · · ·

...
...

...
... · · ·

...
...

tn−1(1− t) tn · · · t(1− t) (1− t)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

H(k)



P 1
x (k) P 1

y (k)

P 2
x (k) P 2

y (k)

...
...

Pn
x (k) Pn

y (k)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

X(k)

.

(2.3.7)

Let us perform some algebraic manipulation on (2.3.7),

X(k + 1) =(I + (H− I)︸ ︷︷ ︸
L

)X(k),

X(k + 1) = I︸︷︷︸
A

X(k) + B LX(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
−u(k)

,

X(k + 1) =AX(k)− B︸︷︷︸
−I

u(k),

X(k + 1) =AX(k) + Bu(k), (2.3.8)

where I is an identity matrix. Note that the matrix L satisfies the following properties:

(i) The rows of L sum to 0.

(ii) L is a nonnegative matrix with a trivial eigenvalue of 0.

(iii) The eigenvalues of L are in the unit circle.
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(iv) L satisfies L1 = 0 , 1TL = 0T , where 0 is a column vector whose elements are all 0.

Therefore 1 or any vector of uniform elements is in the nullspace of L.

Theorem 2.3. Let G be the undirected graph, or fully connected digraph, whose vertices

are the points P 1, · · · , Pn in Figure 2.8 (b), with every P i pursuing the centroid of ev-

ery P j , · · · , Pn (P i 6∈ (P j , · · · , Pn)). Then matrix L is the Laplacian matrix of G, and

equation (2.3.7) iteratively drives the points to convergence to the centroid of their initial

positions.

Proof: The proof follows from the derivation of L from the graph represented by Figure 2.8.

In fact, the last paragraph in p. 32 and the second paragraph in p. 34, put together, describe

a fully connected digraph.

This derivation shows that if the communication graph of a team of communicating ve-

hicles is strongly connected, convergence is guaranteed. The proof of Theorem 2.3 shows

that the consensus protocol (1.3.2) is convergent.

Corollary 2.2. It follows that u in (2.3.8) is the consensus protocol (1.3.2).

Corollary 2.2 can be observed in the extraction of u from H in 2.3.8.

Corollary 2.3. Any nonnegative Laplacian-like stochastic matrix whose eigenvalues are in

the unit circle drives a set of points to consensus.

Corollary 2.3 can be observed in the two sets of properties or rules characterising the

plant matrices obtained in the derivations.
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2.4 Concluding Remarks

The highlight of this chapter is the derivation of the consensus protocol presented in Section

2.3. The aim is essentially to show that any nonnegative stochastic matrix whose eigenval-

ues are in the unit circle drives a set of points to a consensus value. For L, apart from the

zero eigenvalue the other eigenvalues are positive but may be much larger than one. Usually

condition (iii) on p. 32 is imposed by scaling L by an input bias which is a small positive

number ε (0 < ε � 1). If this scaling is not imposed the control generated is usually

unbounded thus making the system unstable. Therefore it is safe to state that the eigenval-

ues of L are in the unit circle because the system can be scaled. Therefore, for a dynamic

system whose plant matrix is a Laplacian-like stochastic matrix, the proof of consensus is

equivalent to showing that the plant matrix is indeed a nonnegative stochastic matrix whose

eigenvalues are in the unit circle.
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Chapter 3

Consensus Based Multi-Path

Planning With LMI Avoidance

Constraints

One of the central problems of path planning is that of collision avoidance, and one applica-

tion of consensus theory is in cooperative path planning. In this chapter, a new approach to

the general problem of collision avoidance is developed, and used to incorporate collision

avoidance into the consensus algorithm. The collision avoidance approach is based on the

concept of quadratically constrained attitude control (Q-CAC), where attitude constraints

are represented as a set of linear matrix inequalities (LMI), and solved by semidefinite pro-

gramming (SDP). The approach is used to simulate consensus based multi-path planning

with collision avoidance, for a team of communicating UAVs, and soccer robots. A sta-

bility analysis is also presented, together with the simulation results, to demonstrate the

effectiveness of the approach (Okoloko and Basson, 2011; Okoloko, 2012b).

37
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3.1 Introduction

The large volume of literature on the subject of multi-path planning with collision avoid-

ance is justified by the current and future potential applications of path planning, which

include coordinated control of: (i) multiple robot systems (Zickler et al., 2009), and multi-

ple vehicles in intelligent highways (PATH, 2006); (ii) multiple unmanned aerial and space

systems (Chandler et al., 2001; Richards et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2004; Keviczky et al.,

2008; Okoloko and Kim, 2010); (iii) mobile sensor network systems (Blackwood et al.,

2002); (iv) environmental sampling systems (MBARI, 2006); and (v) air, sea and land traf-

fic control systems (Hwang and Tomlin, 2002; Hu, 2003).

Some researchers have approached path planning with collision avoidance as a con-

strained optimization problem, where the objective function is to optimally reach desired

goal positions, subject to constraints such as: initial and final positions and velocities; dy-

namics; collision avoidance; and velocity bounds (Richards et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2004;

Keviczky et al., 2008; van den Berg et al., 2009). Keviczky et al. (2008) incorporated con-

sensus into the mixed integer linear programming (MILP) framework to enable formation

manoeuvres. The general drawback of optimization based approaches is that the complexity

increases with the number of vehicles, with the result that only a limited number of vehicles

can be controlled in real-time.

Among many others, Hwang and Tomlin (2002) proposed a protocol based conflict res-

olution for safe path planning for multiple aircraft, which is also similar to the work of Hu

(2003) in air traffic control. However, for effective collision avoidance, their formulation

requires that each aircraft knows the exact position, velocity and heading of every other

aircraft at all times. While it is possible to obtain such information, the availability of such

information cannot always be guaranteed at all times due to the limitations of wireless com-

munications. As such, it is desirable to also give consideration to reactive strategies, where

one aircraft (or vehicle) can estimate only the position and orientation of any other air-

craft (or vehicle) intersecting its safety region at any time. Moreover, consensus algorithms

that enable arbitrary formation reconfiguration manoeuvres with avoidance, using minimal
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control efforts, were not included in the framework of Hwang and Tomlin (2002).

The simplicity and immense potential applications of the consensus algorithm has made

it an attractive choice for multi-agent control. For the algorithm to be practically useful in

the control of multiple vehicles, collision avoidance is necessary. Many researchers have

tried to handle the avoidance problem by introducing potential forces such as attraction

and repulsion. See for example Section I in the paper of Peng et al. (2009) for a list of

references. As an example, a potential function based avoidance algorithm was proposed

by Olfati-Saber (2006) for collision free flocking. However, the flocking algorithms were

not developed for arbitrary reconfigurations, e.g. vehicles moving in opposite directions.

One general drawback of potential function algorithms is that of getting into local minima.

Also, it is observed by Peng et al. (2009) that any repulsions based on potential functions

alone are not sufficient to guarantee consensus based collision avoidance.

To eliminate collisions in consensus, Peng et al. (2009) proposed a model with adaptive

speed. The maximum speed of the ith vehicle is set at vi = (di − 2a)/2, where di is the

Euclidean distance between the two centers of the ith vehicle and its nearest neighbour, and

a is the diameter of the vehicles. An attitude change manoeuvre is also included whenever

collisions are imminent. However, the model requires each vehicle to know the position,

velocity and heading of all its close neighbours. Consider a practical situation in which

some large external perturbation forces one vehicle to move too closely to another vehicle,

as may be common in densely packed populations. Then at some point di ≈ 2a, and a

stalemate situation is possible. The formulation in Peng et al. (2009) resulted in situations

where the speed of the overall team can be greatly reduced, even when the direction of

motion will not lead to collisions. A scattering model was proposed to overcome this, but it

also resulted in undesirable abrupt phase transitions. The slow speed of convergence is cited

in Peng et al. (2009) as a limitation of this model. Accordingly, designing efficient methods

to simultaneously guarantee the absence of collisions and fast convergence remains an open

problem. Moreover, the attitude change manoeuvre presented by Peng et al. (2009) was not

developed for three dimensional attitude manoeuvres.

Thus, in this work, a new approach to incorporating collision avoidance into the consen-
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sus framework using quadratically constrained attitude control (Q-CAC), via semidefinite

programming (SDP), using linear matrix inequalities (LMI), is proposed. Several benefits

of this approach, and differences from other approaches, are: (i) each vehicle only needs

to know the relative distance and direction of motion of other vehicles within its minimum

safety distance; not necessarily their exact positions, velocities and orientations as in the

works of Hwang and Tomlin (2002), Hu (2003), and Peng et al. (2009) and this information

can be obtained from long range onboard sensors on each vehicle, even when networked

communication systems fail; (ii) the formulation can be applied to two dimensional as well

as three dimensional consensus with collision avoidance, without any further modifications;

(iii) computational complexity is reduced because the complete problem is not solved as an

optimization problem every time step as in the works of Richards et al. (2002), Kim et al.

(2004) and Keviczky et al. (2008), so a larger number of vehicles can be controlled in real-

time. In addition, in this work, a consensus algorithm is developed to enable reconfiguration

to exact desired positions.

The contributions of this work are therefore stated as follows: (i) a consensus based

algorithm for reconfiguration to desired final locations is developed; (ii) a new method is

developed for collision avoidance by using the concept of Q-CAC; (iii) a mathematical

proof of consensus is developed.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 brief mathematical pre-

liminaries are presented for the problem considered. The problem is formulated in Section

3.3, and the solution technique and convergence analysis are provided in Section 3.4. Nu-

merical simulations are given in Section 3.5, and concluding remarks follows in Section

3.6.

3.2 Consensus Theory Revisited

The consensus algorithm (1.3.2) introduced in Section 1.3 will be re-stated here in a graph

theoretic parlance. The consensus problem is that of driving the states of a team of com-

municating agents to a common value, by distributed protocols based on their communi-
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cation graph. The agents are represented by vertices of the graph, while the edges of the

graph represent communication links between them. Let xi denote the state of a vehicle

i (i = 1, · · · , n). For systems modelled by first-order dynamics, the following first-order

consensus protocol (or its variants) have been proposed (e.g. Olfati-Saber and Murray, 2004;

Ren et al., 2005)

ẋi(t) = −
∑
j∈Ni

bijaij(t)(xi(t)− xj(t)), (3.2.1)

where aij is an element of the adjacency matrix, and bij (0 < bij � 1) is an input bias

which is used to bound the outputs to ensure stability. Dropping bij for simplicity, the

collective dynamics of (3.2.1) is

ẋ(t) = −Lx(t), (3.2.2)

where L is the Laplacian matrix of the communication graph. A sufficient condition for

consensus to be achieved using protocol (3.2.2) is for the graph to contain a directed span-

ning tree for each time t ∈ [t0, tf ] (Ren et al., 2005), where t0 and tf are the initial and

final times. Assuming this condition holds, protocol (3.2.2) solves the rendezvous problem.

In its more general form, by augmenting (3.2.2) with a relative offset vector xoff , it also

solves the formation control problem. The protocol is given as

ẋ(t) = −L(x(t)− xoff ). (3.2.3)

By the definition of the Laplacian, L always has a zero eigenvalue λ1 = 0, corresponding to

the eigenvector 1 = [1 · · · 1]T , because 1 belongs to the null space of L, i.e. L1 = 0. This

implies that an equilibrium state of (3.2.2) is a state x∗ = [α · · ·α]T = α1, in which all

vehicles agree, to the consensus value α = 1T
n x(0). From this point on,

∥∥xi − xj∥∥ → 0.

Therefore consensus is said to have been achieved when
∥∥xi − xj∥∥ → 0 for (3.2.2) or∥∥xi − xj∥∥→ (xij)off for (3.2.3), as t→∞ ,∀ i 6= j.

3.3 Problem Statement

The canonical multi-path planning problem is re-stated here for clarity: Given a set of

vehicles i (i = 1, · · · , n), with initial positions xi(t0) at time t0, desired final positions xid,
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at time tf , a set of obstacles with positions xjobs (j = 1, · · · ,m), and the Laplacian matrix

of their communication graph L, find a sequence of collision free trajectories from t0 to tf

such that xi(tf ) = xid for all i.

Part of this problem is a formation control problem, which can be solved by using

protocol (3.2.3). However, it is beset with some extra problems. First, for the formation ac-

quisition part, the centroid of formation achieved using (3.2.3) converges to the centroid of

the initial vehicle positions, and not necessarily to desired positions, because L is an attrac-

tor matrix, and this property was shown in Section 2.3. If a leader-follower graph Laplacian

with a single leader is employed, then the vehicles converge to a formation relative to the

static leader vehicle and, again, not to desired final positions. Secondly, there is the need to

incorporate reliable collision avoidance into (3.2.3) which also guarantees a high speed of

convergence.

3.4 Solution

In this section, we develop a solution to the problem stated in Section 3.3. The solution

involves four intermediate steps: (i) consensus based reconfiguration to desired positions;

(ii) formulation of Q-CAC based collision avoidance; (iii) conflict resolution for multiple

vehicles; (iv) consensus with Q-CAC based collision avoidance.

3.4.1 Consensus Based Reconfiguration to Desired Positions

It was previously shown by Fax (2002) that for the dynamic system

ẋ = Ax + Bu,

there exist stabilizing feedback controllers F, such that the protocol

ẋ = Ax + BFu

drives x to xf , where x = [x1, · · · , xn] is a stacked vector of the initial positions of the

vehicles, u = −Γ(x − xoff ), Γ = L ⊗ Ip, Ip is the identity matrix of size p × p, and p

is the state dimension of the vehicles. Further, Lafferriere et al. (2005) proves that there
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exists a relationship between the F which guarantees convergence to a formation, and the

communication graph G of L. However, in this work, rather than combining path planning

with tracking control, the reference consensus path planning problem is considered first. To

this end, the following protocol is proposed for a leader-follower architecture:

u =− Γ(x− xoff ) + K(xoff − x). (3.4.1)

The corresponding protocol for a leaderless architecture is:

u =− Γ(x− xoff ) + K(xd − x), (3.4.2)

where xd 6= xoff is the desired final position and is different from the formation configura-

tion, K = εIn, (0 < ε� 1), and n is the dimension of x.

Theorem 3.1 The time varying system (3.4.1) achieves consensus.

Proof: Without loss of generality, assume that xoff = 0 is a vector consisting of all zeros.

If Λ = Γ + K, one can write (3.4.1) as

u = ẋ = −Λx.

Since Γ is a Laplacian matrix and K is diagonal and positive definite, the addition of Γ

and K shifts the eigenvalues Γ by the positive number ε, therefore the positive semidefinite

matrix Γ is transformed to a positive definite matrix Λ. By virtue of the structure of the

Laplacian matrix Γ, the matrix Λ is a nonnegative stochastic matrix satisfying the following

properties.

(i) The elements in every row of Λ sum to ε.

(ii) Λ is a nonnegative stochastic matrix with a trivial eigenvalue of ε.

(iii) The eigenvalues of Λ are in a unit circle.

(iv) Λ satisfies Λ1 = k; 1TΛ = kT ,

where kT is a column vector all of whose elements are ε. By Corollary 2.3, the matrix Λ

drives the set of points to consensus. This proves the claim.
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Topology 1 shown in Figure 3.1 is a leader-follower graph. In the figure, node 1 is

the leader and each of the other nodes are connected to their adjacent neighbours. The

result of applying protocol (3.4.1) with Topology 1, to the simulation of reconfiguration

of 11 soccer robots in a soccer play-off formation, is shown in Figure 3.2. In the figure,

the dots inside small circles indicate initial positions, while the dot in the diamond is the

initial position of the leader. The stars indicate desired final positions. The larger circles

with dashed lines are positions where collisions occurred, and the diameters of the circles

indicate the size of intersection of the safety regions of the vehicles. In Figure 3.3, protocol

(3.4.1) is applied with the same topology to the simulation of reconfiguration of 12 UAVs

visiting three regions. In the experiment, the UAVs are initially randomly positioned about

a region (REGION1), then they fly to converge to a circular arc formation around a region

of interest (REGION2), after that they fly to converge to a circular formation about a

third region of interest (REGION3). Finally, they fly back to their initial positions. In the

figure, the small black sphere following the black trail is the leader UAV. The thick black

blurs along the trajectories indicate positions where collisions occurred. Note that the leader

UAV is undertaking a lane change manoeuvre in the first lap.

2

3 4 5

6

1

8

7

91011

12

Figure 3.1: Topology 1: a leader-follower graph.

In Figure 3.2, the curvature path shown by Vehicles 5 and 8 even though they are close

to their destinations, is due to the use of a circulant Laplacian communication matrix in

controlling their motion. The vehicles do not know their final destination, only vehicle 1

(the goal keeper) knows; the vehicles were moving by communicating with vehicle 1. Using

a fully connected Laplacian, the vehicles approach their goals in a straight line. In future
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development it is appropriate to include logical rules, such as disconnecting a vehicle from

communication that affects its motion, after it already knows its goal or is close to its goal,

thereby avoiding such looping behaviour even when the communication graph is circulant.
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Figure 3.2: Reconfiguration of eleven soccer robots to exact desired positions using Topology 1.

REGION1REGION2

REGION3

Figure 3.3: Reconfiguration of twelve UAVs to exact desired formation positions using Topology 1.
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3.4.2 Q-CAC Based Collision Avoidance

The collision avoidance problem is that of driving the state of a vehicle from one point

to another, while avoiding static obstacles and collisions with other moving vehicles. For

simplicity, we approximate a vehicle or an obstacle by S, as shown in Figure 3.4. A non-

spherical obstacle may be represented by a polygon as shown in Figure 3.5. For the S type

obstacle (or vehicle), if the obstacle is centred on xobs, it is desired that the time evolution

of any vehicle state xi(t) from t0 to tf should avoid the constraint region shown in Figure

3.4.

The feasible region is thus defined by

xfeas =
{
x ∈ Rm×m| ‖x− xobs‖ > r∗

}
, m ∈ R, (3.4.3)

where r∗ is the radius of S1, bounded by a safety region of width E .

feasible region

constraint 
region

xobsr
ix (t )0 ix (t )f  

v (t ) 

ix (t ) 

iv( t ) 
iv( t )k r*

è(t)

iv( t )0 

å

obstacle

Figure 3.4: Constrained control problem for a static spherical obstacle.

Although the nonlinear nonconvex equation (3.4.3) does not have a direct representa-

tion as LMI, some non-LMI methods, e.g. MILP (Richards et al., 2002; Keviczky et al.,
1Or the length of the longest line segment from the centroid of a non S type obstacle to a point on the

boundary of the obstacle.
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2008), have been developed for approximating its solution. In this section, we propose

a new approach based on the Q-CAC algorithm that was initially developed by Kim and

Mesbahi (2004) for the attitude control problem.

At any time t, suppose the safety region of vehicle i centered on xi(t) intersects the

safety region of an obstacle, obs, centered on xobs. Let v(t) be the unit vector extending

from the centre of xobs or xi(t) in the direction of the point of intersection. The vectors

v(t) will be different for each vehicle or obstacle. Consider the case shown by Figure 3.4,

suppose xobs is known, and v(t) is also known in the frame of obs. Then, to guide vehicle

i safely around the obstacle, define a unit vector vi(t) in the direction of v(t) in the frame

of obs. The vector vi(t) will be regarded as an imaginary vector whose direction can be

constrained to change with time. The vector vi(t) can then be used to find a sequence of

trajectories around obs which guides i from xi(t0) to xi(tf ) without violating (3.4.3).

feasible 
region
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Figure 3.5: Constrained control problem for static nonspherical obstacle.

This problem reduces to the Q-CAC problem. It is desired that the angle θ between

vi(t) and v(t) should be larger than some given angle φ, ∀ t. The constraint is

vi(t)T v(t) ≤ cosφ, ∀t ∈ [t0, tf ]. (3.4.4)
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The idea is to expand the angle between the unit vectors vi(t) and v(t). This implies that

one of the vectors vi(t) or v(t) must remain static, while the other moves with time. Vector

vi(t) is used to control the position of the vehicle, therefore vi(t) will move with time, the

positions of vi(t) defines a trajectory path for xi(t). Thus, xi(t) is forced to move on the

surface of the safety region bounding S. At some time tk, xi(t) will arrive close to a point

indicated by vi(tk), at which a translation to xi(tf ) is unconstrained. This is shown by the

black dots on the boundary of the safety region in Figure 3.4. To obtain the unit vector

v(t), the actual vector extending from the centre of xobs or xi(t) in the direction of the point

of intersection is normalised. After the solution vi(t) is obtained as a unit vector, vi(t) is

multiplied by r = r∗ + E in order to obtain the actual safe trajectory.

Let v(t) = [vi(t)T v(t)T ]T , then the dynamics of v(t) is defined as

v̇(t) = D(t)v(t),

where D ∈ Spn, p is the dimension of the state vector xi, n is the number of vehicles. The

above differential equation represents the rotational dynamics of the two vectors contained

in v(t). D is a semidefinite matrix variable whose contents are unknown. Its purpose is to

expand the angles between the two vectors in v(t), while also keeping them normalized.

The discrete time equivalent of the above differential equation is

v(k + 1) = ∆tD(k)v(k), (3.4.5)

where k = 0, · · · , N (N∆t = tf ) is the discrete time equivalent of t, and ∆t is the

discretization time step. To implement (3.4.5), D is declared in a semidefinite program

which chooses the appropriate values to rotate the vectors in v(t) while satisfying norm

constraints. Note in the above discretization of the differential equation, the identity matrix

cannot be added in this solution; instead the matrix D is chosen implicitly to satisfy the

rotation. The vectors in v(t) are unit vectors; they are not translating, but they are rotating

and must be preserved as unit vectors.

To enforce the constraint in (3.4.4)2 in a SDP, it has to be represented as a LMI by using

the Schur complement formula described by Boyd et al. (1994). The Schur complement
2Equation (3.4.5) enables us to define attitude constraints.
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formula states that the inequality

SR−1ST −Q ≤ 0; Q = QT , R = RT , R > 0,

is equivalent to, and can be represented by the linear matrix inequality,Q S

ST R

 ≥ 0.

Note that (3.4.4) is equivalent to

[
vi(t)T vT (t)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

vT (t)

 03
1
2I3

1
2I3 03


vi(t)
v(t)

 ≤ cosφ, (3.4.6)

which also implies that

[
vi(t)T vT (t)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

vT (t)

03 I3

I3 03


︸ ︷︷ ︸

G

vi(t)
v(t)

 ≤ 2 cosφ. (3.4.7)

Note also that some of the eigenvalues of the G in (3.4.7) are non-positive. To make the

matrix positive definite, one only has to shift the eigenvalues of G, by choosing a positive

real number µ which is larger than the largest absolute value of the eigenvalues of G, then

[
vi(t)T vT (t)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

vT (t)

µI6 +

03 I3

I3 03



vi(t)
v(t)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

v(t)

≤ 2(cosφ+ µ). (3.4.8)

If M =

µI6 +

03 I3

I3 03

−1

, then M is positive definite. Therefore, following the Schur

complement formula, the LMI equivalent of (3.4.8) is2(µ+ cosφ) v(t)T

v(t) M

 ≥ 0. (3.4.9)

For collision avoidance, the dynamic system (3.4.5) is solved whenever it is required,

subject to the attitude constraint (3.4.9), and norm constraints
∥∥vi(t)∥∥ = 1 and ‖v(t)‖ = 1.
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Thus, the optimization problem of collision avoidance is essentially to find a feasible vi

subject to the following constraints:

vk+1 = ∆tD(t)vk,

vTk (vk+1 − vk) = 0,2(µ+ cosφ) vT

v M

 ≥ 0.

Equation vTk (vk+1−vk) = 0 is essentially the discrete time version of v(t)T v̇(t) = 0 which

guarantees that v(t)T v(t) = 2 as long as
∥∥vi(0)

∥∥ = 1 and ‖v(0)‖ = 1.

The trajectory obtained by applying the avoidance protocol of (3.4.5) to a single static

obstacle avoidance problem in 2D and 3D is shown in Figure 3.6. The vehicle manoeuvres

from x(0) to x(tf ) without violating the constraint region. This realistic scenario applies

to structured environments where the centroid of the obstacle(s) is known. In this case a

smooth avoidance trajectory can be obtained. If the centroid of the obstacle is unknown, a

safe approximate trajectory can also be obtained, and this forms the basis for the dynamic

collision avoidance case developed in this work. Figure A.8 in Appendix A also shows a

practical application of the strategy to the collision free reconfiguration of one UAV avoid-

ing a static UAV.

0 1 2 3 4
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

x
0

obs
x

f
 

vi(t)

v(t)

Figure 3.6: Constrained avoidance of a static obstacle.

The LMI for this problem was coded using Yalmip (Lofberg, 2004) in Matlab R2009a,

and solved using Sedumi (Sturm, 1998), and it solved in 0.5s on an Intel(R) Core(TM)2
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Duo P8600 @ 2.40GHz with 2 GB RAM, running Windows 7. It is possible to obtain a

higher speed by increasing the value of ∆t in (3.4.5).

Extending this formulation to the case of dynamic obstacles, consider two vehicles with

states xi(t), xj(t), (i 6= j), and attitude vectors vi(t), vj(t) respectively, which must avoid

each other at all times. As shown in Figure 3.7, at any time t, if any of their safety regions

are violated, the point of intersection of vehicles i and j in the coordinate frame of i is

viobs(t).

iv( t ) 

i
x (t)

i
è (t)

feasible region 
for

ix (t)

j
x (t)

feasible 
region for

jx (t)

jv ( t ) 

iv (t )obs  

jè (t)

jv (t )obs  

å

å

i jñ (t)

Figure 3.7: Constrained control problem for dynamic obstacles.

The avoidance requirements are

θi(t) ≥ φ ≡ vi(t)T viobs(t) ≤ cosφ,

θj(t) ≥ φ ≡ vj(t)T vjobs(t) ≤ cosφ, ∀ t ∈ [t0, tf ] ,

where φ ≥ π/2. For this dynamic situation it is sufficient to enforce the following avoidance

constraints:


2(µ+ cosφ)

 vi(k + 2)

viobs(k + 2)


T

 vi(k + 2)

viobs(k + 2)

 M


≥ 0, (3.4.10)
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2(µ+ cosφ)

 vj(k + 2)

vjobs(k + 2)


T

 vj(k + 2)

vjobs(k + 2)

 M


≥ 0, (3.4.11)

i, j = 1, · · · , n, i 6= j.

Note that (k + 2) is used because the optimization is performed two steps ahead of time to

ensure that the future trajectories are collision free. However, when this avoidance protocol

is applied to dynamic collision avoidance, some vehicle configurations pose some avoidance

challenges, and this is considered next.

3.4.3 Conflict Resolution for Multiple Vehicles

A collision between two vehicles i and j is imminent at time t whenever

Dij(t) =
∥∥xi(t)− xj(t)∥∥ ≤ (ri + rj),

which can be computed by using position feedback data determined by onboard or external

sensors, or communicated among the vehicles.

There are two aspects of collision problems: (i) collision detection; (ii) collision re-

sponse. Collision detection is the computational problem of detecting the intersection of

two or more objects. To do this numerically, it generally requires extensive use of concepts

from linear algebra and computational geometry (Eberly, 2001; van den Bergen, 2004).

There are commercially available and free software packages for simulating collision de-

tection and response, for example NVIDIA’s PhysX3 which is being used by the CMU

Dragons team (Zickler et al., 2009). In addition to determining whether two objects have

collided, such software systems may also calculate time of impact (TOI), and report a con-

tact manifold (the set of intersecting points). Where such systems are available, they can

be interfaced to a path planning algorithm in order to help with detecting collisions. Colli-

sion response is the initiation of the appropriate avoidance manoeuvre. In this section, we
3http://www.geforce.com/Hardware/Technologies/physx
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develop methods to detect different configurations of collisions and classify them. Then an

appropriate response technique is developed for each of the collision configurations.

Consider two vehicles i and j, whose current states are xi(t) and xj(t), and the desired

final states are xi(tf ) and xj(tf ). We identify three different basic collision configurations

as: (i) simple collision; (ii) head-on collision; (iii) cross-path collision. Simple solutions

will be developed for these configurations and when combined synergistically, they will

provide sufficient collision avoidance behaviour for fast collision free reconfiguration for

the team of vehicles.

3.4.3.1 Detecting and Resolving a Simple Collision

A simple collision problem is any configuration in whichDij(t) ≤ (ri+rj) and the current

vector directions (or attitude vectors) vi(t) and vj(t) of the motion of vehicles i and j are on

different sides of the plane or infinite line Lij(t) passing through the points xi(t), xj(t), and

the attitude vectors
−−−−−−→
xi(t)vi(t) and

−−−−−−→
xj(t)vj(t) are not parallel. Note that when

−−−−−−→
xi(t)vi(t) and

−−−−−−→
xj(t)vj(t) are not parallel, a point or line of intersection can be computed for both vectors.

Examples of simple collision problems are shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8.

This is the easiest collision problem to solve because the attitude vectors are already on

opposite sides of Lij(t). Consider Figure 3.8 (b), the plane or line ρij(t) tangent to the point

of intersection of both vehicles constrains the current motion spaces of the vehicles to the

two sides of the plane at time t. A pure optimization based solution will attempt to search

the space on the right side of ρij(t) to seek for a point which is closest to the goal of i, and

this will be used as the next trajectory. The algorithm will also search the left side of ρij(t)

to find the next trajectory for j. Once the positions are updated a new ρij(t) is computed.

Indeed the solution is provided by the basic collision avoidance protocols (3.4.10) and

(3.4.11) without having to do a set search. It is easy to observe that by expanding the angles

θi(t) and θj(t) and choosing the next feasible trajectories r∗/2 along the new direction vec-

tors
−−−−−−→
xi(t)vi(t) and

−−−−−−→
xj(t)vj(t), the new trajectories are bound to satisfy the feasible regions

separated by ρij(t), provided E i ≥ r∗
i

for any i. The rest of the avoidance strategies de-

veloped in the remaining part of this section are attempts to reduce more complex collision
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configurations to a simple collision configuration.

jx (t)

jv (t)
iv (t)

ix (t)

i jL (t)

iè (t)
jè (t)

jx (t)

jv (t)
iv (t)

ix (t)

i jL (t)

iè (t)
jè (t)

i jñ (t)(b)(a)

Figure 3.8: Simple collision problem.

3.4.3.2 Detecting and Resolving a Head-On Collision

A head-on collision problem is any configuration in whichDij(t) ≤ (ri+rj) and vi(t)T vj(t)

≈ −πrad. Figure 3.9 (a) illustrates the head-on collision problem. The paths from the cur-

rent positions xi(t) and xj(t) to the goal positions xi(tf ) and xj(tf ) lead to a configuration

in which the attitude vectors
−−−−−−→
xi(t)vi(t) and

−−−−−−→
xj(t)vj(t) are parallel (or close to parallel) and

in opposite directions, in the sense that a point of intersection cannot be computed. Figures

3.9 (b)-(d) are several examples of head-on collision. Figure 3.9 (b) is a direct head-on colli-

sion problem because the vectors
−−−−−−→
xi(t)vi(t) and

−−−−−−→
xj(t)vj(t) are lying directly on Lij . Figure

3.9 (c) is an approximate head-on collision configuration, and Figure 3.9 (d) is a head-on

collision configuration that can be easily converted to a simple collision configuration.

For the configurations in Figure 3.9 (b) and (c), the Q-CAC formulation presented ear-

lier easily solves this problem without any modifications to the algorithm, i.e. it computes

feasible avoidance trajectories. However, whenever vi(t)T viobs(t) ≈ 0 for any i, the op-

timization algorithm takes some significant time to solve. Even though the resulting tra-

jectory is desirable, this delay is undesirable for real-time collision avoidance. Therefore

whenever this configuration is encountered for any two vehicles, a one-step elementary

evasive manuevre is initiated, in which vi(t) or vj(t) is rotated by a small angle ψ > 0.

This rotation effectively transforms the head-on collision configuration to a simple colli-

sion configuration. Once this is done, the avoidance constraints defined in (3.4.10) and
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(3.4.11) solves in real time. Figure 3.10 shows the trajectory obtained for two-vehicle re-

configuration with head-on collision avoidance, by applying this strategy.
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Figure 3.9: Head-on collision problem.
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Figure 3.10: Head-on collision avoidance for two vehicles.
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3.4.3.3 Detecting and Resolving Cross-Path Collision for Two Vehicles

A cross-path collision problem is any configuration in which Dij(t) ≤ (ri + rj) and the

current vector directions (or attitude vectors) vi(t) and vj(t) of the motion of vehicles i

and j are on the same side of Lij(t), and the attitude vectors
−−−−−−→
xi(t)vi(t) and

−−−−−−→
xj(t)vj(t) are

not parallel. Note that since
−−−−−−→
xi(t)vi(t) and

−−−−−−→
xj(t)vj(t) are not parallel, a point (for 2D) or

line (for 3D) of intersection can be computed for both vectors. Figure 3.11 is an example

of a cross-path collision problem. Note that for the avoidance process, the AC algorithm

attempts to expand the angles θi(t) and θj(t) to an angle ≥ π/2. Based on this initial

configuration therefore, vi(t) and vj(t) will remain parallel or close to parallel, but not in

opposite directions. If this continues the desired goal positions may never be reached, or

may be reached after a great deal of effort.

To resolve this problem, it is required to determine whether the two vehicles are indeed

in a cross-path configuration. The task is therefore to determine if there exists a point or

line of intersection between
−−−−−−→
xi(t)vi(t) and

−−−−−−→
xj(t)vj(t), and if such an intersection lies on

one side of Lij .

Determining Cross-Path Collision in 3D and 2D

To determine cross-path collision between i and j in 3D, two planes PLi and PLj are

defined, both parallel to the z axes of the world coordinate frame (see Figure 3.12). Each

plane must contain the vectors
−−−−−−→
xi(t)vi(t) and

−−−−−−→
xj(t)vj(t), as shown in the figure. Therefore

the plane PLi is defined as the set (N i(t), xi(t), vi(t), zi(t)), where zi(t) is a point chosen

above or below xi(t) or vi(t) on the z axis, and N i(t) is the normal vector perpendicular

to xi(t), vi(t) and zi(t). Once PLj is similarly defined, the intersection of the two planes

can be computed using techniques from computational geometry (Eberly, 2001; van den

Bergen, 2004). If the two planes are not parallel, the computation of planes intersection

will return a line lij . Once this line is determined, the next step is check if the line is on one

side of the plane parallel to the z axis and containing the points xi(t) and xj(t).

An easy way to do this is to compute the perpendicular distances from the points xi(t),

vi(t), xj(t) and vj(t), to lij , which can also be done using techniques from computational
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geometry (Eberly, 2001; van den Bergen, 2004).
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Figure 3.11: Cross-path collision trajectory.
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Figure 3.12: Determination of cross-path collision in 3D.
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Let the corresponding distances be:

dix(t) =
∥∥xi(t)− lij∥∥ ,

div(t) =
∥∥vi(t)− lij∥∥ ,

djx(t) =
∥∥xj(t)− lij∥∥ ,

djv(t) =
∥∥vj(t)− lij∥∥ .

If div(t) ≤ dix(t) and djv(t) ≤ djx(t), then the line of intersection is in front of both vehicles,

and a cross-path collision is imminent as shown in Figure 3.12 (a) and (b). Otherwise there

is no cross-path conflict as shown in Figure 3.12 (c).

The analysis is simpler in the 2D case. Instead of lij , we search for a point pij , which

is the point of intersection of the lines passing through
−−−−−−→
xi(t)vi(t) and

−−−−−−→
xj(t)vj(t), as shown

in Figure 3.13. If indeed such a point is found, we compute:

dix(t) =
∥∥xi(t)− pij∥∥ ,

div(t) =
∥∥vi(t)− pij∥∥ ,

djx(t) =
∥∥xj(t)− pij∥∥ ,

djv(t) =
∥∥vj(t)− pij∥∥ .

See Figure 3.14 for an illustration of the computation of d. Figure 3.14 (a) is a cross-

path collision configuration but (b) is a simple collision configuration. The solution strategy

adopted is to convert any cross-path configuration such as (a) to a simple configuration such

as (b).

To do this one only has to move either vi(t) or vj(t) to the other side of Lij(t) (or

onto the line Lij(t)). A simple strategy to decide which v(t) should be moved in order to

obtain smoother phase transition is to measure θi(t) and θj(t). If θj(t) < θi(t) then vj(t)

should be moved. This is done by swapping vj(t) and vjobs(t), which immediately results in

a simple collision reconfiguration. Thereafter, when the Q-CAC algorithm expands θj(t),

it is the former vjobs(t) (which is now the new vj(t)) that moves, while the former vj(t)

(which is now the new vjobs(t)) remains static.
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Figure 3.13: Determination of cross-path collision in 2D.
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Figure 3.14: Computation of d for determination of cross-path collision.

Therefore, if a cross-path trajectory is determined, to resolve the problem it is sufficient

to swap the variables in one of the avoidance constraints (3.4.10) or (3.4.11). For example,

(3.4.10) may be left as it is and (3.4.11) is rewritten in the form


2(µ+ cosφ)

vjobs(k + 2)

vj(k + 2)


T

vjobs(k + 2)

vj(k + 2)

 M


≥ 0.

The transformation of Figure 3.11 resulting from this new LMI is shown in Figure 3.15 (a).

Suppose θj(t) of Figure 3.14 (a) was expanded by 90◦ at time t after the swapping of
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vj(t) and vjobs(t), then vj(t) has changed position at time t. The new configuration for both

vehicles at time t will look like the configuration in Figure 3.15 (b). After this, the new

positions xi(t+ ∆t) and xj(t+ ∆t) can be computed along the current vectors
−−−−−−→
xi(t)vi(t)

and
−−−−−−→
xj(t)vj(t). The trajectory obtained by applying this strategy to cross-path collision

avoidance for two vehicles in 2D and 3D are shown in Figure 3.16.

3.4.3.4 Resolving Cross-Path Collision for More Than Two Vehicles

A more challenging situation is when more than two vehicles are involved in the cross-path

conflict trajectory, as shown in Figure 3.17. In addition to our earlier assumption that each

vehicle is bounded by a circle or sphere S, we further assume that only three vehicles can

be involved in a cross-path conflict configuration at any time t. This can be seen from

Figure 3.18 (provided that the radii are approximately equal). Observe from the figure that

the safety region of any one of the vehicles intersects the safety regions of at most two

other vehicles, and this does not change if the number of vehicles is increased. Therefore

a conflict resolution strategy is developed in this section for the three vehicles cross-path

configuration of Figure 3.17.

For any vehicle i, whose attitude vector vi(t) is in cross-path configuration with vehi-

cles j and k, we are concerned only about the two bounding obstacle vectors vijobs(t) and

vikobs(t). Any other vehicles intersecting the safety region of iwill be ignored. The challenge

of the above problem is that the Q-CAC algorithm attempts to expand θij(t) and θik(t) si-

multaneously, therefore vi(t) will remain stuck between vijobs(t) and vikobs(t) if a cross-path

conflict is not resolved.

Vehicles i, j and k may be able to break out of the configuration in several ways, for

example by moving backwards (if they can). Suppose there are other vehicles behind any

one of the vehicles taking a reverse, then there may be possible collisions. Therefore,

only positive non-zero velocities are desired, this rules out any avoidance measure that will

require any of the vehicles to stop or retract. To achieve this, a counter-clockwise avoidance

measure is defined in which for any vehicle in the three-cross-path conflict, the left bounding

obstacle vector is always chosen as the cross-path obstacle vector for avoidance.
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Figure 3.15: The effects of cross-path conflict resolution.
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Figure 3.16: Cross-path avoidance trajectory for 3D (a) and 2D (b).

Essentially, the problem is broken down into three independent sets of cross-path con-

flicts and each of the pairs of vehicles (i, j), (j, k) and (k, i) are treated as being in separate

independent cross-path conflicts as shown in Figure 3.19. For a counter-clockwise avoid-

ance manoeuvre, the left vehicle is always chosen to avoid. Therefore, in Figure 3.19 (a)
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vi(t) will be swapped with vijobs(t) keeping vj(t) constant. In Figure 3.19 (b) vj(t) will be

swapped with vjkobs(t) keeping vk(t) constant, and in (c) vk(t) will be swapped with vkiobs(t)

keeping vi(t) constant. Since this process is required to be a cooperative action among the

three vehicles, the initial configurations are used in the attitude change maneuvres, and not

the new attitudes resulting from earlier attitude change maneuvres. This means that after

the cross-path resolution for (a), and (b), the one for (c) is done using the old value of
−−−−−−→
xi(t)vi(t), not the new one resulting from the cross-path conflict resolution on (a).
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Figure 3.17: Three-vehicle cross-path trajectory problem.

Figure 3.18: Cross-path trajectory problem for more than three vehicles.
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Figure 3.19: Problem isolation of the three-vehicle cross-path trajectory problem.

The remaining issue is therefore to determine which vehicle is to the left, or to the right

side of another vehicle whenever a three-cross-path conflict is reported, given the current

positions and attitudes of the three vehicles. This can be done by applying techniques from

computational geometry. Given xi(t), vi(t), xj(t), vj(t), the following procedure will

determine if j is to the left or to the right of i:

Dij(t) =
∥∥xi(t)− xj(t)∥∥ ,

D̄ij(t) =
Dij(t)

‖Dij(t)‖
,

D̄ij
θ (t) = tan−1

(
D̄ij
y (t)

D̄ij
x (t)

)
,

θi(t) = tan−1

(
viy(t)

vix(t)

)
.

If xi(t), vi(t), xj(t), vj(t) all satisfy the inequality θi(t) ≤ D̄ij
θ (t) ≤ θi(t) + π/2, then j is

to the left of i, otherwise j is to the right of i, and vice versa.

To extended this formulation to n vehicles in a cross-path conflict, each pair of adjacent

vehicles is chosen in independent cross-path conflicts and solved separately. The notion can

also be further extended to vehicles of arbitrary size. Consider Figure 3.20: five independent

cross-path problems can be extracted from the five-cross-path problem, and the problems

can be solved separately and in any order. The cross-path sets are (i, j), (j, k), (k, l), (l,m),

(m, i).
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Thus, for the configuration of Figure 3.17, it is sufficient to enforce the following con-

straints: 
2(µ+ cosφ)

vijobs(k + 2)

vi(k + 2)


T

vijobs(k + 2)

vi(k + 2)

 M


≥ 0,


2(µ+ cosφ)

vjkobs(k + 2)

vj(k + 2)


T

vjkobs(k + 2)

vj(k + 2)

 M


≥ 0.


2(µ+ cosφ)

vkiobs(k + 2)

vk(k + 2)


T

vkiobs(k + 2)

vk(k + 2)

 M


≥ 0.

Note that the counterclockwise avoidance measure formulation presented above is more

critical for the 2D navigation than for 3D, because the 2D space is more constrained since

there are only two degrees of freedom. Simply put, each vehicle in 2D which is involved

in collision conflict with another vehicle has only one choice of direction to turn to in the

plane, and that choice should be the opposite direction to the choice taken by the other

vehicle, for them not to collide. The counterclockwise measure ensures that this is so every

time.

Figure 3.21 shows the results for applying the approach presented above to cross-path

avoidance for three and four vehicles in 2D and 3D.

When the head-on or cross-path collision problems occur for vehicles in 3D, the coun-

terclockwise avoidance strategy need not be strictly enforced because there are more de-

grees of freedom for the vehicles. In many situations for the 3D case the Q-CAC based

algorithm finds feasible avoidance trajectories without the counterclockwise measure. This

can be observed from the avoidance trajectories generated for the 3D cases in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.20: Five-vehicle cross-path trajectory problem due to unequal size.
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Figure 3.21: Cross-path avoidance for three and four vehicles in 2D (top) and in 3D (bottom).

However, when the vehicles in 3D are constrained to move only at the same altitude, then

the counterclockwise avoidance strategy must be enforced for effective avoidance. This

process is automatically enforced by the design of the algorithm and need not be done man-

ually.
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3.4.4 Consensus With Q-CAC Based Avoidance

Given (3.4.1) or (3.4.2), (3.4.5) and (3.4.9), the Q-CAC avoidance algorithm is incorpo-

rated into the consensus framework by using a two-step approach in which the consensus

problem is solved simultaneously with the Q-CAC problem in every time step. Thus, for

each time k, a future position of each vehicle is calculated, say up to k + ι steps, 4 by

propagating (3.4.1) or (3.4.2) to obtain future consensus positions xic. Among the future

positions, the safe positions xisafe (i = 1, · · · , n) are identified. Then for each xj not satis-

fying xisafe, the Q-CAC optimization problem stated above is solved to generate the desired

safe control input ujsafe. The process is summarised in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 CONSENSUS-WITH-AVOIDANCE
Ensure: xi(k) 6= xid ∀xi(k) ∈ x(k)

while xi(k) 6= xid ∀xi(k) ∈ x(k) do
xc ← Ax(k) + ∆tBu(k)

if
∥∥∥xic − xjc∥∥∥ < 2r then
solve (3.4.6),(3.4.11),(3.4.12)
uisafe ←

r∗

2 v
i(k)

ujsafe ←
r∗

2 v
j(k)

else
uisafe ← ui(k)

ujsafe ← uj(k)
end if
x(k + 1)← Ax(k) + ∆tBusafe

end while

Once a safe attitude vector vi(k) is computed at time k for any i, the next position

xi(k + 1) is computed as a point a distance r∗
i

2 from the current position, along the vector

vi(k). Note that vi(k) is normalized to keep the computed control bounded. Whether there

are intersections of the safety regions or not, the safety of the algorithm is guaranteed by

bounding the control size within the interval 0 < ui ≤ r∗
i

2 .

Again, consider that the size of control computed at each time using Laplacian matrices

is directly proportional to the algebraic connectivity of the graph, and inversely propor-

tional to the magnitude of the current time k. Thus, while the early large values of u are
4ι is some positive integer which indicates the number of optimization time steps to plan ahead.
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unsafe for collision avoidance (and must be bounded), the latter very small values of u

slows down the rate of convergence. Generally, collisions are less likely to occur when the

vehicles are closer to their goal positions, and this is exactly when convergence is slower.

To obtain a constantly bounded u which guarantees collision avoidance and a high speed

of convergence, the following modifications to (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) are proposed. For the

leader follower architecture:

u =− η log10(k + 1)
∆t

2λ2(L)
Γ(x− xoff )

− β log10(k + 1)
∆t

2λ2(L)
K(x− xoff ). (3.4.12)

The corresponding protocol for the leaderless architecture is:

u =− η log10(k + 1)
∆t

2λ2(L)
Γ(x− xoff )

− β log10(k + 1)
∆t

2λ2(L)
K(x− xd), (3.4.13)

where λ2(L) denotes the second smallest eigenvalue of L, η is a scaling parameter for

the consensus term, and β is a scaling parameter for the proportional term in (3.4.12) and

(3.4.13), respectively. The logarithmic term log10(k + 1) and the term ∆t
2λ2(L) attempt to

reduce ‖u‖ when k is small, and increase ‖u‖ when k is large. The choice of η and β

depends on the radius of S, and E for each vehicle. An alternative solution is to compute

an unbounded u using (3.4.1) or (3.4.2), and for each ui > r∗
i

2 , normalize ui and set

ui = r∗
i

2 u
i.

3.4.5 Procedure for Implementing the Algorithm

Step-by-step details of how to implement the algorithm are presented in this section, in or-

der to enhance the usability of the concepts developed in this chapter for motion control

of autonomous vehicles. First, the basic software modules that will be required to imple-

ment the algorithm are discussed, then procedures for combining the modules to realize a

centralized or decentralized implementation are outlined in a flowchart.
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3.4.5.1 Required Modules

(i). A collision detection module, which is essentially a Euclidean distance measurement

process for all the vehicles. A collision conflict is detected whenever Dij ≤ (ri+ rj)

for any (i, j) pair, i 6= j. Two implementations of this module are possible: (i)

a centralized collision detection module which accepts the current positions of all

the vehicles and returns the positions and attitudes of all the vehicles that are in a

collision configuration; (ii) a decentralized collision detection module, which accepts

the current positions of all the vehicles and returns the positions and attitudes of all

vehicles that are in a collision configuration with a particular vehicle.

(ii). An attitude intersection module, which is used to classify the type of collision config-

uration between any sets of vehicles involved in a collision conflict. Essentially the

algorithm will sort the collision list in an ascending or descending order, then for each

vehicle, it checks whether the vehicle is involved in a simple collision configuration,

a head-on collision configuration, or a cross-path collision configuration with one or

more vehicles. This module accepts the list of vehicles in collision configuration re-

turned from the collision detection module. The list contains the position and attitude

information for all the colliding vehicles. The output is the set of groups of vehicles

involved in a collision, each labelled with of the type of collision configuration.

(iii). A collision avoidance module, which implements the Q-CAC algorithm that responds

to the appropriate type of collision, based on the type of collision data returned for

each vehicle by the attitude intersection module. The module accepts the position

and attitude data for any two vehicles i and j involved in a collision configuration,

and a list of data describing the type of collision they are involved in. It then com-

putes viobs and vjobs, which are essentially extracted from the mid point of the line

connecting xi and xj . If vehicle i is the candidate vehicle in cross-path collision with

j, then the swapping of vi and viobs is performed. The module will produce responses

for simple, head-on or cross-path collision. Sometimes the responses are different

for the three configurations, however if the module is implemented correctly, a colli-
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sion free avoidance trajectory is returned. To implement this module using the LMI

constraints, an LMI parser and optimization software will generally be required. For

the Matlab simulated experiments presented in this chapter, we used the LMI parser

Yalmip (Lofberg, 2004), and the optimization software Sedumi (Sturm, 1998).

For 2D navigation, the attitude constraints can actually be solved manually without

having to solve an LMI using optimization software, because the dimension is small,

which means that we could implement the Q-CAC constraints in 2D manually with-

out using LMI, and indeed the algorithm will run faster. However, this will require

additional work of having to decide whether the vehicles in a collision conflict are

on the left or right side of each other, in order to determine which angles to expand.

For 3D navigation, it is required to solve the LMI constraints using an optimization

software because the dimension is higher.

(iv). A direction determinant module, which helps to decide whether the vehicles in a

collision conflict are on the left or right side of each other.

Once the required modules are in place, there are two ways in which the algorithm can

be implemented: centralized; and decentralized or distributed.

3.4.5.2 Implementation Procedure

Decentralized Implementation

For the decentralized implementation, each vehicle uses its own onboard sensors, or data

communicated to it, to obtain the positions and orientations of other vehicles in close prox-

imity with it. This information is used to compute the next feasible trajectory at every time

step. This is essentially a single vehicle response to its goal(s) and its environment. A

typical example of such a setup is the RoboCup medium sized or humanoid league.

The flowchart in Figure 3.22 is an example of a decentralized implementation for control

of vehicle i. Next, a step-by-step explanation of the flowchart is present.

Step 1. Read current data x(t), xd, v(t), r∗, E .
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Step 2. Check if any vehicle has not reached its desired position. This is done by computing

Dd(t) = ‖xd − x(t)‖. If Dd(t) > ε for some small ε > 0, proceed to Step 3,

otherwise stop, because all vehicles have reached their goals.

Step 3. Detect collisions between vehicle i and all other vehicles by computing Dij(t) =∥∥xi(t)− xj(t)∥∥ ∀ j, j 6= i. A range sensor on vehicle i can be used instead to do

this. If Dij(t) ≤ (ri + rj) for any j then return a list of vehicles that violate the

safety region of i and proceed to Step 4, otherwise proceed to Step 8.

Step 4. For the list of colliding vehicles compute the points of intersection. In the flowchart

a function intrsctij(t) = lineintrsct(xi(t), vi(t), xj(t), vj(t)) is implemented.

For 2D the value returned is pij(t) = intrsctij(t), and for 3D the value returned

is lij(t) = intrsctij(t). If intrsctij(t) contains real numbers proceed to Step 5,

otherwise intrsctij(t) =∞ and there is no intersection. Then set two intersection

determinant parameters infronti(t) = 0, infrontj(t) = 0 and proceed to Step 6.

Step 5. For vehicles where pij(t) or lij(t) exists, compute the intersection determinant pa-

rameters [infronti(t), infrontj(t)] = attintrsct(xi(t), vi(t), xj(t), vj(t)) and

proceed to Step 6.

Step 6. Compute an avoidance vector for i. The function [vi(t), vj(t)] = Q CAC() uses

infronti(t), infrontj(t) to determine whether there is a simple, head-on or cross-

path collision between vehicles i and j. It can be implemented to return a new value

for vi(t) and retain the old value of vj(t), or to compute new values for both vi(t)

and vj(t). However, it is sufficient to compute a new value for vi(t) while keeping

vj(t) constant. For centralized control the process just has to be repeated for all

vehicles in a collision configuration.

Step 7. Compute a bounded control based on the new unit avoidance vector vi(t), ui(t) =

r∗
i

2 v
i(t), and proceed to Step 10.

Step 8. There is no collision. Compute a proportional or a consensus based control. Propor-

tional control ui(t) = xid − xi(t). Consensus control ui(t) = −L(xi(t)− (xi)off )
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for decentralized control. Equations (3.4.12) or (3.4.13) are used for computing

centralized consensus control. After computation, normalize the control ūi(t) =

ui(t)
‖ui(t)‖ and test if ūi(t) > r∗

i

2 . If ūi(t) > r∗
i

2 proceed to Step 9, otherwise proceed

to the Step 10.

Step 9. Compute a bounded control ui(t) = r∗
i

2 ū
i(t).

Step 10. Update the position of i, xi(t + ∆t) = xi(t) + ui(t). Note that this update step

is only necessary for simulation, but for real implementation the computed control

ui(t) is sent to the motion actuators of vehicle i to control its motion.

Centralized Implementation

For the centralized implementation a central controller uses external sensors to obtain the

current positions and headings of all the vehicles, and then uses this information to com-

pute the next feasible trajectories for all the vehicles. The newly computed collision free

trajectories are converted to control inputs which are sent to control the vehicles. A typical

example of such a setup is a central computer controlling a team of soccer robots using

an overhead camera to obtain the current robot positions and attitudes, e.g. the RoboCup

small sized league. Essentially, the centralized controller performs the same tasks listed in

the flowchart in Figure 3.22. However, the controller stores a record of the current state

after Step 1. The stored record then is used to perform Steps 2 to 9 for all vehicles (no

updated vi is used). After control u(t) has been computed for all vehicles, Step 10 is per-

formed simultaneously for all vehicles. For simulation x(t+ ∆t) = x(t) + u(t). For actual

implementation u(t) is sent to control the motion of the real vehicles.

3.5 Simulation Results

In this section, five simulated experiments are presented to demonstrate Algorithm 15, using

protocol (3.4.12) with Topology 1. In the first three experiments a group of soccer robots

will reconfigure to desired formations while avoiding each other along the way.
5With ι = 1.
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Figure 3.22: Decentralized implementation.
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Note that in the experiments the robots’ final positions were deliberately arranged to

make the reconfiguration process difficult so as to observe the collision avoidance capability

of the algorithm. The RoboCup small sized league (SSL) specification was chosen to define

parameters, however eleven team members are used. The members are labelled 1, · · · , 11

using the smaller fonts in the figures, where 1, the goal keeper, is the leader robot. The

larger fonts 1, · · · , 11 are the initial positions of the robots, while the asterisk (∗) mark the

desired final positions. The robots are homogeneous, and for each robot r∗ = 85mm, and

E = 90mm, while the dimension of the SSL soccer pitch is 6050mm× 4050mm. For the

three experiments η = 0.5, β = 0.5, and the same initial configuration was used.

In the fourth experiment, the UAV reconfiguration problem initially presented in Figure

3.3 is repeated here. The fifth experiment is to test the capability of the algorithm for

collision avoidance in 2D and 3D cluttered spaces using a simplified setup consisting of two

vehicles. All of the simulations were done with Matlab R2009a on an Intel(R) Core(TM)2

Duo P8600 @ 2.40GHz with 2 GB RAM, running Windows 7.

3.5.1 Consensus with Q-CAC Based Reconfiguration to Soccer Play-Off

Formation

In this experiment, the robots will reconfigure to a soccer play-off formation with collision

avoidance. The initial configuration is an irregular pattern, indicated in Figure 3.23. The

multi-path planning problem took 244 time steps to solve, resulting in a total computation

time of 7s, in which 203 avoidance attempts were made, and there were no collisions.

The difficulty of the path planning problem in this experiment can be observed from

the fact that each vehicle except for vehicles 1, 2 and 11, was crossing the pitch to a goal

position that was closer to the initial position of another vehicle. This strategy resulted in

more conflict problems solve. A simpler strategy would employ a nearest distance matching

algorithm to pair each vehicle to a goal position that is closer to its initial position, provided

there are no permanently assigned positions (except for the goal keeper position). This way,

the number of conflicts can be reduced.
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Figure 3.23: Consensus based collision free reconfiguration of eleven robots to a soccer play-off
formation using Topology 1.

3.5.2 Consensus with Q-CAC Based Reconfiguration to Soccer

Free-Kick-Defense Formation

In this experiment, the robots will reconfigure to a soccer free-kick-defense formation with

collision avoidance, and the previous initial configuration was used. The multi-path plan-

ning problem took 242 time steps to solve, resulting in a total computation time of 12s, in

which 747 avoidance attempts were made, and there were no collisions. The results are in

Figure 3.24.

The difficulty of the path planning problem in this experiment can be observed from the

fact that each vehicle except for vehicles 1, 9, 10 and 11, was crossing the pitch to a goal

position that was closer to the initial position of another vehicle.

3.5.3 Consensus with Q-CAC Based Reconfiguration to Soccer

Corner-Kick-Defense Formation

In this experiment, the robots will reconfigure to a soccer corner-kick-defense formation

with collision avoidance, and the previous initial configuration was used. The multi-path
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planning problem took 231 time steps to solve, resulting in a total computation time of 15s,

in which 666 avoidance attempts were made, and there were no collisions. The results are

in Figure 3.25.

The difficulty of the path planning problem in this experiment can be observed from the

fact that each vehicle except for vehicles 1, 8, 9, 10 and 11, was crossing the pitch to a goal

position that was closer to the initial position of another vehicle.
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Figure 3.24: Consensus based collision free reconfiguration of eleven robots to a soccer free-kick-
defense formation using Topology 1.

3.5.4 Consensus with Q-CAC Based Reconfigurations of Multiple UAVs

For this experiment the coordinate frame of REGION1 is assumed static at FREGION1 =

[−4 −4 −4]T , the coordinate frame of REGION2 is FREGION2 = [3.5 3.5 4]T , and the

coordinate frame of REGION3 is FREGION3 = [−4.1 −3.26 3.2]T . The regions are

represented as spheres. In the team, the small black sphere on the black trajectory is the

leader UAV. The UAVs are homogeneous and r∗ = 0.045 units while E = 0.09 units, for

each UAV. Trajectory data generated from Matlab was used to produce the result shown in

Figure 3.26. This path planning problem took 4.165s to solve, and there were no collisions.
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Figure 3.25: Consensus based collision free reconfiguration of eleven robots to a soccer corner-
kick-defense formation using Topology 1.
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Figure 3.26: Consensus based collision free reconfigurations of twelve UAVs using Topology 1.
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The difficulty of the path planning problem in this experiment can be observed from

the fact that the leader UAV was engaging in lane change manoeuvres in the three laps of

the entire manoeuvre. Moreover, reconfigurations to arbitrary manoeuvres is generally a

difficult problem to solve.

3.5.5 Q-CAC Based Path Planning in Cluttered Space

Note that consensus algorithms are essentially for motion control in free space, therefore the

multi-path algorithm developed in this chapter is basically for path planning with collision

avoidance in free space. However, we needed to test the algorithm in cluttered space to

observe the behaviour. Simulation was performed for a single vehicle path planning. To

implement this using the algorithm, a virtual leader vehicle is created with a real follower

vehicle in a two-vertex digraph configuration, such that the virtual leader vehicle never

moves. The position of the virtual leader vehicle is the goal position, and the real vehicle

finds a path to the static virtual leader vehicle. The result obtained for a simple cluttered

2D space consisting of polygonal obstacles, is shown in Figure 3.27. The vehicle is able to

find a feasible path from the initial position x(t0) to the final position x(tf ). A rough path

is generated which will require trajectory smoothing to obtain a better trajectory. For the

3D experiment, the cluttered 3D space consists of several high walls with small windows

as shown in Figure 3.28. Clearly, as shown in the figure, the algorithm was unable to find

a complete path to the goal for this challenging cluttered 3D space. The reason why the

algorithm was unable to find a complete path is discussed in the next section.

3.6 Concluding Remarks

The limitation of the Q-CAC based collision avoidance algorithm at this stage of the design

is its application to multi-path planning in cluttered spaces, and this limitation is common

to algorithms in which control forces generated are always strongly biased towards the

goal positions. This includes most of the previous works reviewed in this chapter. The

only algorithms that guarantee feasible paths in challenging cluttered 3D spaces are the
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probabilistic roadmap based approaches.
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Figure 3.27: Q-CAC based path planning in 2D cluttered environment.

Figure 3.28: Q-CAC based path planning in 3D cluttered environment.

Considering the case for control of aerial or space vehicles, one may question the need

for considering cluttered spaces in the air, or in space. However consider an air combat

situation, or spacecraft navigating between fast moving asteroids, where the basic free-

space collision avoidance algorithms become limited. Clearly, for some challenging clutter

spaces, one must inevitably resort to sampling based probabilistic road map approaches

such as the rapidly exploring random trees (RRT) (Kuffner and LaValle, 2000), which are
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best suited for path planning in cluttered spaces. Such algorithms can be used as an input

to a consensus based path planning algorithm. As shown in Figure 3.29, the basic RRT

algorithm took 1.7s to obtain a rough path to the goal, and 0.3s for smoothing, for the same

problem presented in Figure 3.28. From this, a flyable path still has to be generated based

on the motion constraints, kinematics and dynamics of the specific vehicle.

A future direction of research is to include probabilistic roadmap approaches such as

RRT in the consensus with Q-CAC framework. While the RRT seems currently to be the

popular choice for many applications because of its ability to find feasible trajectories in

difficult cluttered spaces, and its fast speed of execution, the number of vehicles that can be

allowed which can also guarantee effective collision avoidance and high speed of conver-

gence, remains to be proved. When it comes to high speed of execution and maximization of

the number of vehicles, the MILP based optimization algorithms do not scale well with the

non-optimization approaches, because of computational complexity. Combining the RRT

with Q-CAC, and with consensus based multi-path planning, may be potentially useful for

solving cooperative navigation problems in 3D cluttered spaces. Examples include navigat-

ing around human habited environments, the environment of a space station, around space

debris, or among a team of combat aircraft avoiding a hail of enemy bullets or missiles.

Figure 3.29: RRT based path planning in 3D cluttered environment.
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Chapter 4

Constrained Attitude Control of

Multiple Rigid Bodies

In this chapter, consensus theory and optimization theory are combined for distributed at-

titude control of a team of communicating vehicles (rigid bodies). By using the Laplacian

matrix of their communication graph and a semidefinite program, a synthesis of a time vary-

ing optimal stochastic matrix P is done. This matrix P is used to drive given initial attitudes

of the bodies to a consensus attitude. The concept of quadratically constrained attitude

control (Q-CAC), earlier introduced, is then employed to generate an optimal collision-

free attitude trajectory along the consensus trajectory. This solution technique is used to

simulate coordinated rendezvous and formation acquisition of multiple rigid bodies, us-

ing a simplified model of spacecraft, in the presence of static and dynamic obstacles. A

Lyapunov-based stability analysis, together with the simulation results, are also provided to

demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach. Spacecraft attitude control is used as the ba-

sis for the development in this work, and the same approach can be applied to other rotating

rigid bodies with fixed base (Okoloko and Kim, 2010, 2012a,b).

80
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4.1 Introduction

Attitude control (AC) is of fundamental importance in the navigation of aircraft, spacecraft,

sattelites and robots, and it has been considered extensively (Wen and Kreutz-Delgado,

1991; Kim and Mesbahi, 2004; Kim et al., 2010). This control problem becomes more

challenging when it involves multiple vehicles subject to various constraints in dynamic

environments. In particular, when the vehicles are networked and share certain common

objectives, consensus theory based on graph Laplacian matrices can be applied to control

design (Fax, 2002; Ren et al., 2005).

There are significant technological benefits to be derived by undertaking this research

on the attitude constrained consensus problem. First, it is motivated by its potential practical

applications in aerospace systems, to the development of intelligent spacecraft autonomy.

Various ongoing and future space missions (e.g. Blackwood et al., 2002; Unwin and Beich-

man, 2003) require the cooperative navigation and attitude slewing of multiple spacecraft or

satellites, for such purposes as interferometry and optimal sensor coverage (see Figure 4.1).

Another potential application is in cooperative robot manipulation, in which several robotic

manipulators are required to jointly perform a task in unity in a constrained space, and the

failure of one of the team members may lead to the failure of the team. A typical example

of cooperating joints is a hexapod robot, and a more challenging example of cooperative

manipulation is the piano movers problem (Schwartz and Sharir, 1983), in which several

robots with manipulators cooperate to carry a piano from one position to another without

dropping it along the way (see Figure 4.2). Other examples can be found in the work of

LaValle (2006).

In this work, a rigid body will be represented by a simplified model of a spacecraft.

Attitude dynamics can be represented by unit quaternions. However, due to the non-

linearity of quaternion kinematics, it is difficult to directly apply Laplacian-like dynamics

to multi-vehicle attitude control using quaternions.

In the work of Kim and Mesbahi (2004), the attitude control problem is formulated as

a quadratically constrained attitude control (Q-CAC) problem, and the theories of linear
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matrix inequalities (LMIs) and semidefinite programming (SDP) were applied to solve it.

Figure 4.1: NASA’s terrestrial planet finder interferometer (Unwin and Beichman, 2003).

Figure 4.2: The Piano Movers problem (Schwartz and Sharir, 1983).

They demonstrated a single spacecraft attitude re-orientation in the presence of a single

static obstacle, which was further extended to two spacecraft (Kim et al., 2010). In the work

of Bullo et al. (1995), reduced spacecraft attitude stabilization on a sphere was considered,

and control torques required for effective attitude stabilization were reduced from three to

two. In the related work of Ren (2006), consensus protocols were applied in distributed
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attitude alignment of a team of communicating spacecraft flying in formation. Similarity

between this approach and our approach is detailed in our previous work (Okoloko and

Kim, 2010). Also, in the work of Dimarogonas et al. (2009), the Laplacian method was

employed in leader-follower attitude control of spacecraft, using the modified Rodriquez

parameters (MRP).

However, none of these aforementioned works, except the work of Okoloko and Kim

(2010), apply consensus theory directly to quaternions, and none of the other works except

the works of Kim and Mesbahi (2004), Kim et al. (2010), and Okoloko and Kim (2010),

tackle the important problem of attitude cone avoidance constraints. Moreover, the works of

Kim and Mesbahi (2004), Kim et al. (2010) and Okoloko and Kim (2010), were developed

for spacecraft in the same coordinate frame, which is not a practicable situation. In our pre-

vious work (Okoloko and Kim, 2010), we first applied quaternions directly with consensus,

and employed the avoidance strategy developed in the work of Kim et al. (2010), but the

avoidance strategy was impracticable for constrained attitude control of multiple spacecraft.

As described by Kim and Mesbahi (2004), to handle the difficulty of nonlinearity in

quaternion kinematics, one can cast the Q-CAC problem as a semidefinite program, sub-

ject to convex quadratic constraints. In our work (Okoloko and Kim, 2010), SDP enabled

us to synthesize a series of Laplacian-like matrices that satisfy the constraints and achieve

consensus, using optimization software tools such as Sedumi (Sturm, 1998) and Yalmip

(Lofberg, 2004). However, due to computational complexity, it was difficult to implement

avoidance constraints directly in the consensus framework therein. This justifies the devel-

opment of a new approach in this present work. Thus, this approach extends the works of

Kim and Mesbahi (2004) and Okoloko and Kim (2010), by separating the problem into two

submodules. First is the synthesis of the Laplacian-like matrix, that guarantees an average

consensus trajectory. Thereafter the Q-CAC problem is solved along this reference trajec-

tory. We avoid the avoidance strategy developed by Kim et al. (2010) and employed by

Okoloko and Kim (2010), because this is the source of the complexity. Furthermore, the

solution is extended to a realistic scenario of spacecraft in different coordinate frames.

The contributions of the present work can be summarized as follows: (1) consensus the-
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ory is extended to attitude control of multiple spacecraft by the introduction of a quaternion

consensus protocol; (2) the cone avoidance strategy, previously developed for a single static

obstacle avoidance by Kim and Mesbahi (2004), is extended to multiple dynamic obstacles

avoidance by decentralization, and this is incorporated into the consensus framework; (3)

mathematical convergence analysis is provided for the quaternion-based consensus-with-

avoidance framework; (4) a decentralization of the multiple spacecraft attitude control prob-

lem is developed, resulting in a new algorithm which reduces computational complexity and

has a faster speed of convergence than the approach by Kim et al. (2010); (5) the approach is

extended to the more practical scenario of multiple spacecraft in different coordinate frames

rather than the single coordinate framework of Kim and Mesbahi (2004), Kim et al. (2010)

and Okoloko and Kim (2010). Due to the aforementioned contributions, this work provides

a more practically oriented solution for constrained attitude control of multiple spacecraft

systems than the previous works of Kim and Mesbahi (2004), Kim et al. (2010).

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 4.2, the problem formulation

for this work is presented. In Section 4.3, brief mathematical preliminaries are presented,

and the solution technique and convergence analysis are provided in Section 4.4. Numerical

simulations are given in Section 4.5, and concluding remarks follow in Section 4.6.

4.2 Problem Statement

Given a set of spacecraft, with initial states xi(t0) ∈ R3, i = 1, · · · , n, initial attitude

quaternions qi(t0), and the Laplacian matrix of their communication graph L, our concern

is to drive qi(t) to a consensus attitude quaternion qc = q(tf ), while satisfying collision

avoidance and norm constraints. Note that q(tf ) needs not be known a priori to any of the

spacecraft.

The problem stated above has two major parts: consensus and collision avoidance.

The consensus part is basically that of driving the attitudes to a consensus attitude. The

final consensus attitude is usually the centroid of the initial attitudes qave =
1
n

∑n
i=1 q

i(0)

‖ 1
n

∑n
i=1 q

i(0)‖ ,

meaning that each spacecraft should eventually point in the same direction. But by applying
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relative offset quaternion vectors, the consensus attitude can also be a desired formation

attitude, e.g. each spacecraft can point at 15◦ away from each other about the z axis. By

applying leader follower architectures, or leaderless architectures with set point control,

the final consensus attitude can also be a set of desired final attitudes for each spacecraft,

e.g. SC1 can be made to point in a particular direction, while various offset angles from

the attitude of SC1 are defined for every other spacecraft. One may think that a standard

consensus protocol such as (3.2.2) could be used directly to solve the consensus seeking

part of the problem above. However, such a protocol violates the non-linearity of quaternion

kinematics and the quaternion norm preserving constraint. Even though a protocol is found

which accommodates the quaternion kinematics and the norm preserving constraints, its

convergence analysis may not be as simple as (3.2.2).

For the original problem statement to be meaningful practically, the collision avoidance

part cannot be excluded. Rotating spacecraft must avoid (angle-wise) collisions in order

to reach their consensus attitude or form a desired formation. For example, a spacecraft

which is rotating a photosensitive instrument from one attitude to another may need to

avoid blinding celestial objects. As discussed in the previous works of Kim and Mesbahi

(2004), Kim et al. (2010) and Okoloko and Kim (2010), this collision avoidance part is a

computationally difficult Q-CAC problem. As the complexity of the Q-CAC problem is

greatly affected by the number of LMI constraints, it may not be a good idea that the two

parts of the problem statement are posed as a single optimization problem.

For the above reason, the following strategy will be proposed later in Section 4.4. Each

part is posed as a separate optimization problem and solved simultaneously at each time

step. While the consensus part computes a guidance command or consensus attitude tra-

jectory for each spacecraft, the collision avoidance part decides whether it is safe to track

the computed consensus trajectory, and generates a proper control input for each spacecraft

to track the trajectory. If the consensus trajectory is not safe, the collision avoidance part

computes a new set of quaternion vectors that avoid collision and asks the consensus part

to compute a new consensus trajectory in the next step. This cycle repeats until consensus

is achieved. Unlike the previous approaches in the literature, the guidance command com-
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puted by the consensus part satisfies the quaternion kinematics and the norm preserving

constraints while guaranteeing the average consensus (see Section 4.4.1); and the control

input generated by the collision avoidance part is decentralized and also valid in the multiple

coordinate frame setting (see Section 4.4.2).

To illustrate the collision avoidance part (Q-CAC problem), we begin with a single

spacecraft and a single obstacle vector. Denote spacecraft i by SCi and vIcam(t) by the unit

camera vector in FISCi corresponding to the SCi’s attitude qi(t). Let vIobs(t) be the unit

vector corresponding to the attitude quaternion of the obstacle to be avoided (see Figure

4.3). It is desired that the time evolution of the camera vector of SCi from vIcam(t0) to

vIcam(tf ) should avoid vIobs(t) at all times, while maintaining a minimum angular separation

of φ. The requirement is thus that

θ(t) ≥ φ ∀t ∈ [t0 tf ],

or

vIcam(t)T vIobs(t) ≤ cosφ ∀t ∈ [t0 tf ]. (4.2.1)

Equation (4.2.1) is the same attitude constraint problem presented in (3.4.4).

A solution to this problem was provided by Kim and Mesbahi (2004), using the quater-

nion attitude constraints formulation developed by Ahmed et al. (1998). However, the so-

lution was for a single spacecraft and single obstacle case, where vIobs and vIcam(t) evolve

from the same coordinate frame, and vIobs is static. Here we are interested in extending the

previous avoidance solution to multiple spacecraft and solving it for spacecraft and dynamic

vIobs(t), where vIobs(t) and vIcam(t) are in different coordinate frames for each spacecraft. In

the next section, we discuss the basic mathematical preliminaries to the solution provided

in Section 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: Constrained attitude control problem.

4.3 Mathematical Background

4.3.1 Rotational Dynamics Based on Quaternions

The attitude of a rigid body rotating in three dimensional space (such as a spacecraft or satel-

lite) can be conveniently represented by unit quaternions (Hughes, 2004; Kuipers, 1999),

which helps to forestall the problems of singularities inherent in using Euler angles. The

quaternion is a four-element vector

q = [q1 q2 q3 | q4]T .

Given that θ is the angle of rotation, the scalar part of the quaternion is q4 = cos θ2 , and

the axis of rotation is represented with a unit norm three element coordinate vector a. The

vector part of the quaternion is [q1 q2 q3]T ≡ q̄ = a sin θ
2 (Hughes, 2004). The difference

between two quaternions q1 and q2 is given by

qd = q1 	 q−2 = q1 	
[
−q2

1 −q2
2 −q2

3 q2
4

]T
= Q2q1,

where q−2 (or q2∗) is the conjugate of q2, 	 is a quaternion difference operator, and

Qi =



qi4 qi3 −qi2 −qi1

−qi3 qi4 qi1 −qi2

qi2 −qi1 qi4 −qi3

qi1 qi2 qi3 qi4


.

Note that at the scalar level, the superscript notation used above does not indicate expo-

nentiation but is an index instead. The rotational dynamics for the ith quaternion are given
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as

q̇i =
1

2
Ωiqi =

1

2
Πiwi, i = 1, . . . , n ,

where

Ωi =



0 wi3 −wi2 wi1

−wi3 0 wi1 wi2

wi2 −wi1 0 wi3

−wi1 −wi2 −wi3 0


, Πi =



qi4 −qi3 qi2

qi3 qi4 −qi1

−qi2 qi1 qi4

−qi1 −qi2 −qi3


.

Using Euler’s first-order discretization method, one has

qi(k + 1) = (I4 +
∆t

2
Ωi(k))qi(k) = qi(k) +

∆t

2
Πi(k)wi(k), (4.3.1)

where In is the n-by-n identity matrix, and k and ∆t are the discrete time index and the

fixed step size. The rotational velocities wi evolve according to
ẇi1

ẇi2

ẇi3

 =


((J i2 − J i3)wi2w

i
3 + τ i1)/J i1

((J i3 − J i1)wi3w
i
1 + τ i2)/J i2

((J i1 − J i2)wi1w
i
2 + τ i3)/J i3



=


0

Ji
2

Ji
1
wi3 −Ji

3

Ji
1
wi2

Ji
3

Ji
2
wi3 0 −Ji

1

Ji
2
wi1

Ji
1

Ji
3
wi2 −Ji

2

Ji
3
wi1 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Υi


wi1

wi2

wi3

+


1/J i1 0 0

0 1/J i2 0

0 0 1/J i3


︸ ︷︷ ︸

(Ji)−1


τ i1

τ i2

τ i3

 . (4.3.2)

Again, after the discretization

wi(k + 1) =
(
I3 + ∆tΥi(k)

)
wi(k) + ∆t(J i)−1τ i(k), (4.3.3)

where J ij , w
i
j and τ ij , j = 1, 2, 3, are the moments of inertia, rotational velocities, and

control torques, along the three principal axes j, for the ith rigid body. Combining (4.3.1)−

(4.3.3) in stacked vector form, the discrete time dynamics evolve according to

 −∆t(J i)−1 I3 03×4

04×3 −∆tΠi(k + 1)/2 I4


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Fi(k)


τ i(k)

wi(k + 1)

qi(k + 2)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

zi(k)

=

(I3 + ∆tΥi(k))wi(k)

qi(k + 1)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

yi(k)

(4.3.4)
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Determining τ that stabilizes the system is the typical task of controller synthesis for attitude

stabilization. In order to include the dynamic system (4.3.4) in the semidefinite program, it

is represented as a dynamic constraint parameterized as (Kim et al., 2010)

Fi(k)zi(k) = yi(k), (4.3.5)

where yi(k) is expanded as

yi(k) =



J i1w
i
1(k) + ∆t(J i2 − J i3)wi2(k)wi3(k)

J i2w
i
2(k) + ∆t(J i3 − J i1)wi3(k)wi1(k)

J i3w
i
3(k) + ∆t(J i1 − J i2)wi1(k)wi2(k)

qi(k + 1)


.

4.3.2 Consensus Algorithm for Quaternions

Recall the concepts of consensus theory from Section 3.2. In order to extend protocol

(3.2.3) to attitude quaternions, the following protocol was proposed by Okoloko and Kim

(2010):

q̇(t) = −P(t)(q(t)	 q−off ), (4.3.6)

where P is a Laplacian-like matrix and q(t) = [q1(t)T q2(t)T · · · qn(t)T ]T . More detailed

discussions on (4.3.6) follow in Section 4.4.

The synthesis of the P(t) matrix as a collective Laplacian-like matrix suggests a cen-

tralized implementation, however it is only developed here for the purpose of simplicity and

analysis. Therefore for clarity, as we progress, whenever an equation or item is presented

for the collection of vehicles, the decentralized individual equivalent for a single vehicle

will also be presented.

4.4 Solution

In this section, a solution is developed for the problem stated in Section 4.2. The solution in-

volves four intermediate steps: (i) synthesis of a consensus attitude for multiple spacecraft;

(ii) formulation of Q-CAC in different coordinate frames; (iii) determination of obstacle

vectors in different coordinate frames; and (iv) consensus based Q-CAC.
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4.4.1 Synthesis of Consensus Attitude For Multiple Spacecraft

The problem under consideration can be coded as a set of LMI, and solved for optimal

quaternions trajectories, using available optimization software tools, such as Sedumi (Sturm,

1998) and Yalmip (Lofberg, 2004). To this end, the objective function (4.3.6) is augmented

with an arbitrary number of constraints which are defined as we proceed.

Given the set of initial attitude quaternions in a column vector q(t0), and the associ-

ated graph Laplacian L, if one wants to use L directly to drive qi to consensus, one can set

Γ = L ⊗ I4 and then, replace P with Γ in (4.3.6), so that (4.3.6) drives qi to a consensus

value, in the sense that all of qi actually converge to a single value at steady state. How-

ever, this final value obtained is not a unit quaternion, because the process is not quaternion

norm preserving. If this consensus quaternion is normalized programmatically, or when

the resulting quaternion trajectories are normalized at every time step, the resulting con-

sensus quaternion deviates significantly from the true average quaternion, and therefore is

erroneous.

To solve the above problem, the idea is to obtain P in (4.3.6) which can help to pre-

serve quaternion norm, or help to obtain a consensus quaternion that, when normalized, is

an accurate average consensus quaternion. To obtain this P, we begin by defining n posi-

tive semidefinite matrix variables, Λ1,Λ2, · · · ,Λn, for n quaternions, Λi ∈ S4. Here Sn

denotes the set of n× n positive semidefinite matrices. Then, Λi and elements lij of L are

used to build P, which retains the Laplacian characteristics of L, meaning that the rows of

P sum to zero. To this end, P(t) is defined as

P(t) =


Λ1(t) . . . 0

...
. . .

...

0 . . . Λn(t)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Λ(t)


l11I4 . . . l1nI4

...
. . .

...

ln1I4 . . . lnnI4


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Γ=L⊗I4

,

where n is the number of vehicles.

The collective dynamics (4.3.6) is useful for analysis and whenever a centralized im-

plementation is desired. However, in this work we are interested in a decentralized im-

plementation of the algorithm with intervehicle communication. The decentralized Pi for
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an individual vehicle i is built by block matrix multiplication of Λi(t) and elements of the

communication graph observed by i at time t. For example, for vehicle 1 one has

P1(t) =
[
Λ1(t)l11I4 Λ1(t)l12I4 · · ·Λ1(t)l1nI4

]
,

=
[
nΛ1(t) − Λ1(t) · · · − Λ1(t)

]
.

Therefore for any i one has

Pi(t) =
[
yΛi1(t) − Λi2(t) · · · − Λiy(t)

]
,

where y is the number of vehicles in the communication neighborhood of vehicle i.

Neglecting offset quaternions, the continuous time individual dynamics for i is

q̇i(t) = −Pi(t)
[
qT1 (t) qT2 (t) · · · qTy (t)

]T
,

where qT1 (t), qT2 (t), · · · , qTy (t) are the quaternions of the vehicles that i is communicating

with at time t.

Next, some theoretical properties of (4.3.6) are given, assuming full connectivity of the

graph of L. For the purpose of analysis, it is required to prove that q in (4.3.6) is indeed

driven to consensus. First, take a closer look at the structure of P: note that Λi(t) > 0 ∀i.

It therefore follows that Λ(t) > 0 and, since L is symmetric, it follows that Γ is also sym-

metric. The rows of L sum to 0, therefore L has positive eigenvalues except for one zero

eigenvalue, which also implies that Γ has positive eigenvalues except for four zero eigen-

values.

Theorem 4.1 The time varying system (4.3.6) achieves consensus assuming connectivity of

L.

Proof: Without loss of generality, assume that qoff = 01. First note that if q belongs to the

consensus space C = {q | q1 = q2 = · · · = qn}, then q̇ = 0. In fact, C is the nullspace of

P(t), i.e. the set of all q such that P(t)q = 0. Thus, once q enters C it stays there. Assume

that q 6∈ C, and consider a Lyapunov candidate function V = qTΓq. Note that V > 0

1This is equivalent to (qoff )i = [0 0 0 1]T ∀ i.
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unless q ∈ C. Then,

V̇ =qTΓq̇ + q̇TΓq,

=− qTΓP(t)q− qTP(t)TΓq,

=− 2qTΓΛ(t)Γq = −2yTΛ(t)y < 0,

where y = Γq 6= 0 for q 6∈ C. Therefore, q approaches a point in C as t tends to∞. This

proves the claim.

Next, to define dynamics constraints, one begins by applying Euler’s first-order dis-

cretization to (4.3.6):

q̇k ≈
qk+1 − qk

∆t
.

Assuming zero offset, one has

qk+1 = qk + ∆tq̇k = qk −∆tP(t)qk. (4.4.1)

The discrete time dynamics for vehicle i is therefore given as

qik+1 = qik −∆tPi(t)
[
qT1 (k) qT2 (k) · · · qTy (k)

]T
.

The dynamics constraint (4.4.1) is sufficient to obtain a consensus attitude that, when nor-

malized, is the accurate average consensus value. However, in order to include avoidance

constraints directly without having to normalize qi(t) every time step after solving (4.4.1),

an alternative is to include a constraint that enforces
∥∥qi(t)∥∥ = 1. To satisfy this constraint

for each i and t ∈ [t0, tf ], it is sufficient to enforce the following linear constraint

qTk (qk+1 − qk) = 0, (4.4.2)

or

(qi)Tk (qik+1 − qik) = 0,

for a decentralized implementation.

Equation (4.4.2) is essentially the discrete time version of q(t)T q̇(t) = 0 or qi(t)T q̇i(t) =

0 which guarantees q(t)Tq(t) = n or qi(t)T qi(t) = 1 as long as
∥∥qi(0)

∥∥ = 1 for each i.
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Next, we discuss the method that Kim et al. (2010) used to enforce attitude constraints,

which was also adopted by Okoloko and Kim (2010). The method is presented here again

for clarity, to show how the attitude constraints were represented as LMI. In the work of

Okoloko and Kim (2010), to enforce attitude constraints, we represent (4.2.1) as a LMI,

following the procedure of Kim et al. (2010).

Let v(t) =

vIcam(t)

vIobs(t)

 . Also let F be a function or mapping that transforms a unit

vector to the equivalent unit quaternion, let v1 = vIcam(t) and v2 = vIobs(t). Then

q1 =F1(v1),

q2 =F2(v2).

For some inverse transformations H1 and H2 on F,

v1 =H1(q1),

v2 =H2(q2).

This therefore implies that

(v1)T v2 = (H1(q1))T (H2(q2)) = (q1)THT1 H2q
2 ≤ cosφ. (4.4.3)

Let q = [(q1)T (q2)T ]T , then (4.4.3) can be written as

qT

 0 1
2H

T
1 H2

1
2H

T
2 H1 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

H

q ≤ cosφ.

For some positive real number µ larger than the largest absolute value of the eigenvalues of

H

qT

µI8 +

 0 HT1 H2

HT2 H1 0


 q ≤ 2(µ+ cosφ). (4.4.4)

Let W =

µI8 +

 0 HT
1 H2

HT
2 H1 0

−1

, then from the Schur complement formula, the LMI

equivalent of (4.4.4) is 2(µ+ cosφ) qT

q W

 ≥ 0. (4.4.5)
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The relationship between qi(t) and vi(t) for any i, can be expressed as

vi(t) =


2(qi1)2(t) + 2(qi4)2(t)− 1

2qi1(t)qi2(t) + 2qi3(t)qi4(t)

2qi1(t)qi3(t)− 2qi2(t)qi4(t)

 . (4.4.6)

It remains to determine the matrix Wi
l for each vil(t) (l = 1, 2, 3) in (4.4.6). Expressing the

rows of (4.4.6) as quadratic forms, the elements of vi(t) are

vi1(t) + 1 = qi(t)TWi
1q
i(t), (4.4.7)

vi2(t) = qi(t)TWi
2q
i(t), (4.4.8)

vi3(t) = qi(t)TWi
3q
i(t), (4.4.9)

where

Wi
1 =



2 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 2


,Wi

2 =



0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0


,Wi

3 =



0 0 1 0

0 0 0 −1

1 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0


.

Expressing (4.4.7) as LMI, one has

Li1+(t) :=

µ1Wi
1

− vi1(t)− 1 qi(t)T

qi(t) (µ1Wi
1

I4 −Wi
1)−1

 ≥ 0, (4.4.10)

Li1−(t) :=

µ2Wi
1

+ vi1(t) + 1 qi(t)T

qi(t) (µ2Wi
1

I4 + Wi
1)−1

 ≥ 0, (4.4.11)

where µ1Wi
l

and µ2Wi
l

are chosen to be larger than the largest eigenvalues of Wi
l , and

−Wi
l (l = 1, 2, 3, i = 1, · · · , n), respectively.

Bringing it all together, the optimization problem of finding a feasible attitude trajec-

tory may be posed as an SDP, as follows. Given the set of initial quaternions qi(t0), (i =

1, · · · , n), and the plant equation (4.3.6), find a feasible sequence of quaternions that con-

verges to a consensus quaternion qc = q(tf ) at steady state, and satisfies the following
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constraints:

qk+1 = qk + ∆tq̇k = qk −∆tP(t)qk,

qTk (qk+1 − qk) = 0,2(µ+ cosφ) q

qT W

 ≥ 0,

Li1+(t) :=

µ1Wi
1

− vi1(t)− 1 qi(t)T

qi(t) (µ1Wi
1

I4 −Wi
1)−1

 ≥ 0,

Li1−(t) :=

µ2Wi
1

+ vi1(t) + 1 qi(t)T

qi(t) (µ2Wi
1

I4 + Wi
1)−1

 ≥ 0,

This strategy was indeed attempted by Okoloko and Kim (2010). However, due to

computational complexity associated with solving the LMI associated with (4.4.7), it was

difficult to implement attitude avoidance constraints directly in the consensus framework.

In fact, when more than two avoidance constraints are defined, the algorithm tends to break

down.

Moreover, in reality, multiple spacecraft navigate in their own different coordinate

frames, not like the single coordinate framework presented by Kim and Mesbahi (2004),

Kim et al. (2010), and Okoloko and Kim (2010). However, excluding (4.4.6) and the LMI

associated with (4.4.7)-(4.4.9) from the framework, a solution can be developed by using

the same framework to solve a different problem, that of constrained coordinated navigation

on a sphere.

The conclusion is, clearly, that the avoidance strategy developed by Kim et al. (2010),

and adopted by Okoloko and Kim (2010) is not practicable for constrained attitude control

of multiple spacecraft using quaternions. This motivates a new formulation, which is the

strategy developed in Sections 4.4.2-4.4.4 (Okoloko and Kim, 2012b,a).

4.4.2 Q-CAC in Different Coordinate Frames

Let us revisit (4.2.1). At any time t ∈ [t0, tf ], a rigid body attached to the body of the ith

spacecraft, e.g. a camera, whose pointing direction is vIcami
, measured in inertial frame, can
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be transformed to the spacecraft body frame (and vice versa) by

vBcami
(t) = Ri(t)v

I
cami

(t), (4.4.12)

where

Ri(t) = ((2qi4(t))2 − 1)I3 + 2q̄i(t)q̄i(t)T − 2qi4(t)q̄i(t)×,

is the rotation matrix corresponding to the attitude quaternion qi(t) of SCi at time t (Hughes,

2004; Ren and Beard, 2004) , and q̄i(t)× is the antisymmetric matrix, defined as

q̄i(t)× =


0 −qi3(t) qi2(t)

qi3(t) 0 −qi1(t)

−qi2(t) qi1(t) 0

 .

Suppose there is only one spacecraft, SCi, and one camera, vIcami
, and m (possibly time-

varying) obstacles, vIobsi·j (j = 1, . . . ,m), to be avoided. Here, all vIobsi·j are defined in

FISCi. Then, following Ahmed et al. (1998), the attitude constraints described by (4.2.1)

can be written as

qi(t)T Ãij(t)q
i(t) ≤ 0. (4.4.13)

Its LMI equivalent (Kim and Mesbahi, 2004) is

 µ qi(t)T

qi(t) (µI4 + Ãij(t))
−1

 ≥ 0, (4.4.14)

where µ is chosen such that µI4 + Ãij(t) is positive definite, and

Ãij(t) =

Aj(t) bj(t)

bj(t)
T dj(t)

 ∈ R4×4,

Aj(t) = vBcami
(t)(vIobsi·j(t))

T + vIobsi·j(t)(v
B
cami

(t))T − ((vBcami
(t))T vIobsi·j(t) + cos θ)I3,

bj(t) = −vBcami
(t)× vIobsi·j(t),

dj(t) = (vBcami
(t))T vIobsi·j(t),

for j = 1, · · · ,m.
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Eq. (4.4.13) defines the set of attitude quaternions qi(t) such that vIcami
(t)T vIobsi·j(t) ≥

φ for all t ∈ [t0, tf ]. Therefore at each time step, (4.4.13) can be used to find a collision-

free vIcami
(t). In many practical circumstances, however, another obstacle vector vIobsj (t)

defined in FISCj also needs to be avoided by SCi. For example, as already mentioned be-

fore, a thruster vector emanating from SCj must be avoided by SCi. In order to address

such a practical issue, we develop a mechanism to calculate vIobsi·j (defined in FISCi) cor-

responding to vIobsj (defined in FISCj)2. This mechanism is essentially to determine the

intersection point of vIobsj (t) with the sphere of radius r, centered on SCi. If indeed there

is such an intersection, the intersection point defines vIobsi·j which can be used to define an

attitude constraint represented as (4.4.13) and so avoided by SCi.

To illustrate, suppose SC1 and SC2 are in their different coordinate frames relative to

Earth as shown in Figure 4.4. A thruster attached to the body frame of SC1 is at vIobs1 .

The circles around SC1 and SC2 are the spheres from which their attitudes evolve. If the

spacecraft are close enough to each other, then vector vIobs1 may intersect the sphere of SC2,

as is shown. The point of intersection defines vIobs2·1 in the frame of SC2, and it is desired

that, as SC2 changes its attitude from q0 to qf , vIcam2
must avoid the cone created around

vIobs2·1 by at least φ, ∀t ∈ [t0, tf ].

Note that the above strategy nicely decentralizes the problem in question. In other

words, once those intersection points are determined, each spacecraft can solve its own op-

timization problem independently of states of neighbouring spacecraft. The computational

advantage gained from this strategy will be demonstrated in Section 4.5.7.

4.4.3 Determination of vIobsi·j(t)

Given two spacecraft, SCi in FISCi and SCj in FISCj , one can easily determine the inter-

section between a vector emanating from FISCj and the unit sphere centered on FISCi by

using results from computational geometry (Eberly, 2001; van den Bergen, 2004). A point

p = [px py pz]
T on a line segment, originating at p1 and terminating at p2, can be tested

2For simplicity, we assume that there is only one obstacle vector originated from SCj for SCi to avoid.
Thus in this context, vIobsi·j means the obstacle vector originated from the rotating frame of SCj but defined in
FI

SCi.
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for intersection with a sphere centered at p3 with radius r (in this case, r is set to 1), as de-

scribed by Eberly (2001). Thus for any vIobsj (t) in FISCj , if an intersection point p(t) exists

at time t with the sphere centred on FISCi with radius r then vIobsi·j(t) = p(t); otherwise,

one can set vIobsi·j(t) = −vIcami
(t), so that no constraints violation occurs. The value of r

must depend on the size of the rigid body.

(obstacle cone)
exclusion zone

Iv cam2

Iv obs .12

exclusion vector e.g. thruster axes,
celestial vector

I
v obs1

sc1

qf
sc2

x
yz

x
y

z

x
y

z

q0

Earth

è(t)
Ô

thruster

Figure 4.4: Q-CAC problem in different frames.

4.4.4 Consensus Based Q-CAC

Taking no consensus into consideration, the problem stated in Section 4.3 can be cast as

an optimization problem augmented with a set of LMI constraints, and solved for optimal

quaternions trajectories. In fact, we consider the algorithm in discrete time k = 0, · · · , N

(N∆t = tf ). Given the initial and desired final attitude and angular velocity of SCi,

(wi(0), qi(0)), (wi(N), qi(N)), the optimization problem may be posed as follows:

min
wiτ i

∥∥wi(k + 1)− wi(N)
∥∥2

+
∥∥qi(k + 2)	 q−i(N)

∥∥2

subject to
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Fi(k)zi(k) = yi(k),∣∣wi(k)
∣∣ < wmax,

∣∣τ i(k)
∣∣ < τmax,

zi(k)TH i
j(k)zi(k) ≤ 0,

where j = 1, · · · ,m and

H i
j(k) =

06×6 06×4

04×6 Ãij(k)


is defined so that qi(k + 2)T Ãij(k)qi(k + 2) = zi(k)TH i

j(k)zi(k).

Let us now consider taking consensus into account. Unlike the previous Q-CAC prob-

lem, the consensus attitude q1(N) = · · · = qn(N) is unknown a priori in this context.

There are two ways of going about this consideration. The first way is that one propa-

gates (4.3.6) and solves the Q-CAC problem simultaneously at every time step. In this

case, for each time k one quickly calculates future quaternions, say up to step k + β, of

each SCi by synthesizing P(t) and propagating (4.3.6). Among the future quaternions,

safe quaternions qisafe (i = 1, · · · , n) which satisfy all the attitude or cone avoidance con-

straints are identified, then qi(N) = qisafe (i = 1, · · · , n) is set. Each spacecraft then

solves the Q-CAC optimization problem stated above to generate a proper control torque

τ i. Once qi(N) (i = 1, · · · , n) is assumed, the same process is repeated. The second way

is actually the same as the first one with sufficiently large β. In fact, one first computes a

consensus attitude qc for all SCi using (4.3.6), then solves the Q-CAC optimization prob-

lem with qi(N) = qc 3. While the second way will run faster and is simpler to implement,

the first way is more suitable for real-time implementation as it accounts for time-varying

communication topologies.
3Needless to say, qc must be a safe quaternion.
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4.5 Simulation Results

In this section, six simulation results are presented. The first three are for attitude synchro-

nization in the same coordinate frame discussed in Section 4.4.1 (Okoloko and Kim, 2010),

while the last three are for attitude synchronization in different coordinate frames discussed

in Sections 4.4.2-4.4.4. A performance comparison of the proposed consensus based Q-

CAC with β = 2 for different coordinate frames, with the approach for the same coordinate

frame, and the former approach by Kim et al. (2010), is also presented.

The first experiment is to test attitude rendezvous, i.e. convergence without avoidance

constraints, and the second experiment is for convergence with inter-vehicle collision avoid-

ance constraints, while the third experiment is for attitude formation acquisition.

The fourth experiment is to test the dynamic avoidance in different coordinate frames

for two spacecraft engaging in attitude manoeuvres, while consensus seeking is suppressed.

In the fifth and sixth experiments, three spacecraft perform attitude manoeuvres to a con-

sensus attitude while a sensitive instrument attached to each spacecraft avoids the plumes

emanating from the thrusters of the two other spacecraft. Note that Sedumi (Sturm, 1998)

and Yalmip (Lofberg, 2004) were used for solving all the optimization problems in this sec-

tion. The simulations were done with Matlab R2009a on an Intel Core(TM)2 Duo P8600

@ 2.40GHz with 2 GB RAM, running Windows 7.

4.5.1 Attitude Rendezvous without Avoidance in the same Coordinate Frame

In this experiment four spacecraft converge to a common attitude, without avoidance con-

straints. The initial quaternions are q1
0 = [0.6882 0.0340 0.5727 0.4441]T , q2

0 = [0.7146

−0.3404 −0.3689 −0.4872]T , q3
0 = [0.3149 −0.4823 −0.6478 0.4986]T , q4

0 = [−0.5384

−0.3602 0.2889 0.7049]T . The resulting attitude trajectories for this test are shown in

Figure 4.5. The graph on the right in the figure shows the convergence of the individual

quaternion elements. Average consensus is demonstrated as the final value of convergence

is qc = q(tf ) = [0.5837 −0.5687 −0.0768 0.5744]T , and this is the normalized average of

the initial quaternion values. When the positions of the spacecraft are transformed to differ-
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ent coordinates on the surface of the sphere, all of them finally point in the same direction,

as shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.5: Four-spacecraft attitude rendezvous without avoidance constraints.
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Figure 4.6: Four-spacecraft attitude rendezvous without avoidance constraints in different coordi-
nate frames.
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4.5.2 Convergence with Collision Avoidance in the same Coordinate Frame

In this experiment two spacecraft SC1 and SC4 are expected to avoid each other’s attitude

by a minimum angle of 60◦, while converging to consensus. This means that the final atti-

tudes at steady state should be 60◦ apart. The initial quaternions are q1
0 = [0.6882 0.0340

0.5727 0.4441]T , q4
0 = [−0.5384 −0.3602 0.2889 0.7049]T . The resulting attitude trajec-

tories are shown in Figure 4.7 (left) and the avoidance graph is shown in Figure 4.7 (right).
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Figure 4.7: Two-spacecraft attitude reconfiguration with avoidance constraints in single coordinate
frame (left), and the avoidance constraints graph (right).

4.5.3 Attitude Formation Acquisition in the same Coordinate Frame

In this experiment four spacecraft converge to attitudes that are relatively spaced by angu-

lar offsets φoff = 30◦ about the z axis. The offset quaternions are (q1)off = [1 0 0 0]T ,

(q2)off = [0.9659 0 0 0.2588]T , (q3)off = [0.8660 0 0 0.5]T , (q4)off = [0.7071 0 0 0.7071]T .

The initial quaternions are q1
0 = [0.6882 0.0340 0.5727 0.4441]T , q2

0 = [0.7146 −

0.3404 − 0.3689 − 0.4872]T , q3
0 = [0.3149 − 0.4823 − 0.6478 0.4986]T , q4

0 =

[−0.5384 − 0.3602 0.2889 0.7049]T . At steady state the final quaternions were q1
f =

[0.2487 − 0.7761 − 0.3373 0.4712]T , q2
f = [0.4411 − 0.6853 − 0.2038 0.5425]T ,

q3
f = [0.6034 − 0.5478 − 0.0565 0.5767]T , q4

f = [0.7246 − 0.3729 0.0947 0.5717]T . The
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attitude trajectories are in Figure 4.8, and the points of convergence of the equivalent unit

vectors are shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.8: Four-spacecraft attitude formation acquisition.
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Figure 4.9: Convergence of the equivalent unit vectors for 30 degrees offset.

An interesting observation about this experiment is that, depending on the initial attitude

quaternions, when a relative offset attitude vector is specified for attitude spacing along the

z axis, the spacecraft converge to a common latitude along longitudes (great circles), sep-

arated by the offset angles, no matter their final attitudes. When a relative offset attitude

is specified along the x or y axes, the spacecraft converge to a common longitude along

latitudes. The cause of this unexpected behaviour has not been explored in this present

research because it will require significant research effort to unravel and explain, and we
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hope to consider this as a part of future research. However, the strategy is useful for control

along latitudes and longitudes, and can be utilized for coordinated stabilization of the col-

lective motion of multiple aerospace vehicles navigating on the surface of a spheroid planet,

such as Earth. A new method for constrained coordinated control of multiple vehicles on a

sphere is proposed in Chapter 5.

4.5.4 Dynamic Avoidance in Different Coordinate Frames

In this experiment SC1 and SC2 are attempting a reconfiguration to Earth (either chang-

ing orientation to Earth or pointing an instrument to Earth). The initial quaternions of

SC1 and SC2 are q1
0 = q2

0 = [0 0 0 1]T . At steady state, the final quaternions of SC1

and SC2 are q1
f = [0.2269 0.0421 −0.9567 0.1776]T and q2

f = [0 0 0.9903 0.1387]T .

Three thrusters of SC1 in FISC1 are at vIobs1·1 = [−0.2132 −0.0181 −0.9768]T , vIobs1·2 =

[0.314 0.283 −0.906]T , vIobs1·3 = [−0.112 −0.133 −0.985]T . A single thruster of SC2 in

FISC2 is at vIobs2 = [0.02981 0.0819 0.9962]T . It is desired that vIobs2 should avoid vIobs1·1 by

50◦, and also avoid vIobs1·2 and vIobs1·3 by 30◦, while both spacecraft are maneuvering to their

desired final attitudes. The results are shown by the trajectories in Figure 4.10 and avoid-

ance graph in Figure 4.11. It can be observed that SC2 cannot reconfigure to the desired

q2(tf ) or q2
f , due to the avoidance constraints. Note that in this experiment SC1 and SC2

positions have been chosen so that by the time SC1 completes its reconfiguration, vIobs1·2 is

resting in a position on SC2 such that SC2 cannot reconfigure exactly to the desired final

quaternion without violating the avoidance constraints.

This experiment demonstrates that the avoidance constraint is superior to the desired

final quaternion constraint, when both constraints are in conflict. The final quaternion is

assumed by the minimization action, unlike the avoidance constraints which must be satis-

fied all the time. In this sense, the final quaternion constraint is a soft constraint, whereas

the avoidance constraints are hard constraints. As can be seen, due to the satisfaction of the

avoidance constraints, SC2 cannot reconfigure exactly to the desired q2
f , in which case it

becomes necessary to change the position of either SC2 or SC1. The sudden jumps to and

from −1 in Figure 4.11 indicate times when any of vIobs1·1, vIobs1·2, vIobs1·3 loses intersection
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with the sphere of SC2, and therefore vIobs2·k (k = 1, 2, 3) were replaced with −vIobs2 , as

proposed in Section 4.4.3.
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4.5.5 Consensus Based Dynamic Avoidance in Different Coordinate Frames

In this experiment SC1, SC2 and SC3 will manoeuvre to a consensus attitude. A set of

initial quaternions were randomly generated as q1
0 = [−0.5101 0.6112−0.3187−0.5145]T ,

q2
0 = [−0.9369 0.2704 −0.1836 −0.124]T and q3

0 = [0.1448 −0.1151 0.1203 0.9753]T .

The origins of FISC1, FISC2 and FISC3 are [−2 0 2]T , [0.5 0 2]T and [3 0 2]T . A sensitive

instrument (e.g. camera) vIcami
attached to each SCi is pointing in the direction of its initial

attitude quaternion. For simplicity, it is assumed that each spacecraft has only one thruster

pointing to the opposite (rear) of its initial attitude. It is desired that the sensitive instrument

avoids the thruster plumes emanating from each of the two other spacecraft by an angle

of 30◦, during the period of the manueuvre. The spacecraft are positioned so that there

is the possibility of intersection of the thrusters of SC1 and SC3, with SC2, and also the

thruster of SC2 may negatively affect SC1 or SC3 at any time. The solution trajectories are

shown in Figure 4.12, and the avoidance graph in Figure 4.13 shows that constraints are not

violated.
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Figure 4.12: Reorientation to consensus attitude, with inter vehicle thruster plume avoidance.

The final consensus quaternion is qf = [−0.8167 0.4807 −0.2396 0.2112]T as shown

in Figure 4.14. This corresponds to the normalized average quaternion of the initial attitude
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quaternions.
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Figure 4.13: Avoidance constraints graph for Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.14: Attitude consensus graph for Figure 4.12.
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4.5.6 Attitude Formation Acquisition with Avoidance

In this experiment SC1, SC2 and SC3 will manoeuvre to consensus formation attitudes,

with the sensitive instruments pointing 30◦ offsets from each other, about the z axis. The

previous set of initial quaternions and coordinate frames in Section 4.5.5 were used, this

time, relative offset quaternions for each spacecraft are included, where qoff1 = [0 0 0 1]T ,

qoff2 = [0 0 0.2588 0.9659]T , and qoff3 = [0 0 0.5 0.866]T . It is desired that the sensi-

tive instrument on each spacecraft avoid the thruster plumes emanating from the two other

spacecraft by an angle of 30◦, during the entire period of the manoeuvre. The trajectories are

shown in Figure 4.15, and the avoidance graph in Figure 4.16 shows that no constraints are

violated. The final consensus quaternions are q1
f = [−0.6926 0.6468 −0.2798 0.1541]T ,

q2
f = [−0.8364 0.4455 −0.2303 0.2212]T and q3

f = [−0.9232 0.2138 −0.1652 0.2733]T

as shown in Figure 4.17. The quaternions are 30◦ apart about the same axis.
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Figure 4.15: Reorientation to consensus formation attitude, with intervehicle thruster plume avoid-
ance.
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Figure 4.16: Avoidance constraints graph for Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.17: Attitude Consensus graph for Figure 4.15.
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4.5.7 Computational Aspect of Current and Existing Approaches

In this section, a comparison is made between the results obtained using the approach de-

veloped in Section 4.4.1 also discussed by Okoloko and Kim (2010), the current proposed

approach (CURR) developed in Sections 4.4.2-4.4.4 , and the one by Kim et al. (2010). As

noted before, the main feature of the approach in Sections 4.4.2-4.4.4 is that the problem in

question is decentralized, so that each spacecraft can solve its own small-sized optimization

problem independently of states of neighbouring spacecraft. This feature has greatly helped

to reduce computational complexity. The comparison measures used here are: (i) number

of spacecraft (n); (ii) number of thrusters to avoid (nt); (iii) number of decision variables

(nd); (iv) total number of constraints (m); (v) time required to solve the problem (t). We

shall limit n to 2, because for more than two spacecraft the computational complexity and

time required to solve the problem using the approach by Kim et al. (2010), becomes pro-

hibitive. Also, the algorithm by Okoloko and Kim (2010) breaks down when more than two

cone avoidance constraints are included. Since consensus was not implemented by Kim

et al. (2010), we used the same experiment as in Section 4.5.4 above for the tests, with the

number of thrusters nt reduced to two for Okoloko and Kim (2010).

Table 4.1 summarizes the results. Although the work by Okoloko and Kim (2010) ran

faster than the one of Kim et al. (2010) and CURR, this is partly due to the fact that nt

is one less for Okoloko and Kim (2010) than the other two approaches. It is clear that

the computational complexity is greatly reduced in the current method Section 4.4.2-4.4.4.

Moreover, the current tests were performed on a single hardware platform, but could be

implemented on separate hardware platforms to significantly speed up the execution time

of the current proposed approach. Thus, we can conclude that the approach in Sections

4.4.2-4.4.4 outperforms the ones by Kim et al. (2010) and Okoloko and Kim (2010). The

same conclusion can be drawn by the fact that the compared three approaches are all LMI-

based ones, and so their theoretical complexity is O(n2
dm

2.5 + m3.5) (Peaucelle et al.,

2002). Moreover, it should be noted that only the current proposed method (CURR) can

be practically implemented for constrained attitude control of multiple spacecraft.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of Current Approach With Kim et al. (2010) and Okoloko and Kim (2010)

Approach n nt nd m t

Kim et al. (2010) 2 3 36 46 3h 26.29s
Okoloko and Kim (2010) 2 2 34 19 29s
CURR 2 3 13 12 1m 50.3s

4.6 Concluding Remarks

Some important issues are worth noting about the approaches presented in this chapter,

which should be considered for practical implementations. First, when the norm constraint

of (4.4.2) is included in the framework of CURR, the average quaternion obtained from

Matlab simulation is erroneous. Although equation (4.4.2) is mathematically sound in the-

ory, for numerical reasons this problem persists. Including this constraint directly in the

consensus based Q-CAC framework is only necessary for the approach by Okoloko and Kim

(2010), and not for CURR. If this constraint is removed and a normalization is program-

matically calculated at each time step, an accurate average consensus value is obtained for

CURR. Therefore for the approach CURR, normalization is realized programmatically

every time step, without including the constraint (4.4.2). This normalized value is passed

into the Q-CAC avoidance algorithm (4.4.13), which in turn returns normalized quaternions

which are later passed back into the consensus framework for the next time step. This strat-

egy has provided accurate results in the simulations, and the normalization also guarantees

that the analysis and proofs presented still hold.
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Chapter 5

Consensus and Optimization Based

Collective Motion on a Sphere

This chapter presents a graph theoretic and optimization based algorithm for planning mul-

tiple collision free trajectories for a team communicating vehicles whose motions are con-

strained to evolve in a spherical coordinate system. The motion in a spherical coordinate

system can be mapped into the equivalent motion on the surface of the unit sphere centered

on the origin of the spherical coordinate system, by normalization of the position vectors.

Like the algorithms presented in Chapters 3 and 4, consensus and Q-CAC is applied, this

time to the problem of constrained motion on a sphere. However, one difference from the

formulation in Chapters 3 and 4, is that this algorithm consists of a single-layer process in

which a consensus optimization process and a Q-CAC based collision avoidance process

run together in a single semidefinite program, defined as a set of LMI. Computer simulation

results are presented for multiple vehicle position reconfiguration and formation control on

a sphere, with dynamic collision avoidance (Okoloko, 2012a).

112
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5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a novel approach to constrained control of multiple vehicles navigating in a

spherical coordinate system, is presented. The problem of control in a spherical coordinate

system is a major aspect of navigation that has very practical applications to global and

space navigation. Because the problem poses different challenges than the problem of con-

trol in 2D and 3D spaces it is important to consider it in a separate chapter of its own. The

approach presented here is based on consensus theory and quadratically constrained atti-

tude control (Q-CAC). Such algorithms have applications in planetary-scale mobile sensing

networks in: air (Beard et al., 2006); sea e.g. in remote-sensing and persistent sensing

at ocean-basin scales (MBARI, 2006; Leonard et al., 2007); space navigation and satellite

cluster positioning (e.g. Mesbahi and Hadaegh, 2001; Blackwood et al., 2002).

Most of the previous work on multi-vehicle motion planning has focused on two-dimen-

sional (e.g. Justh and Krishnaprasad, 2004; Sepulchre et al., 2007), and three-dimensional

(e.g. Chandler et al., 2001; Richards et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2004; Justh and Krishnaprasad,

2005; Scardovi et al., 2005; Keviczky et al., 2008; Okoloko and Basson, 2011) motion

planning. Two-dimensional path planning is limited to the plane, while three-dimensional

models are useful for planning motion control in volumetric 3D space. Both path planning

models are limited when the motion is constrained to evolve on a sphere. The works of Paley

(Paley, 2008; Hernandez and Paley, 2009) are beginning the research into the important area

of distributed control on a sphere, and there is the need to explore the topic further.

Motivated by planetary-scale in-situ sensing networks such as the Argo Profiling Float

Project (NOAA1), and the successful crossing of the Gulf Stream by an underwater glider

(Nevala, 2005), Paley (2008) studied motion planning algorithms for a system of self-

propelled particles travelling on the surface of a sphere. He developed a model of self-

propelled particles that move at constant speed on the surface of a sphere, using a Lie group

representation to identify circular formations of steady motions of the particles around a

fixed, small circle on the sphere, as relative equilibria of the model. He also provided math-

ematically justified shape control laws that stabilize the set of circular formations, assum-
1See http://floats.pmel.noaa.gov/
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ing either time-invariant and undirected or time-varying and directed particle interaction.

He also proposed a shape control to isolate circular formations of particles with symmetric

spacing, by using Laplacian control. This work has also been extended to stabilization of

collective motion on a rotating sphere (Hernandez and Paley, 2009).

The work of Paley (2008) is based on the works of Justh and Krishnaprasad (2004,

2005), where a geometric approach to the gyroscopic control of vehicle motion in planar

and three-dimensional particle models was developed, for formation acquisition and control

with collision avoidance, in free space. They found that for their unconstrained gyroscopic

control system on SE(3), there are three possible types of relative equilibria: (i) parallel

motion with arbitrary spacing; (ii) circular motion with a common radius, axis of rotation,

direction of rotation, and arbitrary along-axis spacing; and (iii) helical motion with a com-

mon radius, axis of rotation, direction of rotation, along-axis speed (pitch), and arbitrary

along-axis spacing.

The control system developed by Paley (2008) conforms to the number (ii) type of

relative equilibrium described above. That is, the control system is capable of circular

motion of particles, with a common radius, axis of rotation, and direction of rotation. This

means that, at steady state, all of the particles converge to a circular pattern on the sphere,

while moving in the same direction.

The geometric approach to the gyroscopic control of vehicle motion developed by Justh

and Krishnaprasad (2004, 2005) is effective in formation control of multiple systems in

unconstrained spaces, and for formations that conform only to the relative equilibria de-

scribed above. However, the approach cannot be applied to the more general formation

control problem involving: (i) constrained spaces which contain static obstacles such as

clutter; (ii) constrained vehicle motion; and (iii) arbitrary formations which are different

from the three relative equilibria described above. This motivates the development of a new

approach which is presented in this chapter.

In the work of Paley (2008), particle dynamics was derived using a spherical coordinate

system consisting of the azimuth angle θk, the polar angle φk, and the (fixed) radius ρ0 from

the center of the unit sphere, centered at the origin 0. An inertia reference frame centered
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on 0 is defined, and in order to specify the kinematics of each particle, three additional

reference frames are introduced. The dynamics and kinematics of each particle are defined

by Euler rotations about the three coordinate frames.

In this work, a new approach is presented to the general problem of constrained path

planning on the sphere with avoidance of collisions, using consensus and quadratically con-

strained attitude control (Q-CAC) optimization theory, earlier described in Chapters 3 and

4. The Laplacian matrix of the communication graph L is used in a semidefinite program to

plan consensus trajectories on the sphere, and the concept of Q-CAC is used to incorporate

collision avoidance by maintaining specified minimum relative angles between vehicles.

The difference between the approach presented here and the geometric approach (Justh and

Krishnaprasad, 2004; Paley, 2008; Hernandez and Paley, 2009) are: (i) the algorithm can

be used for motion control in both constrained and unconstrained spaces on the sphere,

e.g. planning consensus trajectories around static obstacles on the sphere; (ii) the geometric

approach is for unconstrained vehicle motion, while the approach presented here can be

applied to constrained vehicle motion; (iii) different kinds of formations are possible on the

sphere, including circular formations; (iv) the minimum time trajectory can be achieved by

using the approach developed in this work.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The problem statement is presented in

Section 5.2 and a mathematical background is in Section 5.3. The solution and convergence

analysis is in Section 5.4. Simulation results are in Section 5.5 and concluding remarks

follows in Section 5.6.

5.2 Problem Statement

Given a set of communicating vehicles whose motions are constrained to evolve in a sphere.

The vehicles are randomly positioned in the sphere, with reference to a coordinate frame

centred on the centroid of the sphere. Given the initial states xi(t0) ∈ R3, i = 1, · · · , n, a

set of obstacles xjobs ∈ R3, j = 1, · · · ,m, and the Laplacian matrix of their communication

graph L, our concern is to drive xi(t0) to a consensus position xc = x(tf ), or to a consensus
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formation, while satisfying collision avoidance constraints. Note that x(tf ) need not a priori

be known to any of the vehicles.

To better understand the problem, consider Figure 5.1. For the purpose of developing a

solution we shall normalize the respective position and obstacle vectors, so that the problem

is reduced to constrained control on the unit sphere centered on 0. Therefore xi and xiobs

are considered as unit vectors. The angle between vehicles i and j is θij , and the angle

between vehicle i and obstacle k is ϕik. The motion control problem is to drive all xi to

a consensus position or to a formation in the sphere, while avoiding each other and also

avoiding the xiobs along the way. After obtaining the solution trajectories as unit vectors, the

actual desired vehicle trajectories are recovered from the normalized unit vectors via scalar

multiplication. Note that in this development, a vehicle is modeled as a point mass.

1x

2x3x

23è

12è31è

1x obs 2x obs

11ö
1á

1r

2á

2r

0

Figure 5.1: Constrained position control on a sphere.

Observe that this path planning problem is similar to the attitude control problem pre-

sented in Chapter 4. This similarity comes from the view point that the motion of the

vehicles in the sphere can be deduced from the rotations of the respective unit vectors orig-

inating from the centre of the sphere, and corresponding to the positions of the vehicles on

the sphere. Essentially, any kind of motion about a spherical coordinate system is a rotation
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of some vector by some angle, about some axis, and the angle and axis defines a quaternion

vector2.

Like the attitude control problem, the problem stated above has two major parts: con-

sensus and collision avoidance. The consensus part is that of driving the positions of the

vehicles to a consensus position in the sphere. If no relative spacing is specified, the con-

sensus position is usually the centroid of the initial positions, meaning that the vehicles

should eventually rendezvous to a single point on the sphere in finite time. We have seen

a similar example in the attitude rendezvous problem in single coordinate frame, however,

the position rendezvous is different, even though the general formulations are similar. To

obtain formation configurations, relative offset vectors cannot be applied here, as it was

applied for position formations in Chapter 3 and attitude formations in Chapter 4. Rather,

formations are realized by defining and maintaining minimum angular separations between

the vehicles, using Q-CAC.

The problem of collision avoidance is resolved by applying Q-CAC, which has been

described in Chapter 3 where it was applied to motion control in 2D and 3D, and Chapter

4 where it was applied in attitude control. The method of applying Q-CAC for collective

motion control in a sphere is similar to the ones previously described. However the main

difference is that the consensus problem and the Q-CAC problem are solved together in

a single semidefinite program, and quaternions are not involved in the collision avoidance

process.

5.3 Mathematical Background

The relevant mathematical background for this work are in Sections 3.2, 3.4, 4.3 and 4.4,

and the appropriate section will be referred to whenever information contained therein is

required.
2This is indeed obvious from the work of Paley (2008) where particle dynamics is derived from Euler

rotations.
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5.4 Solution

In this section, a solution is developed to the problem stated in Section 5.2. The solution

involves four intermediate steps: (i) synthesis of position consensus on a sphere; (ii) for-

mulation of Q-CAC based collision avoidance; (iii) formulation of Q-CAC based formation

control; (iv) formulation of collision free arbitrary reconfigurations on a sphere.

5.4.1 Synthesis of Position Consensus on a Sphere

The problem under consideration can be coded as a set of LMI, and solved for consen-

sus position trajectories on the sphere, using available optimization software tools such as

Sedumi (Sturm, 1998) and Yalmip (Lofberg, 2004). To this end, a new objective function

(5.4.1) is defined, and augmented with an arbitrary number of constraints which are defined

as we proceed.

Given the set of initial unit position vectors in a column vector x(t0), and the associated

graph Laplacian L, we want to synthesize a Laplacian-like stochastic matrix L that drives x

to consensus, while maintaining a unit norm constraint. This matrix is similar to the matrix

P in (4.3.6), which was synthesized for the attitude control problem in Chapter 4. Therefore

the development is essentially the same as the attitude control algorithm, but the dimension

of the state matrix L is less than the dimension of the state matrix P by n, where n is the

number of vehicles. This reduction is due to three dimensions for unit vectors, rather than

four for quaternion vectors.

To obtain L, we begin by defining n positive semidefinite matrix variables, Λ1,Λ2, · · · ,Λn,

for n vehicles, Λi ∈ S3, where Sn denotes the set of n × n positive semidefinite matrices.

Then

L(t) =


Λ1(t) . . . 0

...
. . .

...

0 . . . Λn(t)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Λ(t)


l11I3 . . . l1nI3

...
. . .

...

ln1I3 . . . lnnI3


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Γ=L⊗I3

,

where lij are elements of L.
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The new collective objective function is therefore given as

ẋ(t) = −L(t)x(t). (5.4.1)

If any vehicle i can communicate with y other vehicles, then the individual consensus pro-

tocol for i is given as

ẋi(t) =−
[
yΛi1(t) − Λi2(t) · · · − Λiy(t)

] [
xT1 (t) xT2 (t) · · ·xTy (t)

]T

=− Li(t)
[
xT1 (t) xT2 (t) · · ·xTy (t)

]T
,

with Euler’s first order discrete time equivalent

xik+1 = xik −∆tẋi. (5.4.2)

To include norm constraints we follow (4.4.2),

(xi)Tk (xik+1 − xik) = 0. (5.4.3)

Equations (5.4.2) and (5.4.3) are unit Cartesian vector equivalents of (4.4.1) and (4.4.2).

Combining (5.4.2) and (5.4.3), we have a system that drives the positions xi(0) to consen-

sus on a sphere.

Theorem 5.1 The time varying system (5.4.1) achieves consensus assuming connectivity of

L.

Proof: The proof follows directly from the proof of Theorem 4.1.

5.4.2 Formulation of Q-CAC based Collision Avoidance

Next, to incorporate collision avoidance, we follow the same approach to collision avoid-

ance for multiple vehicles attitude reconfiguration in the same coordinate frame, centred on

the unit sphere (Okoloko and Kim, 2010). The difference however is that we want to con-

trol positions, not attitudes, and for this it is sufficient to control the corresponding angles

between the vehicles and obstacles vectors. Therefore, attitude constraint (3.4.4) remains
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valid for this problem, and thus the solution (3.4.9) can be applied here. As an example,

consider Figure 5.1. Suppose we want the time evolution of the position vectors x1(t), x2(t)

and x3(t) to avoid two constraint regions around x1
obs and x2

obs, defined by cones, whose

base radii are r1 and r2, respectively. Let the angle between vehicles i and j be θij , and

let the angle between vehicle i and obstacle k be ϕik. Then the requirement for collision

avoidance are

ϕ11(t) ≥ α1, ϕ21(t) ≥ α1, ϕ31(t) ≥ α1, ϕ12(t) ≥ α2, ϕ22(t) ≥ α2, ϕ32(t) ≥ α2,

∀ t ∈ [t0, tf ]. The equivalent constraints are

x1(t)Tx1
obs ≤ cosα1,

x2(t)Tx1
obs ≤ cosα1,

x3(t)Tx1
obs ≤ cosα1,

x1(t)Tx2
obs ≤ cosα2,

x2(t)Tx2
obs ≤ cosα2,

x3(t)Tx2
obs ≤ cosα2.

For this problem it is sufficient to include the following LMI avoidance constraints:
2(µ+ cosα1)

x1(k + 2)

x1
obs


T

x1(k + 2)

x1
obs

 M


≥ 0, (5.4.4)


2(µ+ cosα1)

x2(k + 2)

x1
obs


T

x2(k + 2)

x1
obs

 M


≥ 0, (5.4.5)
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2(µ+ cosα1)

x3(k + 2)

x1
obs


T

x3(k + 2)

x1
obs

 M


≥ 0, (5.4.6)


2(µ+ cosα2)

x1(k + 2)

x2
obs


T

x1(k + 2)

x2
obs

 M


≥ 0, (5.4.7)


2(µ+ cosα2)

x2(k + 2)

x2
obs


T

x2(k + 2)

x2
obs

 M


≥ 0, (5.4.8)


2(µ+ cosα2)

x3(k + 2)

x2
obs


T

x3(k + 2)

x2
obs

 M


≥ 0, (5.4.9)

where the matrix M is defined in p. 46. Figure 5.2 shows the result of applying the above

strategy to the rendezvous of four vehicles on the unit sphere of 1 km radius, with avoidance

of a static obstacle xobs. In this experiment α = 30◦.

5.4.3 Formulation of Q-CAC based Formation Control

To obtain formation patterns, relative spacing is defined between individual vehicles using

the method presented above, by specifying a minimum angular separation β ij between any

two vehicles i and j. The set of avoidance constraints that will result in the formation pattern

is then defined as θij ≥ βij ∀ i, j. To include intervehicle collision avoidance for n vehicles,

the avoidance requirements result inP (n−2) = n!
(n−2)! extra constraints, which are included

along with the static obstacle avoidance constraints such as (5.4.4)-(5.4.9). Figure 5.3 shows
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the result of applying the above strategy to the rendezvous with intervehicle avoidance and

static obstacle avoidance, of four vehicles, using the fully connected Topology 2 in Figure

5.7. In this experiment α = 30◦, and the minimum angular separations between the vehicles

is set at a constant value βij = 20◦ ∀ i, j. Therefore, in addition to four static obstacle

avoidance constraints (such as (5.4.4)-(5.4.7) with α1 = α), twelve intervehicle collision

avoidance constraints are included as


2(µ+ cosβij)

xi(k + 2)

xj(k + 2)


T

xi(k + 2)

xj(k + 2)

 M


≥ 0, (5.4.10)

∀i, j (i 6= j).
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Figure 5.2: Four-vehicle rendezvous on a unit sphere with collision avoidance of a static obstacle.

5.4.4 Formulation of Collision free Arbitrary Reconfigurations on a Sphere

Consider a more traditional reconfiguration problem in which several vehicles have to

change their positions to any desired final positions. If the final positions are known, the
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problem can be formulated as a consensus problem involving multiple vehicles with an

equal number of static virtual leaders.

xobs
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Figure 5.3: Four-vehicle formation acquisition on a unit sphere with collision avoidance of a static
obstacle, and with intervehicle collision avoidance.

The virtual leaders are located at the known desired final positions, and each vehicle

is connected to its corresponding virtual leader via a leader-follower digraph. An example

topology for three vehicles is shown in Figure 5.4. In the figure, the vertices in dashed cir-

cles are the virtual leaders states, while the vertices with solid circles correspond to the real

vehicles states. There are three leader follower digraphs (with pointing arrows) which do

not commute, and there is an undirected graph which enables the vehicles to communicate.

This graph provides intervehicle communication which is used to detect and avoid potential

collisions.

Let the state of a virtual leader vehicle i be xiv(t), then the corresponding leader-follower

Laplacian matrix for each vehicle pair xi(t) = [xiv(t)
T xi(t)T ]T is

Li(t) =

0 0

0 −1

 ,
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and the collective dynamics of xi(t) is

ẋi(t) = −

Λi(t) 0

0 Λiv(t)

(Li(t)⊗ I3

)
xi(t).

2

2

3

3

1

1

Figure 5.4: Multiple virtual leaders graph topology with an undirected topology.

Figure 5.5 shows the result for applying this strategy to the reconfiguration of two vehi-

cles exchanging their positions with collision avoidance.

Figure 5.5: Reconfiguration of two vehicles on a unit sphere, with collision avoidance.

5.5 Practical Application to Air Traffic Control

Consider the problem of separation in air traffic control. This is the concept of keeping

an aircraft outside a minimum distance from all other aircraft in order to reduce the risk of
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those aircraft colliding, as well as prevent accidents. There are two aspects of separation:

vertical separation in which aircraft are required to maintain a standard minimum distance

apart in altitude; horizontal separation in which aircraft are required to maintain a standard

minimum lateral or longitudinal distance apart. Standard criteria for minimum horizontal

and vertical separation distances are used across the world in air traffic control (Kuchar and

Yang, 2000).

We shall consider how to apply the algorithm developed in this chapter to the problem

of horizontal separation, by reducing the problem to that of constrained control on a unit

sphere.

Consider Figure 5.63. Two aircraft i and j, flying at altitudes of hi(t) and hj(t) at time

t, are required to maintain a desired minimum horizontal separation of d ijd from each other

at all times. Given d ijd , the desired angular separation β ij can be computed. The aircraft

altitudes, relative to the center of the Earth, are zi = hi + re and zj = hj + re. Here re is

the radius of the Earth. The current position of any aircraft i can be uniquely determined

relative to the Earth coordinate frame by using its current latitude, longitude and altitude.

Given that the current positions are measured as xi(t) and xj(t) in Earth coordinate frame,

the actual distance d ija (t) between i and j at time t can be uniquely computed. It is desired

that d ija (t) ≥ d ijd for all time t.

To apply the algorithm, we need to determine the current actual angular separation

θij(t) between i and j. One way to obtain θij(t) is to normalize xi(t) and xj(t). Let

x̂i(t) and x̂j(t) be the corresponding normalized vectors of xi(t) and xj(t), then θij(t) =

cos−1(x̂i(t)T x̂j(t)). Alternatively, it is easy to compute θij(t) using the cosine rule as long

as xi(t) and xj(t) are known.

Following the normalization approach, the horizontal separation constraint is trans-

formed to the constraint θij(t) ≥ βij . Thus the horizontal separation problem is equivalent

to the problem of constrained control on the unit sphere of 1km radius, where the constraint

between i and j is cos−1(x̂i(t)T x̂j(t)) ≥ βij or x̂i(t)T x̂j(t) ≤ cos(βij).

However, the aircraft are not navigating on the unit sphere, and may not necessarily
3All units are measured in kilometres.
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be flying at the same altitude. Therefore to recover the desired avoidance trajectory for i

and j, after successfully computing the avoidance trajectories in unit vector form x̂i(k+ 2)

and x̂j(k + 2), the actual desired avoidance trajectories are computed as xi(k + 2) =

zi(k)x̂i(k + 2) and xj(k + 2) = zj(k)x̂j(k + 2).

0

 i
 j

i j
â

re

ih (t)

unit sphere (1 km radius)

Earth radius (km)

measured 
altitude (km) 

i j
d (t)a

ij
dd

jh (t)

ijè (t)
2 km

Figure 5.6: Aircraft horizontal separation problem.

The algorithm effectively solves the problem of horizontal separation, irrespective of

a difference between hi(t) and hj(t). It is also straightforward to apply this strategy to

maritime vessel traffic control, and to satellite cluster positioning.

5.6 Simulation Results

In this section, three simulation results are presented for coordinated control on the unit

sphere. The first experiment is to test rendezvous on the sphere, i.e. convergence without

avoidance constraints. The second experiment is for formation acquisition on the sphere
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with collision avoidance. The third experiment is to test arbitrary reconfigurations on the

sphere with collision avoidance. Three different topologies, shown in Figure 5.7, are used

to solve different problems in the experiments. In the figure, Topology 2 (left) is a fully con-

nected communication graph with no leader, Topology 3 (center) is a cyclic communication

graph with one leader, node 1, and Topology 4 (right) is a cyclic communication graph with

no leader.

Note that we have adopted the unit sphere of 1 km radius for the simulations because, as

shown earlier, the problem of navigation in a spherical coordinate system can be solved by

control on the unit sphere. Moreover, the results are easier to visualize on the unit sphere.

Therefore, the unit of measurements are in kilometres. The results presented here can be

directly applied to horizontal separation of aircraft, watercraft and satellites, simply by

transforming actual positions into the unit sphere, solving to obtain the solution trajectories,

and transforming the solutions back to actual desired trajectories.
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Figure 5.7: Topology 2 (left), Topology 3 (center) and Topology 4 (right).

Sedumi (Sturm, 1998) and Yalmip (Lofberg, 2004) were used for solving all the opti-

mization problems in this section. The simulations were done with Matlab R2009a on an

Intel Core(TM)2 Duo P8600 @ 2.40GHz with 2 GB RAM, running Windows 7.
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5.6.1 Rendezvous on a Sphere without Avoidance

In this experiment, ten vehicles will converge to a consensus position on the sphere, using

Topology 2. The initial positions are:

x1(0) =[0.3417 0.5555 0.7581]T ,

x2(0) =[0.496 −0.127 −0.8589]T ,

x3(0) =[−0.3045 −0.9497 0.073]T ,

x4(0) =[0.5735 0.7952 0.1967]T ,

x5(0) =[−0.8005 −0.3867 −0.458]T ,

x6(0) =[−0.3727 −0.7372 0.5637]T ,

x7(0) =[0.0355 −0.5117 −0.8585]T ,

x8(0) =[−0.6553 −0.7428 −0.1371]T ,

x9(0) =[0.9188 −0.2446 −0.3094]T ,

x10(0) =[−0.0261 −0.8773 −0.4792]T .

The final consensus position obtained from this experiment is xc = [0.3818−0.8794 −

0.2845]T , which is significantly different from the normalized average of the initial posi-

tions xavg = [0.0579 −0.9042 −0.4231]T . This error results from the normalization pro-

cedure of (5.4.3). The results are presented in Figure 5.8.

To circumvent the error problem, one can create a virtual leader vehicle that corresponds

to the average of the initial positions, or to any desired point of rendezvous. Then the virtual

leader vehicle is used as the single leader in a leader-follower architecture. Figure 5.9 (left)

shows the result for synthesizing a virtual leader vehicle whose initial position is xavg, the

virtual leader is then used with Topology 2. The figure on the right was obtained by using

x1 as the leader vehicle, with Topology 3.

The strategy demonstrated in this simulation can be practically applied to rendezvous

of multiple UAVs and to satellite cluster positioning, provided they are flying at different

altitudes.
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Figure 5.8: Ten-vehicle rendezvous on a sphere without avoidance constraints.

cx = 1x

cx =xavg

Figure 5.9: Ten-vehicle rendezvous on a sphere without avoidance constraints using a leader-
follower topology, where xavg is the leader (left), and x1 is the leader (right).

5.6.2 Formation Acquisition on a Sphere with Avoidance

The first example of formation acquisition was presented in Figure 5.3, for four vehicles.

In this simulation, ten vehicles will converge to a formation on the sphere. To realize the

formation, they should maintain a relative spacing with one another, while also avoiding

a static obstacle. For the static obstacle avoidance, α = 30◦, and to maintain the relative

spacing between the vehicles, β ij = 20◦ ∀ i, j = 1, · · · , 10, i 6= j. The initial positions
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are the same as those used in the previous experiment. The result for Topology 2 is shown

in Figure 5.10 (left), while Figure 5.10 (right) shows the result obtained using Topology 4.

Topology 4 is a cyclic graph which produces a circulant L, whose dynamics lead to

swirling motion. If no relative spacing is specified for the vehicles, the circular motion

converges to a point. When relative spacing are specified for each of the vehicles, the

motion obtained from this Laplacian corresponds to the relative equilibrium type (ii), which

was presented in Section 5.1. This is similar to the result obtained by Paley (2008). Using

a circulant matrix such as that of Topology 4, one is able to vary the radius of the circular

formation achieved since r = cos θij . This is done by setting θij equal for all i, j and

varying its size with time. If the magnitude of θ is reduced, the radius of formation structure

obtained also reduces, and vice versa. Figure 5.11 (left) shows the result for setting θij =

30◦ ∀ i, j for four vehicles. The center and right figures show the results for ten vehicles,

as θij moves gradually from 20◦ towards 0◦. Indeed if θij = 0 ∀ i, j, then the vehicles will

rendezvous to a point.

Figure 5.10: Ten-vehicle formation acquisition using Topology 2 (left), and using Topology 4
(right).

Using a fully connected graph such as Topology 2, the result is different. The vehicles

converged to an irregular formation. Once the formation has been realized, the rigid body
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of the formation can be controlled in many ways.

Figure 5.11: Four-vehicle formation acquisition using Topology 4 with βij = 30◦ (left), and ten-
vehicle formation acquisition, using Topology 4, with βij moving from 20◦ to 0◦ (center and right).

For example, the rigid body as a virtual structure can be made to rotate with constant

velocity around any axis of choice on the sphere, by choosing the appropriate equivalent

quaternion as the plant matrix. Therefore, for a chosen quaternion q, the discrete time

dynamics of the formation is given as

x(k + 1) = R(k)x(k), (5.6.1)

where R = In ⊗ R, and

R = ((2q4)2 − 1)I3 + 2q̄q̄T − 2q4q̄
×,

is the rotation matrix corresponding to the attitude quaternion q, defined in Section 4.4.2,

In is an n× n identity matrix, and n is the number of vehicles. Figure 5.12 (left) shows the

result for rotating the rigid body formation of Figure 5.10 (left) constantly about the z axis

by 1◦ angular rotation, the corresponding quaternion being q = [0 0 0.0087 0.99]T . Figure

5.12 (right) shows the result for rotating the rigid body about the centroid of initial positions

(xavg) constantly by 1◦, the corresponding quaternion being q = [0.0005 −0.0079 −

0.0037 0.99]T .

The strategy demonstrated in this simulation can be practically applied to the separation

of multiple aircraft, satellite cluster formation control, and formation control of multiple

watercraft.
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Figure 5.12: Ten-vehicle formation motion about the z axis (left), and about the xavg axis (right).

5.6.3 Collision Free Reconfiguration with Avoidance of No-fly Zones

In this experiment, three aircraft are required to fly from their initial positions to given

final positions. The initial positions are: x1
0 = [0.8659 0 −0.4999]T , x2

0 = [0.4165 −

0.5721 0.7071]T , x3
0 = [−0.5878 −0.809 0]T . The desired final positions are: x1

f =

[−0.433 −0.7499 0.4999]T , x2
f = [−0.2939 −0.9045 −0.309]T , x3

f = [0.9393 −0.3052

0.1564]T . For intervehicle collision avoidance, they are expected to maintain a minimum

safety distance of r = cos 10◦ units. Five no-fly zones are imposed on the aircraft at the

following positions: x1
obs = [0.5237 −0.7208 0.454]T , x2

obs = [0.2939 −0.9045 −0.309]T ,

x3
obs = [0 −0.9877 0.1564]T , x4

obs = [0.5878 −0.809 0]T , x5
obs = [0 −0.9511 0.309]T .

The radii of the no-fly zones are equal to r. Therefore βij = αij = 10◦ ∀ i, j (i 6= j) for

this experiment. The result is shown in Figure 5.13.

The strategy demonstrated in this simulation can be practically applied to the problem

of crossing traffic of multiple aircraft, multiple satellite reconfiguration, and reconfiguration

of multiple watercraft.

5.7 Concluding Remarks

Some technical issues about this approach are considered in this section. First, because of

numerical problems the consensus position achieved during rendezvous using this approach
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does not converge to the exact average consensus value. This is due to the normalization

process using the norm constraint, and because the norm constraint is required for this

method of collision avoidance to work, it cannot be avoided.

1x 0

1x f

3x 0

2x 0

2x f

3x f

Figure 5.13: Three-vehicle reconfiguration with collision avoidance and avoidance of no-fly zones.

Secondly, for the Q-CAC algorithm, it will be desirable to be able to define upper

bounds for the constraints, just as we can define lower bounds, i.e. for any θij ≥ βik,

one should be able to define θij ≤ ηil, for some ηil > βik.

Thirdly, at this stage the only formation that converges to a formation with constant

motion is the one achieved using the cyclic graph. For the complete graph topology, the

formation comes to a halt at steady state, only then can the rigid body be controlled on the

sphere, and this method does not seem to be sufficiently elegant. One may consider using

double integrator dynamics for the objective function (5.4.1) which converges to a constant

velocity. Also, one may combine (5.4.1) and (5.6.1) to form a new objective function that

converges to a constant velocity formation.

Lastly, it will be desirable to include the concept of relative offset quaternions of Chap-

ter 4 to this framework. This will enable one to easily define any desired formations without

using computationally costly avoidance constraints every time step. However, the difficulty

in doing this is that computations on quaternions are different from that on Cartesian vec-
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tors, therefore obtaining the exact desired results will not be easy. For example, the centroid

of formation achieved using unit quaternions is always different from that obtained using

their equivalent unit vectors, except in the first octant.

The issues considered in this section will be investigated as a part of future work.
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Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

The focus of this research was on the development of new navigation and control algorithms

for multi-agent systems, such as multiple autonomous vehicles and mobile robots systems.

The specific work was on the development of new efficient algorithms, for multi-path plan-

ning and multi-rigid body constrained attitude control, by combining concepts of consensus

and optimization theories. The combination of concepts of consensus and optimization the-

ories in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 provide the control models for representing the constrained

control problem stated in Problem 1.1.

The main aim of Problem 1.2 was to solve some of the complexity problems associated

with some of the current approaches to multi-path planning and multiple rigid body attitude

control. Another aim was to solve the mathematical problems that have previously made

it impossible to apply consensus theory directly with quaternions for attitude control of

multiple rigid bodies.

The problems inherent in the main approaches were studied, with the intent of finding

what factors limit the performance of the systems, especially complexity, and how it can

be reduced. A new approach was adopted which combines the simplicity and efficiency of

the graph theoretic consensus protocol with an optimization approach which is based on

semidefinite programming, using linear matrix inequalities. In this approach, rather than
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solving the multi-path planning problems by applying computationally expensive optimiza-

tion processes all the way, we have adopted a two-layer approach in which a consensus

process runs on top of an optimization process, which is suppressed until it is required.

Applying consensus theory essentially leads to decentralization. The following advantages

of the new approach were demonstrated in the experiments: (i) an increase in the number

of vehicles which could be controlled in real-time when compared to some other optimiza-

tion based approaches; (ii) an increase in the number of rigid bodies (such as SC) whose

attitudes could be controlled in real-time under constraints, when compared to similar op-

timization based approaches; (iii) a drastic reduction in convergence time for multi-path

planning and multi-rigid body attitude control when compared to other similar optimization

based approaches.

To this end, this research has made the following new contributions to the field of multi-

path planning and multi-body constrained attitude control:

• The introduction of a new LMI-based approach to collision avoidance in 2D and 3D

spaces.

• The introduction of a consensus theory of quaternions by applying quaternions di-

rectly with the consensus protocol for the first time.

• A consensus and optimization based path planning algorithm for multiple autonomous

vehicle systems navigating in 2D and 3D spaces.

• A proof of the consensus protocol as a dynamic system with a stochastic plant matrix.

• A consensus and optimization based algorithm for constrained attitude synchroniza-

tion of multiple rigid bodies.

• A consensus and optimization based algorithm for collective motion on a sphere.

Satisfactory solutions to Problems 1.1 and 1.2 were demonstrated in the simulation

results presented in the thesis.
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As a final note on the conclusions, this research has touched the three main navigation

aspects of control of multiple vehicle systems, which are: control in 2D and 3D spaces;

control on a sphere; attitude control. However, the consensus based approaches developed

in this work are not limited to multi-path planning for multiple vehicles. They can also be

applied to other areas of multi-agent control systems, where decisions and actions taken are

based on agreement (or consensus) among communicating agents.

6.2 Future Work

Among the plethora of multi-path planning algorithms available in the literature, a new

algorithm that can navigate a larger number of vehicles in a smaller space, at a faster speed,

and without collisions, will still always be desired. Simply put, the navigation problem has

not been completely solved, and it remains a challenge. Therefore it will be worthwhile to

compare the consensus and Q-CAC based framework developed in Chapter 3 with some of

the best existing approaches, based on these benchmarking criteria. In fact, comparing all

of the existing approaches based on these benchmarks is a significant research effort worth

undertaking. This will also provide information for researchers to know what has been done

in navigation research, and what remains and needs to be done.

Due to the unavailability of equipment, practical hardware implementation of the con-

sensus and Q-CAC based attitude control algorithm developed in Chapter 4 was not done

in this thesis, and we hope to do it in the future. Moreover, the algorithm was developed for

a simplified rigid body model. It will be desirable to extend it to complex rigid bodies with

flexible rotating appendages, e.g. spacecraft with rotating rigid parts, or cooperating ma-

nipulators with multiple joints. Moreover, we have yet to determine the maximum number

of rotating rigid bodies that can cooperate without incurring collisions. These will require

significant research efforts in the future.

The constrained path-planning algorithm on the sphere, which was developed in Chap-

ter 5, still remains to be further developed. At this stage, the algorithm requires both the

consensus optimization and the Q-CAC optimization processes to run every time step, with
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the result that the speed of the algorithm is fairly slow for a relatively large number of vehi-

cles. However, reconfiguration of up to ten vehicles on the sphere runs fairly fast. We have

yet to ascertain the maximum number of vehicles that can be allowed for real-time path

planning, which can also be implemented on real vehicles. Also, the numerical problem of

error in consensus position resulting from the norm constraint in the LMI, remains to be

solved.

For the hardware implementation in Appendix A, we have implemented simple PID

controllers on UAVs. From the results presented, more work needs to be done to develop

better controllers because the PID controller has not proven robustness to disturbance result-

ing from wind gusts that emanate from drone-drone physical interactions. It is a challenge

to design a controller that can stabilize more than one interacting drone (especially light

weight drones like the AR.Drone), in a constrained flying space and in the presence of

wind gusts emanating from all of them. In the future we hope to study the effects of wind

gusts and design new mixed sensitivity controllers, or multivariable controllers that take this

interaction into account.

Finally, networking and communication issues have not been addressed in this work and

we hope to do it in the future.
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Appendix A

Hardware Implementation

In order for a vehicle to follow the trajectory generated by a path planner, controllers have

to be employed. This appendix is on the development of a tracking controller for control

along the planned position trajectories, for the multi-path planning algorithm developed in

Chapter 3. The controller was implemented on quadrotor unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)

platforms. To enable the implementation, an overhead camera vision system was set up and

connected to a control desktop computer running the RoboCup1 small sized league vision

system2, for image processing. This was used to provide real-time measurements of the

positions and attitudes of the vehicles. The state updates enable the controller to track a

given trajectory. A wireless local area network was also set up for communication between

the drones and the control computer which also runs the vision processing software and the

controllers. Experimental results are provided for waypoints visiting, and for a minimal

case of consensus based path planning with Q-CAC based collision avoidance.

1http://www.robocup.org/
2http://code.google.com/p/ssl-vision/
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A.1 Introduction

The control problem is that of driving the state of a dynamic system from one state x(tk)

at time tk, to another state x(tk+1) at time tk+1, accurately, and in finite time. For our

implementation, the system is a quadrotor unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). A quadrotor

helicopter or quadcopter is an aerial vehicle propelled by four rotors. The vertical take-off

and landing (VTOL) capability of the quadrotor and its small size make it a suitable choice

to use for such tasks as: traffic monitoring; crime monitoring; search and rescue; security

and surveillance (Faigl et al., 2010); cooperative manipulation and transportation (Michael

et al., 2011); human-machine interaction (Ng and Sharlin, 2011); sports assistance (Higuchi

et al., 2011); and military reconnaissance. Currently, the quadcopters can quickly perform

complex manoeuvres (Mellinger et al., 2010), and navigate autonomously in structured and

unstructured environments (Achtelik et al., 2009; Bills et al., 2011; Blosch et al., 2010).

However, the quadrotor dynamics is inherently unstable and difficult to control. In ad-

dition to this problem, the AR.Drone3 quadrotor which was used for this work is extremely

light weight (420g with the outdoor hull), compared to its size (660mm in diameter). It has

been previously identified that the light weight of the AR.Drone does not make it suitable

for use in medium or high disturbance environments (Schmidt, 2011), and this has been

confirmed in this work. Moreover, when any extra load is attached to the drone to enhance

the weight, it quickly becomes unstable.

Since the advent of the AR.Drone, an affordable quadrotor UAV with an array of sen-

sors, there has been some efforts in the research community to make it a suitable research

platform for robotics and control systems. This work is one of the first attempts to develop

the AR.Drone to be used for networked multi-agent control experiments.

Next, we consider examples of some recent controller designs for quadrotor UAVs.

Bouabdallah et al. (2004) performed a comparison of classical control using PD and PID

controllers, and adaptive optimal control using LQR controllers, on a quadrotor UAV. Their

results showed that the performance of the classical PID controller was better than the mod-

ern optimal controller using LQR. They also showed that the PID controller was not robust
3http://www.parrot.com
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in the presence of disturbance. Other successful PID controller designs for quadrotor UAVs

have been reported (Gurdan et al., 2007; Hoffmann et al., 2008; Krajnik et al., 2011). Alexis

et al. (2010b) developed a model predictive control (MPC) based constrained finite time op-

timal controller (CFTOC), for attitude setpoint manoeuvre of a quadrotor operating under

severe wind conditions. The CFTOC was based on the multiparametric toolbox of Kvas-

nica et al. (2004). Measurement of the quadrotor states was provided by the utilization of

an Xsens MTi-G4 attitude and heading reference system (AHRS). The induced wind gust

velocities were measured using a rotary vane anemometer. The resulting controller has been

validated in experimental studies with a prototype DraganFlyer5 quadrotor, modelled as a

set of switching linear piecewise affine systems (PWAs). A similar approach was presented

in Alexis et al. (2010a) for trajectory tracking of a quadrotor, under wind gusts, however

only simulation results were presented.

Successful machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) control schemes have been

reported (Bills et al., 2011; Ng and Sharlin, 2011). However, none of the aforementioned

works was done for multiple drones in a tightly spaced environment.

It has been proven that a classical PID controller is sufficient for controlling the quadro-

tor UAVs in the absence of high disturbance. Indeed, we developed and implemented two

different controllers to test hover and tracking on the AR.Drones, one using an MPC con-

troller, and another using a PID controller. Our results show that the PID controller had a

better performance, with a faster response time, better tracking and hover. Therefore, we

have adopted a classical PID control technique for this work.

The rest of the appendix is organized as follows. In Section A.2 a brief background

to the work is presented, and in Section A.3 the control problem is stated. PID controller

synthesis for the AR.Drone quadrotor is presented in Section A.4. Experiments overview

together with the hardware and software setup are in Section A.5. The experiment results

are presented in Section A.6 and concluding remarks follow in Section A.7.
4http://www.xsens.com/en/general/mti-g
5www.draganfly.com
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A.2 Background

The dynamics of a vehicle navigating in R3 can be approximated by the motion of a simple

point mass, where the state variables are the position and velocity [x(t), y(t), z(t), ẋ(t), ẏ(t),

ż(t)]T , and the control inputs are acceleration [ax, ay, az]
T . Using this model, the continu-

ous time dynamic system is given as

ẋ(t)

ẏ(t)

ż(t)

ẍ(t)

ÿ(t)

z̈(t)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

ẋ(t)

=



0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

A



x(t)

y(t)

z(t)

ẋ(t)

ẏ(t)

ż(t)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

x(t)

+



0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

B


ax(t)

ay(t)

az(t)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

u(t)

(A.2.1)

y =


1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

C

x.

It has been shown that the dynamics (A.2.1), subject to two-norm constraints, is a good

approximate model for vehicle motion, including limited turn-rate vehicles such as aircraft

(Kuwata, 2003; Richards, 2005). The zero-order hold (ZOH) discrete time system equiva-

lent of (A.2.1) is given as

x(k + 1)

y(k + 1)

z(k + 1)

ẋ(k + 1)

ẏ(k + 1)

ż(k + 1)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

x(k+1)

=



1 0 0 ∆t 0 0

0 1 0 0 ∆t 0

0 0 1 0 0 ∆t

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

A



x(k)

y(k)

z(k)

ẋ(k)

ẏ(k)

ż(k)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

x(k)

+



(∆t)2

2 0 0

0 (∆t)2

2 0

0 0 (∆t)2

2

∆t 0 0

0 ∆t 0

0 0 ∆t


︸ ︷︷ ︸

B


ax(k)

ay(k)

az(k)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

u(k)

(A.2.2)
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y(k) = C︸︷︷︸
[I3 03]

x(k),

where I3 is a 3 × 3 identity matrix, 03 is a 3 × 3 zero matrix, k is the discrete time step,

and ∆t is the time interval. Based on this model, one can design any choice of controllers

to stabilize the system, and simulate with different parameters to fine tune the system.

A.3 Problem Statement

Given the current state of a vehicle x(t), and the current desired reference trajectory or set

point vector xd(t) = [xd(t) yd(t) zd(t) ẋd(t) ẏd(t) żd(t)]
T , the aim of the controller is to

drive the system (A.2.1) or (A.2.2) from x(t) to converge smoothly to xd(t), in the presence

of noise and disturbance. The difference between the current state and set point, or desired

trajectory, is defined as

xe(t) = xd(t)− x(t),

and therefore, the error dynamics is

ẋe(t) = Axe(t) + B(u(t)− ud(t)). (A.3.1)

It is assumed that the state x(t) can be measured accurately and xd(t) is always known

for all t. The control vector ud(t) is unknown but treated as disturbance. Based on the error

dynamics (A.3.1), the initial problem of driving x(t) to xd(t) is transformed to an equivalent

problem of driving the states of (A.3.1) to zero.

The imperfection of the physical system, and other environmental factors such as distur-

bance and noise, makes the control problem difficult. For our multi-agent control problem,

we are faced with the extra problem of stabilizing the light weight AR.Drones, in the pres-

ence of wind gusts emanating from each of them, in the small operational space (3m×4m)

used for the experiments. In our experiments, we found it particularly difficult to get more

than one drone to maintain stable hover, when they are spaced apart by less than 3m. When

we tried to perform hover for two drones, both of them veered off in opposite directions.

With these problems, the need to design high level stabilizing feedback controllers becomes

obvious.
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A.4 PID Controller Synthesis for Position Control

In this section, we first consider the principles of quadrotor motion, then a PID controller

design for the AR.Drone is presented.

A.4.1 Quadrotor Motion

Quadrotor motion is usually obtained by rotating each pair of opposite motors in the same

direction, and the two pairs of motors are rotated in opposite directions. For the AR.Drone,

the front right and rear left motors, are rotated counterclockwise, and the front left and rear

right motors are rotated clockwise, as shown in Figure A.1.

Figure A.1: Quadrotor motion.

To obtain upward motion, the four motors are rotated with an equal magnitude of veloc-

ity. Forward motion is obtained by making the magnitude of the velocities of the two front

motors equal but less than the magnitude of the velocities of the two rear motors, which

are also made equal. This also corresponds to forward pitch, and this process is reversed

to obtain backward motion, or negative pitch. To move or roll left, the magnitude of the

velocities of the two left motors are made equal but less than the magnitude of the velocities

of the two right motors, which are also made equal. This is reversed to pitch right, or move

right. To rotate on the spot, or yaw counterclockwise, the velocity magnitude of the front

right and rear left motors are made equal but larger than the velocity magnitude of the front
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left and rear right motors, which are also made equal. This process is reversed to obtain

clockwise yaw.

For the AR.Drone, there are already low level motor controllers, and direct motor con-

trol has been abstracted and excluded from users. The drones can be controlled by sending

four basic commands: pitch, which also corresponds to forward or backward motion; roll,

which also corresponds to left or right motion; altitude; and yaw. All four controls are inde-

pendent, and so, four independent PID controllers can be designed for each of the controls.

Since a quadrotor is an omnidirectional vehicle, one can control its motion in any direc-

tion without having to control the yaw rotation. For our experiments, there was no explicit

need to control the yaw angle. Due to the limitations of our single overhead camera mea-

surement system, we decided to control all of the drones at the same altitude. We allowed

the low level altitude controller supplied with the drone to control the altitude. A PID con-

troller was designed, which can be used for independent control of the x and y positions of

the drone. Since the low level altitude controller is fairly stable, we assumed that controlling

the x and y positions is sufficient to maintain stable hover and trajectory following.

A.4.2 PID Controller Synthesis for Quadrotor Motion Control

Consider the double integrator dynamic model of (A.2.1). The equivalent transfer function

of the state space system is

G(s) =
1

s2
. (A.4.1)

Testing the response of this system to a unit step input, one can see the requirement for a

controller. A classical proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller consists of the sum

of three functions of the error xe(t) at time t: the proportional error ep(t); the integrated

error ei; and the derivative error ed. Therefore, the original system will be augmented with

an integrator 1
s , and a derivative s. The PID transfer function is defined as

GPID(s) = Kp +Ki
1

s
+Kds =

Kds
2 +Kps+Ki

s
, (A.4.2)
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where the proportional gain Kp, the integrated gain Ki, and the derivative gain Kd, are

constant gains which are selected to fine tune the system. Ignoring disturbance and noise

factors, the closed loop system transfer function is

GCL(s) =
G(s)GPID(s)

1 +G(s)GPID(s)
=

Kds
2 +Kps+Ki

s3 +Kds2 +Kps+Ki
. (A.4.3)

However, in our dynamic multi-agent systems scenario, external disturbance is a critical

issue that should be considered. In addition, the measurement produced by the camera

system is sometimes susceptible to corruption due to measurement noise. Sometimes the

measurement can be misleading, and sometimes there are no measurements at all. The PID

control system that also includes disturbance and noise factors is illustrated in Figure A.2.

+- ++
+1

S
_

S,dt
du_

Integrator

Derivative

Ki

Kp

Kd

1
2S

_

Transfer Fcn

G (s)PID

G(s)

xd
x

xe u
+
+

D

Disturbance

+
+ N

Noise

Figure A.2: PID control system for (A.2.1).

To implement the PID control practically, the control is computed as the sum of three

errors ep(t), ei(t), and ed(t), which are functions of xe, every time step, as follows:

ep(t) =Kpxe(t),

ei(t) =Ki(xe(0) + xe(1) + · · ·+ xe(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸∫
xedt

),

ed(t) =Kd(xe(t)− xe(t− 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dxe
dt

),

u(t) =ep(t) + ei(t) + ed(t).
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Assuming D = 0 and N = 0, the unit step response of the system in Figure A.2, with

Kp = 0.9, Ki = 0.2, and Kd = 1, is shown in Figure A.3.
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Figure A.3: Step response of (A.4.3) with Kp = 0.9 and Ki = 0.2, Kd = 1.

A.5 Experiments Overview and Systems Setup

In this section, an overview of the experiments, together with the hardware and software

setup, are described.

A.5.1 Experiments Overview

The purpose of the experiments performed was to demonstrate real-time path planning and

following, with collision avoidance. The consensus-based multi-path planning with Q-CAC

collision avoidance algorithm, developed in Chapter 3, was used for the path planning, while

each drone runs the PID controller (above) to independently control x and y positions,

in order to follow the planned paths. The path planning, collision avoidance, and path

following, are run simultaneously.
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A.5.2 Hardware and Software Setup

The setup used in the experiments consists of the following: (i) three AR.Drones, from

Parrot6; (ii) a desktop PC running Ubuntu Linux, Matlab, Java, ssl-vision, gcc and g++,

and the drones control software which was written in Java; (iii) a Firewire AVT7 Stingray

camera connected to the PCI port of the PC; (iv) a Sitecom8 802.11g wireless router.

A.5.2.1 AR.Drone Platform

The AR.Drone, introduced in Section A.4.1, is an electrically powered quadcopter manufac-

tured by Parrot, and intended for augmented reality games. The entrance of the AR.Drones

into the market since March 2010 provided an affordable platform for students and research

groups to conduct multi-agent systems research. This is because of the affordable price

of the drones, when compared with other high end platforms such as the DraganFlyer9.

Comparatively, the AR.Drone provides enough sensors to conduct research in autonomous

navigation studies. And when the research does not involve the hardware development, stu-

dents and researchers can concentrate on the necessary aspects and rely on the platform for

rapid development, testing, and deployment of control algorithms.

The drone is built of a carbon-fiber support structure and a plastic body. Each drone

ships with a safety indoor and outdoor removable hull (see Figure A.1). The actuators

are four high-efficiency brushless motors. The sensors suit consists of the following: two

cameras, one in front and facing forward, and the other one below the drone and facing

downwards; two sonars below the drone used together as an altimeter for the drone; an

IDG-400 2-axis gyroscope and 3-axis accelerometer, which are used to provide pitch and

roll data; and a XB-3500CV high precision gyroscope, used to measure yaw. These sensors

provide a 6-degree-of-freedom inertial measurement unit (IMU) for the drone. One LIPO

battery is also supplied with each drone, and each battery can provide enough energy for up

to 13 minutes of continuous flight.
6www.parrot.com
7http://www.alliedvisiontec.com/
8http://www.sitecom.com/
9http://www.draganfly.com
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The AR.Drone control computer is based on the ARM9 processor running at 468MHz,

with 128 MB of DDR RAM running at 200MHz. Each drone comes with an 802.11g

wireless fidelity (WiFi) device and an installed software interface, which allows it to com-

municate with another WiFi enabled device, such as a WiFi enabled computer, via an ad

hoc WiFi network. The API allows one to set required states of the drone, and also provides

access to preprocessed sensory measurements and images from the onboard cameras.

However, this ad hoc WiFi setup makes it difficult to connect more than one AR.Drone

in a wireless managed network infrastructure, because the manufacturers have restricted

the access to the drones hardware via only the WiFi connection and any other method of

access voids the warranty. Because of this limitation, the AR.Drones have not been used

previously in a networked multi-agent team of more than one AR.Drone.

The control board of the AR-Drone runs the BusyBox based GNU/Linux distribution

with the 2.6.27 kernel. The internal software of the drone provides communication and

some assisted manoeuvres such as take-off and landing. After being switched on, an ad

hoc WiFi network appears, and an external computer might connect to it using a fetched

IP address from the drone dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) server. Using this

IP address, one can telnet into the drone and run a script file that enables the drone to

disconnect from the current ad hoc network, and connect to a managed infrastructure, e.g.

to the Sitecom router. The script file can be created and downloaded once and for all, into all

of the drones, via ftp. With several drones connected to a wireless router running a DHCP

server, one has a network of AR.Drones. The DHCP server assigns new IP addresses for

the drones. With this arrangement, it is safe to network the drones without voiding the

manufacturer’s warranty. However, one has to manually connect to all of the drones and

run the script file every time the drones startup, and this process can be tedious and time

consuming.

Once the multi-agent network is setup, a computer in the network can communicate

with each of the drones, using the interface provided by the manufacturer on each drone.

The interface communicates via three channels, each with a different user datagram proto-

col (UDP) port. Drone configuration and actuator commands are sent over the command
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channel via UDP port 5556. Navigation data, such as yaw, pitch, roll, altitude, battery

state, and 3D speed estimates, are received over the navdata channel, via UDP port 5554.

Video data from the cameras are received over the stream channel, via UDP port 5555. The

frequency of each of the channels is 30Hz.

With this simple software setup, any programming language that supports network pro-

gramming (such as C, C++, Java, and Visual Basic) can be used to develop control and

interaction software for the AR.Drones. However, many potential users are inundated by

the volume of the C based API programs that are supplied with the drones. Users find it

extremely difficult to start working with the drones, because understanding the API requires

looping to and from so many C program files. We consider this unnecessary, because the

network-channel framework should make things simpler. Indeed based on a user supplied

single Java class of a few hundred lines of code for keyboard control of the AR.Drone,

we have developed just a few classes of Java programs to control the AR.Drones in a net-

work. We hope that these developments will assist in using the AR.Drones as a suitable

cost effective platform for conducting research in multi-agent systems.

A.5.2.2 Ssl-vision System

To obtain external measurements of the positions and yaw angles of the drones, an AVT

Stingray camera is connected to the control computer via the Firewire 800 PCI interface,

which can provide visual data frames at up to 60 frames per second at a resolution of

780x580 pixels, to the computer for processing. Image processing is done with the RoboCup

ssl-vision software. After processing, ssl-vision returns position and yaw data of all the

vehicles detected. The returned data is encoded using Google protocol buffers10 and multi-

casted via a UDP multicast server written in C++.

For the vision system to detect individual vehicles each of the vehicles must carry an

appropriate ssl team marker image, which is a set of color patterns placed on top of the

vehicles that uniquely identifies them (see Figure A.4).

The ssl-vision system was designed for soccer playing robots navigating on the plane
10http://code.google.com/apis/protocolbuffers/
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and the maximum height required for the robots in order for the vision system to provide

accurate position measurements is 140mm. This setup was not developed for tracking of

flying vehicles, and the drones cannot be flown at 140mm. Since the drones do not have

global positioning system (GPS) capability to use for outdoor tracking, the ssl-vision system

was used because it was the only available facility we had at the time of the experiments

to provide position measurements. A suitable indoor 3D motion tracking system such as

Vicon motion capture system11 would be preferred for use in future.

Figure A.4: Vehicle identification markers.

To make the ssl-vision useful for our experiments, we decided to fly the drones at a low

and constant altitude of 500mm. Because of this height difference and height variations that

occurred due to perturbations on the altitude of the drones while they were flying, there were

small errors in the position measurements. This setup also limited the kinds of manoeuvres

that we could test in 3D. However, the setup was fairly adequate to perform a few useful

experiments.

A.5.2.3 Control Station and Software

The control PC serves as a centralized control server, for feedback control of the motion of

the drones. Centralized control was adopted in the implementation because of the limita-

tions of the drone hardware. At this stage, user programs cannot be run on the AR.Drone

hardware, one can only send commands and receive sensor data via WiFi connectivity. The

wireless local area network (WLAN) was built on a Sitecom 150N 802.11g wireless router

sampling at 150Mbps. The PC runs the consensus based multi-path planner with the Q-

CAC avoidance algorithm which has been implemented in Matlab. The PC also runs a Java
11http://www.vicon.com/
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control program. The control program includes: separate PID feedback controllers for each

drone, implemented in Java; a set of Java classes used to send control data to the drones, and

obtain real time position and yaw feedback information from ssl-vision, via a UDP multi-

cast client class; a Java function that calls the Matlab based function for consensus with

the Q-CAC avoidance trajectories. Vision data obtained from ssl-vision are decoded using

Google protocol buffers. Other information such as velocity ẋ, altitude z, and battery state,

are obtained from the drones directly into Java control program. Communication between

Java and Matlab was established via matlabcontrol12. The hardware and software setup is

illustrated in Figure A.5.

Figure A.5: Hardware and software setup.

The real-time path planning and tracking control procedure is implemented as follows:

• Step 1: initial positions x(0) and desired final positions x(f), are given to the multi-

path planner algorithm. If ‖x(f)− x(0)‖ > ε, where ε > 0 is a small error tolerance

margin, then proceed to the next step, otherwise the goal has been reached.

• Step 2: the multi-path planner algorithm generates the next collision free set of tra-

jectories and passes these as set points xd to the controllers.
12http://code.google.com/p/matlabcontrol/
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• Step 3: current position x(k) and yaw data θ(k) are obtained from ssl-vision. x(k) are

passed to the controllers, and θ(k) are passed to R, a rotation matrix that transforms

the control inputs to the drone coordinates.

• Step 4: while ‖xe(k)‖ > ε for some ε > 0, the controllers generates a set of control

inputs u(k), sends them to the drones, and k is incremented by one.

• Step 5: when xe(k) ≈ ε, the current x(k) is the new set of initial positions, and the

algorithm goes back to step 1.

A simplified model of the above process is shown in Figure A.6. Since this is not a

multivariable control system, the control algorithm runs two separate PID controllers for

each state x and y, for each drone to be controlled.

+-
PID Controller AR.Drone

xd

x(k)

x (k)eConsensus and Q-CAC
Multi-Path Planner

ssl-vision
u (k)1

R
u(k)

è(k)

+
+

D

Disturbance

u (k)2

+
+

+
+

Noise

N

Figure A.6: Multi-path planning and tracking control system.

A.6 Experiment Results

Because a single camera was used for supervisory data acquisition, the flight space of the

drones was limited to the field of view of the camera. Using the ssl RoboCup soccer pitch

dimensions, the drones were constrained to fly within the space of half of the pitch, which

has the dimension 3025mm × 4050mm. The diameter of each drone was 660mm. The

limited space for flight imposed serious constraints on the experiments, thereby limiting the

number of drones that could be controlled simultaneously, and the kinds of experiments that

could be performed successfully.
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Before we could use the drones to test the multi-path planning algorithms, it was desired

to test the performance for way-point visiting and trajectory following. These tests could

not be performed using only the built-in low level controller supplied with the drones. In

fact, it was observed that if two drones approached each other for any distance less than 3m,

both drones veered off away in opposite directions. This effect was because of disturbance

resulting from the wind gusts emanating from the drones, coupled with the very light weight

of the drones. The PID controller enabled three drones to hover on the half pitch space when

spaced apart. However, because of the high noise and light weight of the drones, we were

unable to perform any collision avoidance experiments on the same space with two or more

drones flying together at a time.

In this work, we did not study the effects of wind gusts, and as a result we do not yet

have a model or transfer function representation for the gusts. To counter the effect of

disturbance, we tried setting an upper bound on the control input that will also allow the

drones to be controlled safely within the small flying space. The experiment results are

presented next.

A.6.1 Waypoints Visiting

In this experiment, a single drone starts from a point x(0) = [−0.44362 0.00027]T , to visit

four waypoints A = [−0.44362 1.57303]T , B = [−2.57429 1.57303]T , C = [−2.61834

−1.63512]T , D = [−0.44362 −1.63512]T , and then attempts to return back to x(0). The

PID controller Figure A.2 was used for waypoints tracking, with Kp = 0.5, Ki = 0.5 and

Kd = 0.8. The final return point was x(f) = [−0.4355 −0.01563]T . The result is shown

in Figure A.7.

A.6.2 Two-Vehicle Consensus with Q-CAC Collision Avoidance

In this experiment, two drones are connected in a leader-follower graph topology, where

vehicle 2 is the leader. Drone 1 starts from x1(0) = [−2.61834 1.63512]T , and attempts

to find a collision free trajectory to drone 2 at x2(0) = [−0.4436 −1.64078]T . Drone 3 is

on the line between drones 1 and 2 at x3(0) = [−1.5 0] and has to be avoided. The final
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position of drone 1 is x1
f = [−0.36136 −1.76748]. The result for this experiment is shown

in Figure A.8. In the figure the blue line is the planned trajectory, and the black line is the

actual trajectory.

A.7 Concluding Remarks

The experiments presented above were successful because only one drone was allowed to

fly within the available space. From the experience gained in doing this work, it is clear

that the implementation of control systems for the path planning algorithms on physical

platforms is not a trivial task. The knowledge gained from conducting these experiments

leads to the following findings:
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Figure A.7: Waypoints visiting.

• Because of the small flight space coupled with the extremely light weight of the

drones, the maximum control input to the drone for motion in the x or y axis was

set at 0.1 (1m/s). Any speed greater than this resulted in instability, such as drones

overshooting the boundary of the camera perception region. However, this control
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effort was not sufficient to counter the force produced by the wind gusts when two

drones came close to each other. The effect was that one of the drones always gets

pushed off track away from the limited field of view of the camera, while the other

arrives at its destination. Because of this, the safety region of the drones should be

made sufficiently large, to minimize the effect of gusts because of the light weight

of the drones. We believe that conducting the experiments in a bigger space should

produce better results.
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Figure A.8: Consensus with collision avoidance.

• The overhead vision system was not the ideal choice for tracking of the drones. In

using the system to conduct our experiments, we observed that changes in height and

attitudes of the drones resulted in packet losses, which had adverse effects on the ex-

periments. Moreover, the lighting in the laboratory was not very well controlled, as

the effects of changes in ambient light emanating from some open windows, were im-

mediately noticed in the behavior of the drones. Most recent indoor UAV navigation

experiments use reliable and proven 3D motion capture systems such as Vicon.
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• Fitting the AR.Drones with GPS based AHS such as Xsens MTi-G may help to use

the drones in outdoor experiments, where enough space is available. In this case,

one should also consider the following: the light weight of the drones when exposed

to windy outdoor environments; and how much load the drones can carry and re-

main stable. However, we observed that the wind gusts emanating from the drones

were worse than normal outdoor conditions. Therefore, we hope to conduct future

experiments in outdoor environments.

• We consider the problem of controlling the drones in a small space as a technical

challenge that demands more research. We hope to conduct an in-depth study of the

effects of the wind gusts, and develop gust models which can be used for a mixed

sensitivity controller design. This may also help for control in outdoor environments.
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